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Abstract 

DAVID OGAN. The Logistics of the 101 st Airborne in the First Gulf War (under the 
direction of Dr. David Snyder) 

The First Gulf War was one of the most dramatic examples of a "logistics war," where 

logistical factors were as important, if not more so, than actual combat power. The dramatic 

victory of the American-led coalition against Iraq cemented America as the most powerful 

military nation in the world. A great deal of this success was due to the success of coalition, 

and American, logisticians. Another part of this success was due to the 101 st Airborne (Air 

Assault) Division, the only air assault division in the world. The 101st, which used its "Air 

Assault" doctrine, proved the viability of this unique method of warfare, both operationally 

and logistically. 

The logistics of the coalition forces, and thus by extension the logistics of the 101 sr, 

were of vital importance to the success of the forces that were arrayed against Iraq during the 

war. The historiography of the First Gulf War does not examine logistics at the divisional 

level; rather, only high-echelon logistics, those at the Corps and Theater level, are covered. 

This leaves a significant gap in how the upper-echelon logistics affected the combat units of 

the coalition. This case study seeks to rectify this gap by examining historical logistics from 

World War II to the Gulf War and the logistics of the First Gulf War as a whole, and 

subsequently placing the specific logistics of the 101 st in the correct context. 

The analysis of the specific logistics of the 101 st during the First Gulf War also 

provides information as to how this unique unit handled logistics. The study of how such a 

singular unit addresses its logistical requirements can lead to a better understanding of how to 

employ such a unit in the future. This work attempts to do both of the necessary analyses by 

using a variety of primary, secondary, and archival sources. 
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Glossary: 

'brown-out' When dust billows up from the rotorwash of 
a helicopter, enveloping the helicopter and 
obstructing vision. 

101 st Aviation Regiment The unit that, in the First Gulf War, 
commanded all the 101 st' s aviation assets. 

101 st Corps Support Group (101 st CSG) A subunit of the 1st Corps Support Command 
(1 st COSCOM). The 101 st CSG was tasked 
with handling supply flow from XVID Corps 
to the 101 st. Commanded by Colonel Roy E. 
Beauchamp. 

105mm howitzer The primary fire suf port weapon of the 101 st. 
Fielded by the 320t Field Artillery regiment. 
Capable of being slingloaded by Chinook or 
Blackhawk. 

1-101 st Aviation One of the battalions of the 101 st Aviation 
Regiment. Equipped with AH-64 'Apache' 
attack helicopters. 

l 87tn Infantry Regiment ( 187th, Rakkasans) The infantry regiment that comprises the 3re1 
Brigade of the 101 st. Composed of the 1 s1, 
2nd, and 3rd Battalions of the 18?1h ( 1-18?1h, 
2-18?1h, 3- l 8?1h). Commanded by Colonel 
Robert T. Clark after 7 Nov 1990. Brigade 
Command Sergeant Major was Jack P. 
Hardiwck. 

1st Corps Support Command (1 st COSCOM) The primary logistical unit of XVIII Corps, 
in charge of delivering supplies to the 
subordinate units of the Corps. 

2-159th Aviation A battalion of CH-47 'Chinooks' that was 
attached to the 101 st from XVIII Corps in 
order to bolster the division's medium-lift 
capabilities. 

2-17th Cavalry One of the aviation units of the 101 st. Not 
part of the 101 st Aviation Regiment; 



2-229 th Aviation 

24tn Mechanized Infantry 
3-101 st Aviation 

32ih Infantry Regiment (32in) 

4-101 st Aviation 

4261n Supply and Transpo11ation Battalion 
(426th

) 

502nd Infantry Regiment (50t1d) 

5-10 I st Aviation 

6-101 st Aviation 

7- l O l st Aviation 

performs reconnaissance and screening 
duties. Equipped with AH-1 'Cobras', OH-
58 'Kiowas', and variants of the UH-60 
'Blackhawk'. 
A battalion of AH-64 'Apache' attack 
helicopters that was attached to the 101 st 

before the unit deployed to the Gulf in order 
to bring the division to the authorized level 
of 3 attack helicopter battalions. 
Commanded by Lieutenant Colonel William 
H. Bryan. 
A unit in the same corps (XVID) as the 101 st

• 

One of the battalions of the 101 st Aviation 
Regiment. Equipped with AH-1 'Cobra' 
attack helicopters. 
The infantry regiment that comprises the 1st 

Brigade of the 101 st . Composed of the 1 si, 

2nd
, and 3rd Battalions of the 32ih (1-32ih, 

2-32ih, 3-32ih). Commanded by Colonel 
James T. Hill . Brigade Command Sergeant 
Major was Robert G. Nichols. 
One of the battalions of the 101 st Aviation 
Regiment. Equipped with UH-60 
'Blackhawks'. Designated as an assault 
helicopter battalion. Commanded by 
Lieutenant Colonel Robert L. Johnson. 
The primary transportation unit of the 101 st

• 

A part of the Divisional Support Command. 
Commanded by Lieutenant Colonel John D. 
Broderick. 
The infantry regiment that comprises the 2nd 

Brigade of the 101 st
• Composed of the 1 s1, 

2nd
, and 3rd Battalions of the 502nd (l-502nd

, 

2-502nd
, 3-502nd

). 

One of the battalions of the 101 st Aviation 
Regiment. Equipped with UH-60 
'Blackhawks' . Designated as an assault 
helicopter battalion. 
One of the battalions of the 101 st Aviation 
Regiment. Equipped with UH-60 
'Blackhawks' and UH-1 'Hueys'. Designated 
as a general support battalion. 
One of the battalions of the 101 st Aviation 
Regiment. Equipped with CH-47s. The only 
unit organic to the 101 st with CH-47s. 
Designated a Medium Lift Battalion. 



-
8-101 st Aviation One of the battalions of DISCOM. Handles 

aviation maintenance. 
82"ct Airborne Division A unit in the same corps (XVIII) as the 101 st

• 

Long-time rivals of the 101 st • 

9-101 st Aviation One of the battalions of the 101 st Aviation 
Regiment. Equipped with UH-60 
'Blackhawks'. Designated as an assault 
helicopter battalion. 

Ad Damman, Saudi Arabia The major Sea Port of Debarkation (SPOD) 
for the Coalition. Where the majority of ships 
unloaded. 

. .. 

AH-I 'Cobra' An attack helicopter. 
AH-64 'Apache' An attack helicopter. 
Air Assault n. A unit that uses the Air Assault doctrine, 

specifically the 101 st Airborne Division (Air 
Assault). v. To utilize helicopter assets at all 
levels in order to capitalize on mobility, 
surprise, and agility, or to attack using the 
Air Assault doctrine .. 

Airflow The process of moving a unit via sustained 
airlift. 

Airlift To transport personnel or cargo by airplane. 
Airmoble n. A unit that uses the Airmoble doctrine, 

several units in the Vietnam-era. v. To move 
via helicopter, but not integrate helicopters 
into all levels of a unit. 

AO EAGLE Area of Operations EAGLE. The area 3rct 
Brigade fought in during the ground 
offensive into Iraq. Controlled Highway 8. 

AO THOMAS Area of Operations THOMAS. The area to 
the north of Basra where attack helicopters 
attacked retreating Iraqi vehicle columns, and 
1st Brigade was intending on attacking into 
when the war ended. 

Attack helicopter A helicopter deigned to carry a two-man 
crew and numerous weapons. 

Breakbulk A kind of ship that traditionally loaded cargo 
through hatches. Time- and labor-consuming 
to unload. 

Camp Eagle II (CEIi) The base camp the 101 st occupied before 
deploying to T AA CAMPBELL. Located at 
King Fahd International Airport, Saudi 
Arabia. 

Cargo helicopter A helicopter with the primary intent to 
transport cargo or vehicles, e.g. the CH-47 
'Chinook'. Can also transport personnel. 



CH-4 7 'Chinook' A cargo/medium lift helicopter. 
Class I Food, sometimes includes water as well. 
Class I (w) Specifically water 
Class II Cloths, tents, etc. 
Class III Fuel, any type. 
Class III (b) Bulk fuel , fuel in a tanker truck or similar. 
Class III (p) Packaged fuel, fuel in 5-gallon cans or the 

like. 
Class IV Barrier material. Sandbags, barbed wire, etc. 
Class V Ammunition. 
Class VI "Personal Demand" items; writing material, 

tobacco products, etc. 
Class VII "Major end items," large, expensive and/or 

complex items or item sets. 
Class VIII Medical supplies. 
Class IX Repair parts. 
Class X Items to support non-military programs. 
Container I. A metal box, generally of the 

internationally standardized 20- or 40-foot 
size, used to transport cargo. 2. A ship 
designed to transport containers. 

CRAF Civilian Reserve Airlift Fleet. A program 
intended to bolster the airlift capability of the 
US when activated. 

Dhahran, Saudi Arabia The major Air Port of Debarkation (APOD) 
for the Coalition. Where the majority of 
planes unloaded. 

Discharge The amount (usually in tons) of cargo a port 
can accept on its piers, divine who the 
recipient is, and move the cargo to 
transportation units for delivery. 

DISCOM Divisional Support Command. The unit to 
which all the support units of the 101 st are 
assigned. 

DIVARTY Divisional Artillery. The artillery unit of the 
IO I st

, comprised of the 3 20th Field Artillery 
regiment. 

FARP, FARRP Fuel and Ammunition Resupply 
Point/Forward Area Resupply Point/Forward 
Area Refuel and Rearm Point/Fast Aviation 
Refuel and Rearm Point/etc. A location 
where helicopters can resupply. FARPs are 
usually located in FOBs, but not always. 

FOB Forward Operating Base. A secure position 
used to support tactical operations. Generally 
outside the divisional support area, but 



supported by the divi sion. Can have multiple 
kinds of services in it. 

FOB BASTOGNE A Forward Operating Base for the 10 l st 

during the DESERT SHIELD phase of the 
deployment. 

FOB COBRA A FOB established on the first day of the 
ground offensive into Iraq, to provide a 
springboard and refueling point for future 
operations. 

FOB OASIS A Forward Operating Base for the 101 st 

during the DESERT SHIELD phase of the 
deployment. 

FOB VIPER A FOB established on the fourth day of the 
ground offensive into Iraq, to provide a 
springboard to attack into the area north of 
Basra. 

Fast Sealift Ships Large, fast cargo vessels used by the Military 
Sealift Command to transport large loads 
rapidly. All eight of the FSSs are named 
after navigational stars. 

Haul To use trucks to transport supplies or 
equipment. "HauJ assets" are trucks of 
various sizes and capabilities. 

High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled The Army's standard light utility vehicle. 
Vehicle (HMMWV, Humvee) Readily adaptable. 
King Fahd International Airport CKFIA), The airport at which Camp Eagle II was 
Saudi Arabia located. 
King Khalid Military City (KKMC), Saudi A Saudi Arabian command headquarters. 
Arabia 
Lift To use helicopters to deliver a unit or piece 

of equipment to a location. "Lift assets" are 
generally helicopters, but can son1etimes be 
ground vehicles. 

LZ Landing Zone. Where a helicopter will land 
and drop off the troops or equipment it has. 

Medium-lift A description generally meaning 'Chinooks.' 
OH-58 'Kiowa' A reconnaissance helicopter. 
Organic A unit that is permanently associated with a 

higher unit. The 32ih Infantry Regiment, for 
example, is organic to the 101 st

• 

PZ Pickup Zone. Where a helicopter will load 
the troops or equipment it will carry. 

RO/RO Roll-On/Roll-Off. A method of ship design 
utilizing ramps for easy loading and 
unloading of vehicles. 

RRF Ready Reserve Fleet. The portion of the US 



Navy intended to provide cargo transport 
when called up. 

Slingloaded To suspend an object below a helicopter in 
order to transport it. 

T AA CAMPBELL Tactical Assembly Area CAMPBELL. The 
area in which the 101 st assembled before the 
ground offensive. 

TOW Humvee A Humvee mounting a Tube-launched, 
Optically-tracked, Wire-guided (TOW) 
missile launcher to attack tanks. 

--

UH-60 'Blackhawk' A utility helicopter. 
Utility helicopter A helicopter with the primary intent to 

transport personnel, e.g. the UH-I 'Huey' or 
UH-60 'Blackhawk.' Can also transport 
cargo or vehicles. 

XVIII Corps The superior unit of the 101 st
• 



Chapter I 

Introduction 

The First Persian Gulf War is a showcase for numerous themes of history. From the 

end of the post-Vietnam malaise to the widespread debut of new technologies, such as stealth 

and precision-guided munitions, the First Gulf War marks the maturation of new equipment 

and doctrines. Key to the war (and to this work) was the establishment of the air assault 

concept as a practical operational doctrine. Air assault operations proved to be fast and 

effective, and perhaps just as importantly, logistically viable. The speed and efficiency of 

these air assault operations during the First Gulf War relied on the logistical viability of the 

air assault concept, and this work will concentrate on the logistics of the United States' 101 st 

Airborne Division (Air Assault) in the First Gulf War. While there were problems with 

specific logistical issues in the war, the vast bulk of these problems were due to factors 

outside the control of the 101 st
• In fact, reliance on Corps aviation assets and helicopters not 

ideally suited to the logistics role were the division ' s only shortcomings. 

This investigation will begin with a review of the literature and historiography of the 

First Gulf War, as well as the major points of discussion and where those points are lacking. 

This portion will be followed by a general overview of the logistics of the Second World 

War, Korean War, Vietnam War, and the post-Vietnam era, in order to provide historical 

context and comparison for the upper-echelon logistics issues of the First Gulf War. 

Subsequently, the capabilities of the air assault division will be examined, as well as a 

general outline of the Gulf War. The specific role of the 101 st consequently will be analyzed 

and discussed, with emphasis upon the impo11ant issues. The conclusion will address the 

importance of these findings and how they relate to history and historiography. 



Chapter II 

Historiography 

"History is a guide to navigation in perilous times. History is who we are and why we are the 
way we are. " 

-David C. McCullough 1 

The First Persian Gulf War has an interesting collection of literature, since it is one of 

the more recent conventional wars between industrialized nation-states. There is a fairly large 

body of writing that covers multiple facets of the Gulf War, including logistics. There is a 

relatively smaller body of Ii terature about the role of the 101 st Airborne in the First Gulf War. 

The body of literature that exists about both the First Gulf War in general and the 101 st in 

particular is insufficient. The literature that does exist about logistics mainly covers large

scale logistics, such as the support of the Coalition, the strategic deployment to the Gulf, or 

the actions of the Army Corps of Engineers; therefore, there is hardly any resource material 

about logistics at the divisional level. This gap is disconcerting, especially since the division 

was the main combat unit for the Army, and significant problems occun-ed throughout the 

division-corps divide and the corps-theater divide. Only one work explicitly addresses the 

issue of the logistics of the 101 st in the First Gulf War, and that document is a personal 

experience monograph written for the Army War College, which acknowledges its limited 

view. The deficiency of works that focus on the logistics of the 101 st is a major gap in the 

literature. The 101 st is the only unit of its type in the world, and thus, has unique capabilities 

and deficiencies that need exantination. 

The bulk of the literature that addresses the First Gulf War was written in the 1990s, 

with most of the literature published after 1993. The first book about the war is Triumph 

without Victory, written in 1992 by journalists from the US News and World Report.2 



Triumph has extremely limited utility, though, because it pays little attention to logistics, and 

when it is not chronicling the war, it is criticizing the decisions made by President George 

H.W. Bush, and the upper Army command echelons. The other book that was released that 

year was Lieutenant General William G. Pagonis' Moving Mountains, which detailed his 

service as the commander of the 22nd Support Command. 3 Pagonis' book focuses on the 

logistics of the coalition for the entire deployment. While many criticize Pagonis for taking 

credit for other people's innovations, the book is fundamentally a satisfactory overview of 

the upper-echelon logistics of the coalition. However, it does not really address any issues 

below the Corps level. 

The year after Triumph was relased, two other books were published. General H. 

Norman Schwarzkopf s autobiography, It Doesn't Take A Hero, covers his career and mostly 

discusses his tenure as Commander of Central Command (CENTCOM).4 It provides a good 

overview of the war from the perspective of the commander, but Schwarzkopf wrote the 

book to explain and justify his decisions. It does not address unit-specific logistical issues. 

The other book that was published in 1993, Washington Post journalist Rick Atkinson's 

Crusade, while a better book than Triumph, still spends most of its time on high-order 

political wrangling and command decisions. 5 

In 1994, three years after the war, more and better quality books began to be written 

and published. Robe11 Scales' Certain Victory is, by far, the best book that chronicles the 

actions of the Army in the First Gulf War. 6 If it covered the actions of the Air Force and 

Navy in as much detail as it did for the Army, there simply would be no better single-volume 

book about the war. However, its focus on the Army is a limiting factor in its usefulness in 

understanding the entirety of the war, and while it pays attention to the 10 I st, it only touches 



on the logistics of the division. To be fair, if the book analyzed the logistics for each division, 

it would be inunensely unwieldy. Two other books do, however, focus on the 101 st 

specifically: Thomas Taylor' s Lighting in the Storm and Lieutenant General Edward 

Flanagan's Lighting.1 Both shed light on the logistical factors, but by and large, they focus on 

the experiences of the soldiers and actions of the division. Taylor's book allows for better 

understanding of the personnel and experience of the 101 st
, but Flanagan's is a more 

scholarly work. Both books are valuable, but still do not address all the logistical issues of 

the di vision in the First Gulf War. 

Of the two books published in 1995, one is extremely useful, and the other is not. The 

Whirlwind War was published by the Department of the Army and edited by Frank Schubert 

and Theresa Kraus. 8 The General's War was written by Michael Gordon and Lieutenant 

General Bernard Trainor, both of whom worked for the New York Times.9 The Whirlwind 

War is useful for understanding the war, but it was far less technical than Scales' book. Its 

focus on logistics was, however, at echelons above the divisional level. The General's War 

suffered from the same sort of problems as the other two books that were written by 

journalists, namely a focus on criticizing seemingly every aspect of the war while paying 

little attention to operational or logistical factors. 

Three more major books on the Gulf War would come out. Tom Clancy's Into the 

Storm, released in 1996 and written with General Fred Franks, focused on the actions of the 

VII Corps in the Gulf War. 10 Stephen Bourque' s Ja)hawk! , written in 2002, also examined 

VII Corps. 11 Both books, combined, thoroughly addressed the actions of the VII Corps in the 

First Gulf War. However, neither book discussed in any regard the 101 st • The last book, 

Charles Toomey's XVII/ Airborne Corps in Desert Storm, is the book that provided the best 



understanding of the actions of XVIII Corps during the war. 12 It also provided an adequate, if 

slightly brief, coverage of the logistics of the 101 st . Toomey's book does deserve a special 

note for its numerous appendices, which provide valuable information on ancillary topics 

such as personnel strength. He also listed all units attached to XVIII Corps during the 

deployment (along with their subunits) and identified the officers commanding each unit. 

Other works offered insight into the various facets of the First Gulf War. Scott 

Conrad's Moving the Force and Douglas Menarchik's Powerlift both provided excellent 

overviews of the problems in deploying and supporting U.S. forces to the Gulf. 13 However, 

like Pagonis' book, they focused on upper echelon logistics. Janet McDonnell's Supporting 

the Troops, which covered the actions of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, was an ancillary 

book. 14 It covered the Corps of Engineers, but not logistics or the 101 st. The last ancillary 

work was Howard Butler's Desert Aviation, which analyzed the support of the Army aviation 

units in the First Gulf War. 15 It was not specific to the 101st, but it did carefully examine the 

support of the Army's helicopters, which were vital to the 101 st and its mission. 

There were a pair of personal experience monographs from the U.S. Army War 

College that were useful, but by no means adequately addressed the gaps in the literature 

about the 101 st . The first was Lieutenant Colonel Frank Hancock's "North to the Euphrates: 

The taking of FOB COBRA, Part I." 16 Hancock was the battalion commander of the 1st 

Battalion of the 32ih Infantry Regiment (1-32ih), which was one of the three infantry 

battalions in the 1st Brigade of the 101 st
• His personal experience monograph was written as 

his U.S. Army War College thesis, and in addition to acting as an excellent primary source, it 

is solid academic work. However, it ma.inly focuses on the experiences of Hancock's .infantry 



battalion, his leadership role as the battalion commander, and the unit' s encounter with the 

enemy at Forward Operating Base (FOB) COBRA. 

The other personal experience monograph is the one written by Lieutenant Colonel 

John Broderick, entitled Air Assault Logistics During Desert Storm. Broderick's monograph 

is an excellent starting point for researching the logistics of the 101 st
• As the commander of 

the 426
th 

Supply and Transport Battalion, Broderick was in an optimum position to directly 

observe the logistics of his division. He also delivers a thorough examination of the problems 

between the boundaries of the division-corps and the corps-theater. However, as incredible as 

it sounds, Broderick spends the bulk of his time in analyzing logistical issues for the 101 sr, 

but the vast majority of his conclusions focus on upper-echelon logistics. While his 

monograph is an excellent start to addressing the logistics of the 101 sr, he does not explicitly 

highlight how the Corps and Theater deficiencies caused problems with the 101 sr, and does 

not establish how the 101 st dealt with those problems. 

The specific gap in the Ii terature that will be addressed is the full spectrum of the 

logistics of the 101 st
. Most other books give some mention to the logistics of the division, but 

by and large, they do not, and cannot, focus specifically on the division and its logistics. The 

only work that focuses on the lOl st 's logistics is Broderick's monograph, which reviews the 

division's logistics on the one hand, the upper-echelon logistics on the other, and only briefly 

analyzes the area in between. This gap needs to be bridged because of the nature of the 

division. The 101 st is, as described earlier, the only unit of its type in the world. Therefore, 

the division has capabilities that were available to no other unit, which were aptly 

demonstrated by its performance during the war. These capabilities, and their corresponding 

weaknesses, demand in-depth examination to ensure that the division can increase its 



effectiveness in future conflicts. A thorough analysis of the specific logistics of the 101 s
t 
(or 

any other unit) will also contribute to the body of knowledge for logistics in general. By 

focu sing on the unique issues of a division, its subordinate units, and the effects of upper

echelon logistics on them, new insights into logistics can be garnered and new lessons can be 

extracted. This work will focus on the insights and lessons of the 101 st Airborne (Air Assault) 

in the First Gulf War. 



Chapter III 

Logistical trends from the Second World War to the post-Vietnam Period 

"I don't know what the hell this 'logistics' is that Marshall is 
always talking about, but I want some of it. " 

-Admiral Earnest King 1 

As humanity has progressed throughout history, so has the science of warfare. Key to 

this was logistics, the science of moving and supplying friendly forces. The industrialization 

of war resulted in an increase in the size, cost, and complexity of warfare compared to earlier 

eras. As armies became too large to be able to forage for food effectively and required 

equipment that could not be made in the field or taken from civilians, logistics became 

increasingly important in waging war. Logistics as an organized discipline developed as a 

result, reaching a form strongly resembling modem logistics by the Second World War. 

Studying the general trends of logistics from World War II to the Vietnam War is intrinsic to 

understanding the logistical victory the coalition achieved in the First Gulf War. 

Logistics in World War II 

The first of the·themes in logistics from World War II is the benefits of operating 

from mature areas. In the European theater of operations, Britain was a mature area, and 

could thus provide numerous goods and services. U.S. troops in Britain relied upon British 

foodstuffs to feed themselves, and even planted their own acreage to supply their own food. 

Between June 1942 and June 1944, the Quartermaster Corps received 63% of their supplies 

from the British; the Engineers, 58%; Medical, 49%; Chemical, 25%; Signal, 22%; Air 

Forces, 21 %; Ordinance, 4%; and Transportation, 3%.
2 

By the end of June 1944, an 

estimated 6,800,000 ship tons of supplies from British sources went to American units, 

representing about 31 percent of all the supplies received by American units in Britain to that 



point in time.
3 

President Roosevelt noted that, "it would have taken 1,000 loaded ships to 

send from the United States the supplies provided to our forces by the United Kingdom."4 

British services also supported US troops in Britain; shoe repair, laundering, and camp 

utilities were some of the services performed by British sources. The British covered about 

$664 million worth of new construction costs. All of these lessened the support requirements 

of the American forces in Britain. This stands in contrast to operations in the Pacific, where 

the scattered islands generally needed extensive construction in order to sustain operations, 

and the islands did not have any economy from which to draw goods and services (aside 

from food). Australia and New Zealand, though, did allow for local procurement of supplies 

to an even greater degree than in the UK, albeit seemingly more focused on foodstuffs.5 

Another theme of World War II is the restrictions on port discharge of cargo. British 

p011s could only unload approximately 150 shiploads of cargo a month, and this was due to 

physical, labor, and technical issues. At the eight ports that handled 70 percent of the U.S. 

tonnage brought into the United Kingdom through May 1944, "much of the equipment was 

outmoded and inadequate for unloading directly from ship to rail, or rails were so constructed 

that it was impossible to follow" American practices.6 Similarly, the demands of the British 

fighting services resulted in a pool of stevedores that was smaller and less efficient-the 

average age of dockworkers at Liverpool was 52-than what otherwise would be operating 

ports.7 Despite the stevedore's force being small and inefficient, unions restricted the use of 

military labor to periods when civilian labor was unavailable.8 By summer of 1943, the ban 

on using military labor became untenable due to the huge amounts of cargo arriving in the 

UK, and the use of military labor became necessary. The labor shortage in mid-1943 was so 

severe that the theater commander considered using the entire 29
th 

Infantry Division as 



9 
labor. As an example of the amount of cargo that was coming in, one convoy in March 1944 

had 18 fully-loaded US Army cargo vessels, and 24 port cargos loaded on commercial ships. 

In total, the convoy had about 1,500 wheeled vehicles, tanks, and self-propelled guns, 2,000 

vehicles in cases (awaiting assembly), 200 aircraft and gliders, and about 50,000 tons of 

supplies. Discharge of that convoy had to occur in eight days because that was when the next 

convoy would arrive.
10 

A similar problem was handling cargo. A colonel visited Liverpool, 

where ships were unloading. While inspecting the unloaded crates, he discerned that 30 

percent of the tonnage had no markers whatsoever, and another 25 percent had no addressee 

and had general (i.e. "ordinance", "medical supplies") descriptions on them. More than half 

of the freight had to undergo examination before the dock workers could figure out what to 

do with it. 11 

In the Pacific, similar problems arose. The only major ports were in Australia, and for 

most of the operations in the Pacific, ships had to use ports that were small, insufficient, and 

generally primitive. 12 For ports other than the Philippines and Australia, supplies had to be 

unloaded into amphibious vehicles which then moved to shore, to be unloaded there. 13 In the 

Philippines, the ports were modem, but these all suffered from problems ranging from battle 

damage to problematic facilities. 14 Fm1her complicating these problems with facilities were 

issues with port labor. In Australia, the men best suited for labor were under arms, leaving 

workers who were, "frequently slow and un-co-operative [sic]."
15 

The average Australian 

labor' s shift was eight hours "on the clock," with only five hours of work actually 

accomplished. 16 They also resorted to frequent strikes and walkouts, but since the unions 

dominated the Australian government, there was little the U.S. could do about it.
17 

New 



Guinea natives were willing to work, but were too few and unskilled. 18 Filipino labor, while 

good was, "by no means entirely satisfactory." 19 

A third theme of World War II was a severe shortage of trucks and truck repair parts. 

After the breakout from the Normandy beachheads, the Allied armies in Europe moved with 

almost unbelievable speed, resulting in logistical problems. At the start of August 1944, 

supply stockpiles were satisfactory, if unevenly distributed; by the end of August, "90 to 95 

percent of all the supplies on the Continent lay in the base depots in the vicinity of the 

beaches, and there were virtually no stocks between Normandy and the army dumps 300 

miles away."
20 

So rapid was the advance that the Allies seized objectives on D+98 (12 

September 1944), which were planned to be taken on D+350.21 In a gamble for quick victory, 

though, the Allied high command made the decision to press the attack. The damage to the 

logistical structure was not long in coming. By the end of August 1944, trucks had to travel 

up to 250 miles to get to the point where they could hand off supplies to other trucks to bring 

forward. 22 The famous "Red Ball Express," intended to bring supplies from the Normandy 

beachhead to the armies, began on 25 August, 1944. 23 This system focused on essentially 

non-stop movement of supplies, and because of this, Red Ball Express trucks could not get 

the maintenance they required. Repair requirements jumped from 2,500 repair requests, in 

mid-September 1944, to 5,750 by the end of the month. In tires alone, preceding months 

averaged 29,142 tire replacements, whereas September 1944 required 55,059 tire 

replacements.24 Trucks were not the only vehicles that desperately needed repairs; "At times 

in November the amphibian companies were operating with 76 percent of their vehicles 

deadlined." The inability to replace worn-out parts led to cannibalization of other vehicles, 

and expedients such as the manufacture of propeller strut bearings from applewood and 



rudder from scrap steel.
25 

Between the distances the supply trucks needed to drive, the 

number of vehicles breaking down, and the ever-increasing requirement for supplies, the 

demand for trucks skyrocketed. By 22 August 1944, General Omar Bradley, the commander 

of the 1th Army Group, asked his armies to leave behind their heavy artillery and use those 

trucks to carry supplies; by early September 1944, every truck from artillery, engineer, anti

aircraft, and other such units was pressed into service transporting supplies.26 As a direct 

result of the trucking shortage, another theme, that of severe fuel shortages due to 

deficiencies in tanker trucks, is evident. By the end of the first week of August 1944, fuel 

stocks in Normandy held almost 26 million gallons of gas.27 By 19 August 1944, those fuel 

stocks rose to 27 million gallons.28 The simple fact that theater stocks grew while the stocks 

in the frontline units dwindled is evident that the issue was not fuel stocks, but fuel 

throughput. Due to issues with pipelines, the majority of fuel was carried by tanker truck, 

rather than by pipeline. 29 

A final theme of World War II was a drastic ammunition shortage. Rationing policies 

in Europe began around mid-July of 1944 and never really ceased.30 The most dire, and most 

persistent, was field artillery ammunition. " In the entire eleven months of operations on the 

Continent no supply problem plagued U.S. forces more persistently or constricted their 

operations more seriously than the shortage of field artillery ammunition."31 Theater logistics 

planners implemented various limits of the amount of artillery ammunition to be expended. 

Between 15 and 21 October 1944, this ammunition crunch was most evident. Rationing of 

Third Army 105mm howitzers allowed for firing 1. 1 rounds per gun per day. The desired 

expenditure was 60 rounds per gun per day. Other field artillery ammunition types were 

similar! y restricted. 32 The field artillery ammunition shortages plagued Allied forces 



throu 0 hout the war but commande · 11 · · · ~ , rs occas10na y overcame 1t by usmg non-artillery guns 

( such as 90mm tank destroyer guns) for fire support or using captured ammunition. 33 

Logistics in the Korean War 

The Korean War marked the first use in combat operations of a logistical command 

established as a concrete unit, with its own authorized strength and equipment.34 This 

resulted in a logistical network better organized than that of the Second World War. Despite 

long lines of supply, it was actually surprisingly responsive to supply demands because of 

increased use of air transportation. Airlift in World War II, while providing some relief to 

ground transpo1tation and sealift, was generally not a major method of movement for most 

cargo. Post-war aircraft developments allowed airlift of greater amounts of critical supplies 

than compared to World War II. When the North Korean Army attacked, Soviet-made tanks 

led the way; in response, the US managed to airlift almost 6,000 anti-tank rockets, and almost 

I, 100 launchers, to Japan within a month of commencement of hostilities.35 During July 

1950, airlift totals to Japan averaged approximately 106 tons per day.36 This rate appears to 

have been sustainable, as deliveries by airdrop through December 1950 and January 1951 

averaged 100 tons a day.37 Helicopters also saw their first notable uses in what would 

become their traditional roles of medical evacuation and movement of troops and supplies. A 

four-hour operation in September 1951 moved a Marine company of more than 200 men, 

with nine tons of supplies, to the top of a 3,000-foot mountain.
38 

Had the same operation 

been attempted purely by ground, it would ha e taken approximately two days and most 

likely exhausted all the men involved.39 Air transport handled small amounts of cargo, but 

the cargo moved was usually critical items, such as medical supplies, rockets, radio batteries, 

and repair parts.40 Another indication of the responsiveness of the logistical system was in 

unit loading, a procedure the Navy opposed. It featured as many men from an Army unit as 
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possible travelling on the ship with the unit's equipment, whose vehicles also had full tanks 

of gasoline and full ammunition loads.41 

Airlift aside, one of the major factors in Korean War logistics was, as it was in World 

War II, a mature area from which to operate. Numerous goods and services from Japan, 

which had undergone significant reconstruction since the end of World War II, supported the 

effort in Korea. From 13 to 31 July 1950, Eighth Army's emergency purchases of Japanese 

goods totaled over $6 million, in addition to buying 1,000 Japanese trucks for $1.475 

million.
42 

In 1951, procurement in Japan was more than $310 million, and in 1952, it 

amounted to almost half a billion dollars.43 Another major factor in Korean War logistics was 

the use of World War II stocks. By 20 November 1950, 105mm howitzers alone fired over 

1.25 million rounds, and more than three times that amount had arrived in Korea. None of 

that ammunition had been manufactured after 1945.44 Similarly, repaired stocks of leftover 

World War II equipment sustained forces in Korea at a price far less than it would cost to 

manufacture. "[T]hose dollar savings-resulting from all the rebuilding operations by 

various services in Japan-were estimated to be as high as $9.5 billion."45 An important note 

is that these refurbished pieces of equipment did not need shipment across the entire Pacific 

Ocean-they only had to cross part.46 This could be considered unintentional pre

positioning: the Department of Defense intended to destroy or sell off World War II surplus 

stocks, but could not eliminate the numerous, scattered and large stocks, and instead left 

these stocks on Pacific islands, which were still far closer to Asia than the United States. 

As in world War II, in Korea sealift transported the majority of cargo, making port 

capacity a key bottleneck. Japanese port capability was not a problem; rather, "[t]he main 

bottleneck to sea transportation for Korea, as with other types of transportation, was in Korea 



· lf "47 P h . 1tse · usan was t e maJor port in Korea, with a rated capacity of 40 to 45,000 tons a day. 

However, problems with personnel-Korean stevedores were inexperienced and in short 

supply, and went on strike for a pay increase in the summer of 1952-limited discharge to 

approximately 28,000 tons a day.48 Insufficient facilities for movement of cargo out of Pusan 

were also a limitation; in 1951, Pusan actually averaged only about 14,000 tons discharged 

per day, compared to the 45,000, at which it was rated.49 Cargo intake, though, was not 

limited to the 14,000 tons that Pusan could actually process. Instead, as much cargo as 

possible would be offloaded, which would then take a long time to be organized and move 

out. As a result, the local logistic organization soon found difficulties in tracking and 

accounting for shipments. In summer 1952, as much as 25 percent of the tonnage on hand at 

Pusan had not yet been entered into the necessary records, thus making it hard to be sure 

exactly what was on hand.5° Further complicating things, local language differences made it 

hard to, "keep track of what had been unloaded when Korean tallymen had listed so many 

boxes as 'this side up,' and so many cartons of 'handle with care."'51 These problems in 

moving cargo out of the ports caused ships to wait at Pusan to unload for as long as 20 to 25 

days. Similar problems at Inchon, the other major port, had at one time 36 vessels with an 

average import time of 21 days. 52 

Another similarity to World War 11, as well as being a reoccurring theme, is that 

during the pursuit operations, combat units outran their supply lines, resulting in a handful of 

delays. 53 The 01ore important result of the rapid pursuit was the failure to establish 

intermediate depots. "The long supply lines could be likened to long-range electrical 

transmission lines over which electrical energy loses its force unless booster stations make up 

some of the loss. In this case, the booster stations, that is, intermediate depots, were 



. . ,,54 B h 
tn1ssmg. ecause t ere were not enough service troops to man intermediate depots, the 

bulk of supply operations were located farther to the rear. A terrible road network, and a 

shortage of theater truck companies resulted in supply points that were generally immobile; 

meaning that it would be incredibly unwise to locate them closer to the front lines. This, in 

tum, put a heavier load on divisional truck companies.55 However, unlike in World War II, 

pipelines contributed directly to the sustainment of front-line forces. For example, in the 

week ending 25 October 1952, the Eighth Army received 916,680 gallons of motor gasoline 

via pipeline.
56 

In World War II, the ends of the pipelines were at best several hundred miles 

away from the front lines.57 In Korea, a pipeline that supplied aviation fuel and jet fuel to Air 

Force units began operations in October 1950.58 One area in which World War II and Korea 

differed greatly was in ammunition shortages. Any shortages in ammunition, most notably 

155mm and 8-inch rounds, were in the rear depots, not in front-line stocks.59 The inference 

here, then, is that transportation moved ammunition forward quick enough to avoid depleting 

forward stocks, but the rear depots did not receive enough to be fully "topped off." This is 

most likely due to deficiencies in port unloading, and movement of supplies from port to 

depot. During periods of heavy fighting, though, some artillery units did suffer severe 

d l . . h . k 60 ep etions 1n t eir stoc s. 

Logistics in the Vietnam War 

Vietnam had some issues in common with World War II and Korea, but others were 

unique. One of the n1ost notable is that Vietnam was an immature country, with no mature 

area close by; the closest was Okinawa, an island well over a thousand miles away that had 

support facilities for the armed forces. Vietnam's low level of industrialization made it harder 

to acquire goods locally, and the South Vietnamese Army logistics network was completely 

incapable of supporting American units, partially due to a total lack of modem logistics 
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facilities ·
61 

As a result, 40 percent of the supplies coming to Vietnam in 1965 and 1966 were 

construction materials.
62 

Prior to the buildup, warehouse and storage areas were "literally 

nonexistent, except for limited facilities in the Saigon area. "63 Those facilities in Saigon were 

initially scattered throughout the city, and were "substandard and overcrowded" with some 

being open-air storage.
64 

The acquisition of 13 Japanese warehouses partially compensated 

for the deficiency in storage. 
65 

Still, the storage facilities built would sometimes pale in 

comparison to the mountains of supplies entering the country. 

While the US was preparing for its presence in Vietnam, it neglected to set guidance 

on standards of living. Without such guidance, each unit was free to decide upon its standard 

of living, and they "order[ed] from supply catalogs as if they were Sears and Roebuck 

catalogs."66 Commanders, who naturally wanted to give their troops the highest possible 

comfort level, requisitioned air conditioning far above that normally authorized for a unit. 

With additional air conditioning came higher demands for power and power generators, 

which of course necessitated increased spare parts for the numerous models of generators 

used.67 Power requirements in Vietnam jumped fourfold from requirements of World War II, 

and at the peak of the buildup, there were about 145 makes and models of generators, ranging 

in output from 1.5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.68 All of these requirements, of course, put an 

additional strain on a logistical system that was already bringing in massive quantities of 

supplies. 

Logisticians use data from prior conflicts to judge supply requirements. 

Unfortunately, the only data available to Army logisticians was the data from World War II 

and the Korean War.69 The result was that the supply system, using this data from World War 

II and Korea did not reflect the demands of Vietnam, and shipments of supplies, especially 
' 



the early "push packages" whose purpose was to get supplies in theater, brought in supplies 

that may or may not have been pertinent. To further complicate things, the supply system 

used in the United States was automated, or in the process of being automated, whereas 

initially-from 1965 until 1968-logisticians in Vietnam used a manual system.70 The 

priority of delivering supplies to combat units combined with a logistical system that was 

rapidly expanding resulted in excess supplies accumulating that were never recognized. This 

resulted in additional requisitions being filed for the supplies that were already overstocked 

in Vietnam.
71 

Logisticians, furthermore, did not received notification of shipment or status of 

orders, and this lack of data resulted in unnecessary duplication.72 Units also needed 

equipment in excess of, or different than, authorized amounts, and the supply system honored 

those requests.73 Furthermore, units did not report equipment in excess of a unit's 

authorization in inventory reports.74 Lastly, documentation of supplies or markings on 

containers were frequently lost, damaged, or illegible (just like in World War II or Korea) 

resulting in the items in question being set aside to be inspected at a later date. 75 This "later 

date" could end up being an indecent amount of time. 

Ammunition problems appeared but were nowhere near as crippling as in World War 

II. The push packages for ammunition for the 173rd Airborne Brigade in 1965 included anti

tank mines, 3.5" rockets, and anti-tank munitions for 90mm tank guns and l 00mm recoilless 

rifles. All of those items were either obsolete or of little use in Vietnam. Furthermore, early 

on, storage facilities were insufficient to handle even the small amount of munitions in 

country. The storage facility at Tan Son Nhut was rated as being able to store 900 tons of 

munitions with a waiver because of the close proximity to fuel storage, napalm mixing areas, 

and the airbase's main runway. Around March 1965, Tan Son Nhut actually held roughly 



1,500 tons.
76 

Even later, when the buildup established three major ammunition supply points, 

two of the three were vulnerable to enemy attacks, and suffered several successful attacks.77 

However, Vietnam did mark the starting point of two important shipping 

technologies. Palletization, where supplies are loaded on a pallet for easier transportation via 

forklift or similar vehicle, saw some use in World War II, but largely saw relegation to 

amphibious assaults, with most of the pallet use seen in the Central Pacific.78 In Vietnam, 

though, all services stressed palletization because of the port and supply problems in World 

War II and Korea. As a result, the Air Force developed the 463L pallet system to 

accommodate palletization requirements. The other technology was containerization, loading 

cargo inside of large rectangular metal boxes capable of transportation by ship, truck, or rail 

flatcar. Eventually, the stock of containers in theater numbered 150,000, of the 200,000 

containers owned by the Army and Air Force. 

Logistical Advances in the 1970s and 1980s 

After America's withdrawal from Vietnam, numerous changes occurred in the armed 

forces. The largest was the abolishment of the draft, and the resultant reliance of the armed 

forces on an all-volunteer service. Other changes in training, equipment, doctrine, and 

mission occurred as well. The armed forces' primary objective, aside from defending 

America, remained to defend Western Europe against a full-scale Soviet invasion. To this 

end, the military provided deployment readiness plans that would rapidly deploy units to 

Europe. The first of the Return of Forces to Germany (REFORGER) exercises occurred in 

1969 as a way to prepare for a rapid return to Europe, and as a way to show solidarity with 

NATO after withdrawing troops from Europe.79 During the 1970s and 1980s, these exercises 

grew in size and complexity, and the U.S. placed pre-positioned stocks of equipment to 

enable a rapid deployment of American troops.80 The training and practice that American 



logisticians received in the REFORGER exercises served as the foundation for implementing 

actual deployment of units to Saudi Arabia. 

Another one of these changes in American doctrine was the growing importance of 

the Persian Gulf and of pre-positioning. In 1971, the U.S. Navy began to develop the island 

of Diego Garcia as a communications station, and by 1986, it had become a major support 

facility. 
81 

One of the important functions of Diego Garcia was to house pre-positioning ships, 

which stored large stocks of supplies and equipment to allow for rapid build-up of forces and 

supplies to the theater of operations. Pre-positioning ships were created for both the Army 

and the Marine Corps, and these ships provided crucial amounts of supplies to the Coalition 

forces early in the deployment to the Persian Gulf. 

The last of the advents in logistics was the procurement of eight Fast Sealift Ships in 

the early 1980s. The Fast Sealift Ships all were formerly commercial container ships 946 feet 

long and 106 wide at the widest point.82 The U.S. Navy acquired and converted them to serve 

as a rapid deployment fleet, because all eight as a group could deploy 93 percent of a 

mechanized division at high speeds.83 One of the advantageous features of the Fast Sealift 

Ships were their Roll-on/Roll-off (RO/RO) design and the cranes mounted on their decks, 

which enabled them to be unloaded rapidly despite their huge size. As a result, these ships 

were extensively employed during the First Gulf War. 



Chapter IV 

Capabilities of an Air Assault Division 

"Le_t me call your attention to the fact that our badge is the great 
American eagle. This is a fitting emblem for a division that will crush 

its enemies by falling upon them like a thunderbolt from the skies. " 
-General Order no. 5, Major General William C. Lee, August I 9th, I 94i 

The air assault concept did not spring fully-formed from the minds of military 

..... 

officers. Rather, as with any concept, it underwent a long period of development, requiring 

advances in technology and military thinking, before it reached maturity in the First Gulf 

War. Understanding the operations of the 101 st in the First Gulf War requires an 

understanding of the history of the airborne and air assault concepts, the development of the 

helicopter, and the capabilities of the air assault division. This chapter, then, will trace the 

development of the air assault concept from its origin as the World War II Airborne doctrine, 

its metamorphosis into the Vietnam-era Airmobile doctrine, the 1970s AirLand Battle 

concept, and how the Air Assault doctrine grew out of the fusion of Airmobile and AirLand 

Battle. 

The Airborne Doctrine 

The origins of the air assault doctrine are simultaneously ancient and modem. 

Warriors throughout antiquity have long desired to be able to soar above the land like a bird, 

freed from the "tyranny of terrain," able to fall upon their foes at a place and time of their 

choosing. With the introduction of heavier-than-air flight , this fantasy became a possibility; 

powerful airplanes dropped paratroopers and towed gliders, which allowed airborne units to 

move to their target areas and arrive on the ground, usually relatively unharmed. Billy 

Mitchell envisioned the first airborne operation in the First World War, planning to drop the 
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1 ' Infantry Divi ion behind Metz to capture it.2 Fortunately for the Germans, the war ended 

before thi plan could come to fruition. During the interwar period, many nations 

experimented with the possibilities of airborne units, and in the Second World War, airborne 

units served with every major belligerent. 

The capabilities and deficiencies of airborne units were readily apparent on paper, but 

still , they often saw misuse or met with tragedy. The s2nd Airborne, for example, saw use as 

line infantry for several months in Italy, despite its lighter firepower and specialized airborne 

training. Fallschinnji:iger, German paratroopers, jumped to great effect in the invasions of 

Poland and the Low Countries, but the unit that landed on Crete took brutal casualties. 

Similarly, the British 1st Airborne Division was practically wiped out as a result of Operation 

MARKET GARDEN. Most airborne operations resulted in heavy casualties; the two 

American airborne divisions dropped during the opening hours of the Normandy invasion 

took heavy losses in men and materiel because of enemy action and dropping at night. This 

resulted in the 82nd and 101 st Airborne Divisions being scattered all throughout the 

Normandy area. As a result, they could only bring a portion of their strength to capturing 

their objectives.3 

Still, the advantage of an airborne unit was that it could strike anywhere a plane could 

fly, as long as there was sufficient open ground. This made airborne units perfect for seizing 

crucial points ahead of the main echelons. However, their mode of transportation (airdrop) 

limited them to a configuration that was "lighter" than the usual infantry division; there were 

fewer vehicles, lighter artillery (generally, only 75mm), and airborne divisions were a bit less 

than half the size of a normal infantry division.4 Furthermore, once airdropped, airborne units 

behind enemy lines could only be resupplied by gliders or airdrops (both risky prospects), 



and had the same mobility as "leg" inf an try. It is because of these limitations that airborne 

units became "elite" formations-they had to be manned by tough, highly-trained men in 

order to be combat effective. Airborne units proved themselves in World War TI, fighting 

fiercely and with distinction. However, with advances in technology, new paths would open. 

As stated earlier, the two largest weaknesses of airborne units were the difficulty of 

resupply and the lack of mobility once dropped. Glider landings were essentialJy controlled 

crashes at best. Aircraft design and rigging precluded large palJet drops, and supply bundles 

capable of airdrop could vary wildly in accuracy. The resupply of the 101 1 Airborne in 

Bastogne was estimated to be about. 95 percent effective, whereas a similar effort to resupply 

isolated elements of the 3rd Armored Divi ion was 100 percent ineffective, as 23 of.29 

aircraft delivered upplies directly into eoemy hand , with the remainder lo t to enemy action 

or diver ion.5 In addition once paratroopers dropped they were' leg infantry forced. to 

walk everywhere they went (unle a Je p, r imilar vehicle urvi ed a glider landing, but 

then fuel became an i ue). Without an airfi Id re-embarkati.on n airplane was impossible. 

The development of the helic pter th u h, uld re luli nize airbom concepts. 

The Helicopter and the Development of AlrmobUe Doctrine 

The helicopter had been in devel prn nt numerou c untrie after the in ention of 

heavier-than-ai r fli ght but the " re e tremel prirniti and ere n t m -produced. Igor 

Sikor ky' R-4 helicopter\! as the first belie pter t g int m producti n for the US 

Army, with 100 ordered and the belie pters a u m rid War Il ~ r rescue in areas with 

rough ten-ain, uch as Bum1a. Helicopters would continue to be developed, increasing in 

size, range, peed, and payload and the , ould e use during the Korean War, the British 

intervention in Malaya and the French unterin urgency in Al0 eria. In all cases, 

be tr p and upplie but also saw use as helicopter were used in limited num rs to m e 



medical evacuation (medevac) veh1'cl w· h h · · es. 1t t e development of turbme engines, though, 

and the creation of the 11
th 

Air Assault Division (Test) on 7 January 1963, the ground was set 

for the full-fledged development of helicopter warfare.7 

Helicopters offered capabilities vastly different from airplanes. Generally, airplanes 

are faster and have a longer range than helicopters. A modified Westland ZB-500 'Lynx' set 

the world record for helicopter speed, clocking in at 249.09 miles per hour in 1986.8 In 1922, 

William ('Billy') Mitchell set a record with his Curtiss R-6 at 224.28 miles per hour; the next 

year, Alford Williams would take his Curtiss R-2C-1 to 267.16 miles per hour.9 However, 

conventional airplanes must always move forward (in addition to climbing, diving, rolling, 

and yawing), whereas a helicopter can move forward, backwards, to either side, and can even 

hover. This means that with the exception of aircraft with specialized capabilities, such as the 

'Harrier' aircraft, planes need runways to take off and land, whereas helicopters can make do 

with a clearing. A cargo aircraft would have to land at an airstrip to drop off a vehicle ( or 

drop it out of the cargo hatch and hope it lands at the right spot), whereas a cargo helicopter 

could suspend it underneath by 'slingloading' it and drop it off precisely where it is needed. 

Also, due to their lower speed and higher maneuverability, helicopters can fly closer to the 

ground, thus making it harder for the enemy to spot them. The ability to stay overhead and 

provide support, called 'loitering,' is also different between helicopters and airplanes. 

Airplanes generally make quick slashing passes at a target, whereas a helicopter could, if it 

wanted to, circle a target and keep its nose pointed to it the entire time. 

Comparing deployment by parachute to deployment by helicopter is very tough, as 

their respective capabilities are drastically different. Parachute drops can put a large amount 

of men on the ground in a hurry and, given the range of cargo airplanes, can do it from 
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outside the range of a helicopter. However, parachute drops can be extremely inaccurate, 

especially when executing large-scale drops. Famously, the airdrop of the 82nd and 101 st 

Airborne Divisions on 6 June 1944, saw both divisions scattered all over the Normandy area, 

and required them to spend hours, if not days, to get organized enough to launch large unit 

operations. Helicopters, conversely, can take a unit directly to the landing zone (LZ). Also, as 

stated before, getting supplies and equipment to units without a helicopter or airfield required 

either a cargo drop, with the aforementioned inaccuracies, or sending them down in cargo 

gliders, which were infamous for extremely rough landings. A helicopter, though, can drop 

that bundle of supplies or vehicle right on target. Finally, helicopters could come in, pick up 

the men on the ground, and fly off; airborne units would require an airfield. 

The Second World War has a certain set of iconic images: the beaches of Normandy 

on D-Day, the flag-raising on Mt. Suribachi, the mushroom clouds of the atomic attacks on 

Japan, and the horrors of the concentration camps, among others. The iconic images of 

Vietnam revolve around the helicopter and jungles of that war. The UH-l 'Huey' and the 

CH-47 'Chinook' were both new addi tions of con iderable importance to the US arsenal 

shmtly before major involvement began in Vietnam. Initial employment of helicopters in 

Vietnam revolved around the concept of "airmobility rather than "air assault," and medical 

evacuation ("medevac" or "dustoff') helicopters became a key part of the US effort. The 

concept of airmobility, though, did not arise in reaction to Vietnamese terrain, but rather it 

was a reaction to the new "nuclear battlefield. 

The nuclear battlefield evolved from the fixation of military thinkers during the late 

1950s on nuclear weapons. Conceptually large ground formations could be attacked with 

tactical nuclear weapons. This would force units to be dispersed in order to lessen the 



damage caused by atomic arms. An airmobile unit, however, could disperse to limit damage 

caused by nuclear weapons, but still mass rapidly to attack. 10 However, airmobility only 

takes advantage of the mobility and flexibility of helicopters in a limited sense. Generally, 

units would use helicopters to move to a secure area, disembark, and move out on foot. In the 

la Orang Valley campaign, for example, the Battle of Landing Zone X-RAY was not a 

deliberate assault into a hostile zone. The LZ was chosen because it could accommodate 

eight to ten UH-IDs at a time and no enemy activity was detected in it. 11 Only when the 

North Vietnamese attacked the LZ did it become an actual battle. Furthermore, airmobile 

operations were generally small-unit operations of platoon, company, and battalion size, and 

their sole goal was to gain and maintain contact with the enemy. 12 It is perhaps telling that 

the 1st Cavalry hardly make mention of their airmobility. 13 Most of their After-Action 

Reviews mention the same sort of lessons learned in prior wars, such as ambushes, mines, 

and booby traps. 14 

AirLand Battle and Air Assault 

The Air Assault concept is a significant change from airmobility. Air Assault fits 

neatly into the overall doctrine (at the time) of AirLand Battle. AirLand Battle sprung from 

U.S. observation of the 1973 Yorn Kippur War. During that conflict, observers saw the 

increased range, accuracy, and lethality of conventional weapons, such as Anti-Tank Guided 

Missiles (ATGMs), and noticed the continued modernization of Soviet equipment. Studying 

the twenty-day war, the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) concluded 

that it was possible to win a war, fighting outnumbered, with conventional weapons.
15 

U.S. 

Army thinkers revised the existing doctrine and the AirLand Battle concept took form. Its 

four principles were: Initiative, Depth, Agility and Synchronization.
16 



AirLand Battle define Initiati ve a " etting or changing the terms of battle by 

acti n." It int rs an "offensive spirit" in all operations with the goal of seizing and 

maintaining control over the direction of the battle. Folding into this is a need for 

improvisation; subordinates are encouraged to quickly take advantage of successes and 

f . . 11 D 
un oreseen opportunities. epth refers to not only distance, but also time and resources. In 

the sense of distance, rather than engaging just the first echelon of the enemy, the better route 

would be to engage all echelons. The intent is not to annihilate the enemy utterly all at once, 

but rather to, "degrade the enemy's freedom of action, reduce his flexibility and endurance, 

and upset his plans and coordination." 18 A commander should seek to fight the deep battle 

simultaneously with the "close battle," the battle where the enemy's first echelon is engaged 

in direct combat with friendly forces. With enemy follow-up attacks delayed, the enemy first 

echelon will lack follow-on support, thus enabling its total destruction. Then, attention shifts 

to the other echelons, which are disorganized and confused. By actively operating deeply, the 

commander can also use his depth of resources (men, weapons, materiel, etc) to consolidate 

his control over the battlefield further and can have the necessary time to plan, prepare, and 

perform further operations. Agility is the ability of friendly forces to act faster than the 

enemy's. An agile unit is able to move out more quickly than the enemy can, is faster in the 

field, and is otherwise capable of affecting the flow of battle. 19 The final principle, 

Synchronization is, "the arrangement of battlefield activities in time, space, and purpose to to 

produce maximum relative combat power at the decisive point."
20 

It ensures that the 

commander' s intent is understood, and that there is no wasted effort by directing combat 

power to where it needs to go, and by using combined arms to maximum effect. 
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The Air Assault doctrine developed to conform to AirLand Battle adeptly embraces 

all of these concepts. FM 90-4, Air Assault Operations explains and notes that: 

Air assault ~perations are those in which assault forces ( combat, combat support, and 
co~bat service support), using the firepower, mobility, and total integration of 
hehcopter assets, maneuver on the battlefield under the control of the ground or air 
man~uver_ commander to engage and destroy enemy forces or to seize and hold key 
terram. Air assault operations are not merely movements of soldiers, weapons, and 
materiel by Army aviation units and must not be construed as such. They are 
delibera~e, precisely planned, and vigorously executed combat operations designed to 
allow friendly forces to strike over extended distances and terrain barriers to attack 
the enemy when and where he is most vulnerable. 21 

Air assault operations totally integrate helicopter assets, allowing them to be used by 

virtually any part of the division, including support units. By the employment of maneuver, 

air assault forces engage and destroy enemy forces or seize and hold key terrain. 

Furthermore, they do not do this by having infantrymen lifted into a secure LZ and then 

having them move to the target by foot and assault it. Rather, by using speed and surprise, 

"[a]ssault echelons are placed on or near the objective and organized so as to be capable of 

immediate seizure of objectives and rapid consolidation for subsequent operations."22 Due to 

the rapid movement of the air assault unit, it can exploit initiative and depth to the utmost. 

An Air Assault unit, by using its organic attack aviation units, can attack targets deep 

in the enemy's rear, while the unit's lift assets reposition artillery to better fire on the enemy, 

and the assault helicopter battalions ferry infantry units to seize critical positions or reinforce 

hard-pressed friendly forces. It is imp011ant to note that units up to a brigade, with 

attachments, can be air assaulted, whereas airmobile units would use smaller units and 

generally not have attachments. An Air Assault unit can also delay a larger force without a 

decisive engagement by having ground units fight and break up the enemy's momentum, and 

then use helicopters to whisk away the ground units when they become pressed. 

Alternatively, an Air Assault unit can strike deep into the enemy's rear to cut off a vital 



supply route or capture key terrain. Attack aviation would provide air support, Hft assets 

would position artillery for defensive fires, and assault aviation could lift in infantry to hold 

the ground and then shift to ferrying supplies. In either case, the Air Assault unit can also 

assume screening duties. Helicopters can range far out ahead to find and harass the enemy, 

and infantry units can be moved to patrol, or flown to successive defensive lines to break up 

the enemy' s momentum.23 

Of course, Air Assault units are not invulnerable and cannot do everything. 

Significant limitations and vulnerabilities exist, although the unit remains extremely capable. 

Weather, for instance, is a major issue to air assault units. If the helicopters cannot fly, the 

unit loses its agility and speed, and a large portion of its organic anti-tank firepower. Fuel 

consumption is also extremely high, as the division's helicopters (more than 300) use roughly 

as much fuel as an armored division.24 Because of a reliance on air lines of communication 

and radio, enemy air defense, aircraft, and electronic warfare (EW) actions pose a significant 

threat. Furthermore, because of the limited air defense capabilities of the Air Assault 

division, enemy air strikes pose another significant threat. In addition, nuclear, biological and 

chemical (NBC) protection is limited, and thus Air Assault units are more vulnerable than 

Armored units to such attacks.25 Of course, any type of unit has vulnerabilities, limitations, 

and strengths. Utilizing the strengths of friendly forces to attack the weaknesses of enemy 

forces is one of the foundations of military theory. 

The 101st Airborne (Air Assault) Division in 1990 

When Iraq invaded Kuwait in August of 1990, the 101 st had three infantry brigades, 

an aviation brigade, an artillery brigade (Divisional Artillery, DIV ARTY), and the Divisional 

Support Command (DISCOM).26 Each of the three air assault infantry brigades in the 

division was composed of three air assault infantry battalions, with each battalion composed 
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of three air assault infantry companies, an anti-armor company, and a headquarters and 

headquarters company.
27 

These infantry units were the backbone of the ground-fighting 

element of the 101 
st

• Their artillery support came from the three battalions of 105mm towed 

guns (54 total) in the Divisional Artillery. The aviation brigade, in total, consisted of a 

cavalry squadron, two attack helicopter battalions, three assault helicopter battalions with 

UH-60A 'Black.hawks', a general support battalion also with Black.hawks, and a medium lift 

battalion with CH-47D 'Chinooks'. On 2 August 1991, the brigade had 19 AH-64A 

'Apaches', 34 AH-1 Cobras (both E and F models), 103 Blackhawks, 3 EH-60 aircraft (an 

EW version of the Blackhawk), 45 Chinooks, 50 OH-58 'Kiowa' scout helicopters, and 33 

Hueys.28 This does not factor in the attachment of units like the 2-229th Aviation, and 

Chinook-equipped units from various aviation units. The 2-229th was attached because at the 

start of the deployment, the 101 st had only two attack helicopter battalions, instead of the 

three it was authorized. Chinook units from the 2-159th Aviation and the 5-158th Aviation 

bolstered the medium lift of the 101 st for the ground offensive. For the ground offensive into 

Iraq, the 1 O 1st received elements of the 5-8th Artillery, equipped with towed 155mm guns, 

and for the DESERT SHIELD portion, the 101 st had operational control of an Armored 

Cavalry Regiment, a Combat Aviation Brigade, and two Field Artillery brigades. 
29 

The key strength of the 101 st
, though, was its ability to move significant power via 

helicopter. Using the organic lift represented in the assault helicopter, general support, and 

medium lift battalions, "one brigade with habitual attachments," essentially a brigade task 

force, could be air assaulted out to 150kn1 every 24 hours.
30 

Simultaneously, using the 

organic attack assets ( or assets that were supposed to be organic), the three attack aviation 

battalions could attack deep, also out to 150km.31 While this may not seem an impressive 
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distance, it should be remembered that this movement is comprised of thousands of 

individuals and hundreds of helicopters over hostile terrain. Furthermore, everything moves 

slower in combat, as it took the 24
th 

Infantry, the fastest-moving Coalition land force, about 

15 hours to move the same distance the 101 st moved in about 35 minutes. 32 When an infantry 

brigade is attacking via air assault, the general support and medium lift battalions are 

generally used along with the three assault helicopter battalions to move the necessary men 

and material. However, if the situation does not call for that, the general support and medium 

lift battalions can ferry in the necessary supplies. If the infantry brigades do not need to be air 

assaulted anywhere, then the assault helicopter battalions can join the general support and 

medium lift battalions in supporting the divisional logistical effort. This logistical flexibility 

is a major strength of the Air Assault division; as long as the weather is decent and fuel is 

sufficient, the helicopters can airlift hundreds of tons, if not a thousand tons, in a single "lift." 

A feature of the Air Assault division is that it is what Major General J.H. Binford 

Peay, III calls an "operational-level division that can also fight full spectrum."33 By itself, an 

Air Assault division is a capable unit. However, when combined with other units, the Air 

Assault division can take advantage of its superior mobility and agility to strike from 

unexpected directions, while other friendly units fight in a more conventional way. This 

synergy allows the Air Assault division to take part in the operational scheme to a greater 

extent than a more conventional unit could. It should be noted that the IO I
s
' is the only 

division in the world that is an Air Assault division. No other unit of similar size can move 

with the speed and capability of the IO I s1
• General Carl E. Vuono, the Chief of Staff of the 

U.S . Army at the time of the first Gulf War, remarked on the 101
51

: "This is a unique 

division. It can cover a hellu va lot of ground quickly. Do the soldiers understand how 
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important they are?"34 The ground offensive was very much a campaign in which the 101
st 

could, and did, play a role perfectly suited for it. General Schwarzkopf after the war stated, 

"The Air Force and armor were the thunder of Desert Storm, while the 101
st 

was the 

lightning."
35 



Chapter V 

Overall Conduct of the First Gulf War 

"This will not stand, this aggression against Kuwait." 
-President George Bush, Sr. 1 

33 

The origins of the First Gulf War lie in the immense war debt racked up by Iraq 

during the 1980-1988 Iran-Iraq War. With a war debt estimated to be as high as $70 billion, 

the Iraqi economy was devastated. Iraq began to put pressure on Kuwait and Saudi Arabia for 

various economic concessions, such as annulment of parts of the war debt and alterations to 

the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) quotas in order for Iraq to earn 

more money on oil exports.2 Citing the alleged slant-drilling of the Rumaylah oil fields, Iraq 

invaded Kuwait on 2 August 1990. In less than 48 hours Kuwait had fallen, and Iraqi forces 

loomed on the Kuwati-Saudi border.3 By 7 August (C-Day) King Fahd, the ruler of Saudi 

Arabia, had agreed to the necessity for US military forces, and the next day deployment of 

forces began. Army Component of Central Command (ARCENT) commander Lieutenant 

General John J. Y eosock selected the XVIII Airborne Corps to deploy, because it was 

d " . ,,4 suppose to act as a contmgency corps. 

Deployment 

XVIII Corps had the 82nd Airborne Division, the 101 
st 

Airborne Division (Air 

Assault), and the 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized) assigned to it.
5 

On 8 August the 82
nd

's 

Division Ready Brigade (DRB), 2nd Brigade, began to deploy from Fort Bragg, North 

Carolina with lead elements arriving in Dhahran via air on 9 August, and fully arrived in 

theater on 14 August. The 1st Brigade began its deployment on 13 August and finished on 20 
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August. The 3
rd 

Brigade began its deployment on 19 August and completed it by 24 August.6 

The 82
nd 

had completed its deployment roughly by 25 August, or C+18. 7 

Th 24th Inf D. . . . nd 
e antry 1v1s1on received the "go" order at the same time as the 82 , and 

commenced loading their Division Ready Brigade's equipment on the USNS Capella, one of 

the Navy' s Fast Sealift Ships on 10 August. The Capella departed on 13 August, and an 

advance party from the 24
th 

arrived in Saudi Arabia via air on 15 August. The bulk of the 

division's soldiers flew in on 57 military and chartered civilian airlines and the division's 

equipment went via ship.8 Deployment was supposed to be entirely by eight Fast Sealift 

Ships. In actuality, it took seven Fast Sealift Ships and three conventional ships to deploy the 

division. 

·SEA IFT TlMETAlll~ a AUGtlST-SEl!Tt;MB~ ~ 990 

h . d Division Sea lift Table (Schubert, 81) 
Figure 1 - 24th Mee a nize 
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The 24
1
\ despite the delay imposed by th A , · • · e ntares engme trouble, had all of its eqmpment 

in theater by 26 September and reported all divisional units clear of port on 28 September, or 

C+52.9 

The 101 s
t 
received deployment orders on 10 August (C+3), sent out an advance party 

to Fort Bragg on 12 August, and the advance party arrived in Saudi Arabia on 15 August. On 

17 August, airflow of the 101 
st 

Division Ready Brigade commenced, with the brigade 

operational in theater on 30 August. 10 The rest of the division followed, reporting that it was 

ready on 11 October.
11 

The 12'h Aviation Brigade (12'h AB) also deployed, but from 

Germany. For a significant portion of the deployment, the 101 st had operational control and 

supported the 12'h AB. Alerted 14 August, the 12'h AB received the 3-22ih Aviation from the 

3rd Infantry Division to bolster the attack capability of the unit. The 12th AB ' s Apaches and 

Kiowas were loaded on trains, but due to a litany of problems, had to unload the helicopters 

from the trains and fly them down to Livomo, Italy, to be loaded on ships. The unit ' s 

Chinooks and Blackhawks flew from Germany to Saudi Arabia. 12 By 11 October, the 12'h 

had fully deployed to Saudi Arabia.13 

US Army Forces Command (FORSCOM) was well aware of the threat facing XVID 

Corps. As XVIII Corps was receiving deployment orders, FORSCOM was also organizing 

follow-on forces. When the order went out on 10 August, FORSCOM had identified at least 

six Iraqi divisions in Kuwait and an additional fi ve divisions near Basrah.
14 

When the XVIII 

Corps deployed, it would consist of one airborne infantry division (essentially, a light 

infantry division), an air assault infantry division (fundamentally a light infantry division 

W ·th · ·fi h 1· t sets) and a mechanized infantry division. FORSCOM saw this 1 s1gm 1cant e 1cop er as 

d. d d ·ct d d additional forces The 3
rd 

Armored Cavalry Regiment 1screpancy an ec1 e to sen · 
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(ACR) based at Fort Bliss Texas a d th 1st c · · · ' , , n e avalry D1v1s10n, from Fort Hood, Texas, were 

selected to bolster XVIII Corps. On 26 August, the Gulf Banker arrived at Beaumont, Texas 

to begin loading equipment for the 3rd ACR, and on the same day the La Paix arrived at 

Houston to load the equipment for the 1st Cavalry. 15 By 15 October (C+69), 3rd ACR had 

completed deployment, and 1
st 

Cavalry had completed theirs on 6 November (C+91). 16 

Thus, by mid-November, there was enough force to deter further Iraqi aggression. In 

addition to the American deployment of two infantry divisions, one mechanized division, one 

armored division, an armored cavalry regiment, and several Marine units, Navy carrier 

groups, and Air Force squadrons, other nations had deployed units. Egypt and Syria had 

contributed a total of three armored divisions, the French had sent their 6th Light Armored 

Division, and the British had deployed their ih Armored Brigade, with other countries 

sending numerous smaller contingents of troops, both combat and support. 17 Nevertheless, 

the focus of the coalition turned from defense to attack. Iraqi forces had yet to pull out of 

Kuwait and constructed an elaborate network of border fortifications, demonstrating that they 

would fight to keep Kuwait. In October, FORSCOM began planning to send additional 

forces from Europe to give the power necessary to eject Iraq from Kuwait. 

The decision to draw forces from Europe was logical for several reasons. First, of the 

three "heavy" Corps-sized forces, two of them (V and VII Corps) were in Germany, and the 

last (III Corps) was in Texas. III Corps had already contributed forces, sending over thelst 

Brigade of the 2nd Armored Division (the "Tiger" brigade), the 3
rd 

ACR, and l 
st 

Cavalry. 

Sending over the rest of the Corps (the other brigade of the 2
nd 

Armored, the l 
st

, 4
th

, and 5
th 

Infantry Divisions, and the 6th Cavalry Brigade) would remove all major units from the 

continental United States. That was something General Vuono would not allow, as it would 
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ri u I hamper the Army ability t · · · • • · · · · o react to a cns1s. Next, all of the remammg d1 v1s10ns 

had a National Guard "roundout brigade" which would take a significant amount of time to 

trai n up to combat standards. Additionally, ID Corps still had equipment that was either 

damaged or obsolescent. FinalJy, the distance precluded quick reinforcement, as it would 

take more than four weeks to get all of the Corps' divisions to the Gulf. 18 

Ruling out III Corps left V and VII Corps. Both were located in Germany, but the V 

Corps commander was in the process of heading out to another command. Furthermore, VII 

Corps was due for inactivation, as the Soviet Union had begun to collapse, removing a major 

military threat and obviating a large-scale American presence in Europe. A deployment of 

VII Corps to the Gulf would serve to speed up that inactivation. 19 Finally, VII Corp was able 

to begin deployment about two weeks after notification.20 

On 10 November, VII Corps received orders to begin deployment to the Gulf.21 VII 

Corps would deploy with its own headquarters, support structure, and 1st Armored Division, 

but would also take V Corps' 3rd Armored Division and III Corps ' 1st Infantry Division.22 

There were several attachments of other division ' s brigades to VII Corps units for various 

reasons, such as replacing roundout brigades, or because units were correcting issues with 

equipment or other problems. Nevertheless, they began deploying, but instead of deploying 

combat units first, on Pagonis ' suggestion VII Corps sent support units first.
23 

Some criticize 

the deployment of VII Corps as the equivalent of "taking the drawers out of the dresser, 

throwing the clothes into a suitcase, slamming it shut, and then sorting it out at the other 

enct."24 While individual subunits were sometimes disorganized, the major units deployed 

more-or-less according to plan.25 The last ship carrying VII Corps equipment arrived 7 

February, allowing 3 rd Armored (and VII Corps) to fully arrive in theater. 
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The other services also deployed to the Gulf O 8 A M . M .. . n ugust, two anne anttme 

Prepositioning Shipping Squadrons left Diego Garcia and Guam for the Gulf. The squadron 

that left Diego Garcia would arrive in theater on 15 August, a day before the first elements of 

the ih Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB). By 20 August the ih MEB was ready for 

combat and occupying its initial defensive position.26 On 25 August, airflow of the 1st MEB 

began, with the Prepositioning Squadron from Guam arriving in theater the next day.27 By 5 

September (C+29) the 1
st 

Marine Division (composed of the ih and 1st MEBs) was 

operational, meaning that by 6 September, the I Marine Expeditionary Force (I MEF) was 

combat ready, as the 1
st 

Marine Division, 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing, and 1st Force Service 

Support Group (the necessary components for a MEF) were in place and functioning. 28 By 17 

September, an additional two Marine units had arrived, the 4th MEB and the 13th Marine 

Expeditionary Unit (Special Operations Capable). Schwarzkopf chose to keep these two units 

embarked on their ships, as they provided extra flexibility. 29 The size of the deployment is 

quite impressive, as "[b]y C + 60, during the first week of November, Phase I of the Desert 

Shield deployment was complete. Nearly 42,000 Marines, close to one-quarter of the Marine 

Corps's total active-duty strength and a fifth of the total U.S. force in Desert Shield, had been 

deployed."30 The Marine contingent was expanded with the call-up of Marine Corps 

Reservists on 13 Nov.31 The 5th MEB sailed from San Diego on 1 December. Scheduled to 

stop in Subic Bay (in the Philippines) for training on 26 December, it would arrive in theater 

on 15 January 1991. 32 II MEF also began to move, with airflow commencing 9 December. 

The force (nlinus some elements) arrived by 15 January.
33 

While en route, II MEF evacuated 

more than 260 American and foreign nationals from Mogadishu, which was in the process of 

C 11 · · h 34 II MEF would receive suppmt in part by the ships from the o apsmg mto an arc y. 
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remaining Marine pre-positioning squadron arriving· Al J b 
1 

35 
, m u ay on 12 December. By 15 

January (C+161) the Marine Corps had roughly 84 000 Id. · h · 
, so 1ers m t eater, representmg 

almost half of the Corps' active-duty strength, and a number greater than what landed at Iwo 

Jima in 1945.36 

The Air Force responded quickly to the call for forces. Five KC-135R aerial refueling 

tankers were in theater before the buildup began, three at Diego Garcia and two at Al Dhafra 

Air Base in the UAE. On 8 August, Air Force planes began to arrive in theater, with 14 F-

11 IE 'Aardvarks' from the 77
th 

Fighter Squadron, 24 F- l 5C 'Eagles' from the 71 st Fighter 

Squadron, and five E-3 'Sentries' from the 552nd Airborne Warning and Control Wing 

landing in theater on that date.
37 

The first of the tank-killing A-10 'Thunderbolt II ' (or 

'Warthog' ), 24 aircraft from the 353rd Fighter Squadron, arrived on 18 August and the first of 

the F-4G 'Phantom' aircraft, intended for the 'Wild Weasel' role of Suppression of Enemy 

Air Defenses (SEAD) missions, arrived the day before. The Wild Weasel F-4 contingent, 

important to the Air Force and to the 101 st
, consisted of 24 aircraft from the 561 st Fighter 

Squadron. 38 By the time the l st Cavalry had finished deploying, the Air Force had 96 A-1 Os, 

five AC-130 'Spectre ' gunships, 20 B-52 'Stratofortress level bombers, 36 F-4Gs, 72 F-l5s 

(a mix of C and D n1odels), 24 F-15E 'Strike Eagles ' , 120 F-16 'Fighting Falcon' fighters , 32 

F-111s, and 18 F-117 'Nighthawk' stealth fighters.w Supporting them were 293 support 

· f 40 aircra t of various types. 

The Navy was perhaps even more responsive than the Air Force. As early as 2 

A h N h d f · th area Joint Task Force Middle East was on-station in the ugust, t e avy a orces m . e • 

d . 4 t F 
Persian Gulf, but consisted of a handful of cruisers, deStfoyers, an minesweepers. ar 

· · b ttle o-roups that were in the area: the USS Eisenhower more important were the two cruT1er a o 
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and its battle group, which was in the last month f · h 
o a s1x-mont deployment to the 

Mediterranean, and the USS Independence and its battle g h' h o· G · roup, w 1c was at 1ego arcia 

preparing for a deployment to the Indian Ocean 42 Whe th Ir · · · k l b h • n e aq1 mvas10n too p ace, ot 

battle groups began to move towards Saudi Arabia. The Independence could have launched 

long-range air strikes as early as 5 August, but both battle groups were in position (in the Red 

Sea and in the Gulf of Oman, respectively) by 8 August. These represent more than 100 

fighter and attack aircraft, along with the various ships.43 Furthermore, the Navy fighters 

deployed with the necessary ordinance. The Air Force, on the other hand, had to move pre

positioning ships in to get the bulk of their early-deployment ammunition and then ship in 

additional ordinance. The munitions from all the prepositioned Air Force stocks could only 

have supported an air campaign for about 10 days.44 A carrier group may not have all the 

necessary munitions for the full air campaign, but they certainly have enough to provide a 

sizeable amount of airpower for more than 10 days. In any case, additional carriers were en 

route, allowing caffiers to cycle out if necessary. The Eisenhower departed on 24 August, but 

the Saratoga was on station from 22 August to 21 September. The Independence departed on 

4 November, but the John F. Kennedy arrived on 14 September, and stayed for the conflict. 

The Midway was in theater on 2 November, and was there for the duration. The Ranger 

came on station 13 January, and saw the war's end. The Theodore Roosevelt arrived a day 

after the Ranger. It too remained in theater until the end of the conflict. Finally, the America 

was in theater from 15 January to 3 ApriI.45 Essentially, during the early deployment and the 

early part of the offensive build-up, there were three to four carrier battle groups in the 

region. At the start of the air campaign (and the ground offensive) there were six. 



Problems and Solutions with the Deployment 

The early deployment for all se · h d 
rvices a numerous problems. First among them was 

insufficient airlift capacity. In prior wars airlift had b , never een counted on to transport 

significant quantities of cargo. In the Gulf War, though, Military Airlift Command (MAC) 

missions intended to transport five percent of all the dry cargo for the entire deployment. As 

in prior wars, airlift loads would be critical cargo, but the definition of "critical cargo" had 

expanded greatly. Because of the requirement for deployment speed, though, airlift 

transported entire units' personnel by air, instead of sending them by sea as units had 

travelled in prior wars. This combination of transporting critical cargo while simultaneously 

flying in entire units with their equipment, and transporting virtually all of the personnel 

deployed to the Gulf caused a shortage of airlift. An airborne brigade with all the necessary 

division- and corps-level support assets requires about 250 C-141 loads. Initially, though, 

"US Transportation Command (TRANSCOM) could only guarantee 90 aircraft," for the 82nd 

Airbome's Division Ready Brigade.46 This limitation of aircraft was even more severe when 

considering the tendency of most units to end up requiring more transportation to deploy than 

had been planned. The 82nd Airborne, for example, required almost double the planned 

sorties because it chose to deploy with far more A TGM~ than the plan called for, as well as 

opting for the heavier and more capable Tube-launched Optically-tracked Wire-guided 

(TOW) nlissile rather than the Dragon nlissile.47 Adding further complication, this limited 

airlift capability forced decisions as to what units would arrive first. Yeosock chose to deploy 

· · · · d u· or weapons first with other forces coming aviation umts, a1r defense systems, an an -arm ' 

lat 48 S . • kl d · to the theater usino almost a "just-in-time" style of thinking, er. upport umts tnc e m · e 

. . • b d · st enouoh of them to do that job.
49 

To 
With units arriving just in tm1e to do a JO an JU 0 

h. · . . • h h. h riority anti-armor systems in theater, the deployment 
ac 1eve this while still gettmg t e 1g -p 



list underwent constant revision.50 Sometime th· . 
s is reached ludicrous levels; between 13 and 

I 6 August, the 82
nd 

Airborne, despite being lite 11 · h . 
ra Y m t e ffilddle of deploying to Saudi 

Arabia, dropped in priority from first to seventh In dd. · . 
· a 1tton, one day dunng that week, the 

g2
nd 

airlift priority changed seven times 51 This comb· t· f •dl • · ma 10n o a rapt y changmg 

deployment list and blossoming lift requirements caused all sorts of chaos. "At times nobody 

at an airport knew why an aircraft had arrived. Other times MAC deployed the wrong type of 

aircraft or too many or too few aircraft for loads awaiting them."52 The initial reception in 

Saudi Arabia was, unsurprisingly, extremely chaotic, and due to combat units being sent first, 

logistically understrength. 

Major General (later Lieutenant General) William Pagonis, commander of what 

would bec01ne the 22
nd 

Support Command, the logistical backbone of the Coalition, arrived 

at Riyadh mid-morning on 8 August. All he had with him was three hand-picked officers and 

their personnel belongings. "The practical result, from my worm's-eye perspective," Pagonis 

noted, "was that four people (my three officers and I) constituted the entire logistical 

operation in-theater. "53 For the next few days, Pagonis and his men had to work a thirty-six 

hour on, four hour off schedule. Things improved slightly for them on 10 August when they 

managed to acquire a four-door sedan that they used as an office.
54 

The next day, they 

acquired an actual office, and Pagonis had the fortune to be sent the 7th Transportation 

Group with 300 men. Pagonis took 200 for use in his operations, with the remaining 100 

going to Ad Damrnam to unload the Army pre-positioning ships due to arrive two days later. 

0 12 A P · · d 20 more of his chosen officers, who had spent the last five n ugust, agoms receive 

I · · ority than additional combat troops.
55 

days waiting to deploy, because they were ower m pn 

W·th h • • Id fi ally begin to construct a rudimentary logistical 
1 t ese officers, Pagoms cou m 



strocture. In following weeks, Pagonis would " 1 d . . .. 
Pun er mcommg IIllhtary outfits" for enough 

bodies to fulfill whatever positions he needed d' 
, sen mg them back to their original units 

(slowly) when new personnel arrived 56 "We w · d 
· ere m esperate need of soldiers to run 

logistical operations, especially in light of the enorm b ous num ers of combat personnel 

arriving in the theater each day. In the two-week period b t A 101.h e ween ugust and August 

25th
, for example, we received more than 40 000 xvm ABN c t · s d' Arb' , orps roops m au 1 a ia, 

essentially without benefit of a prepositioned or predefined logistical structure."57 By the end 

of the month, Pagonis' command would stand at 2,291 people. 58 His people would have to 

support over ten times that, as the XVID Airborne Corps had an in-theater strength of 

27,324.59 

Aside from having a tiny support structure initially, the Anny suffered from other 

problems in the early stages of the deployment. Ammunition issues plagued the Anny for 

quite some time. Some combat units would deploy with their Unit Basic Loads (UBL), but 

the combat suppo1t and combat service support units would not. Additionally, the units 

allowed to draw and ship their basic loads found that, when their ships unloaded, "their" 

ammunition could lose its "identity" and end up in the Corps Ammunition Supply Point 

(ASP), with units drawing from it on a first-come-first-served basis. The problems with the 

Corps ammo supply point' s first-come-first-served policy grew when FORSCOM's 

ammunition policy is considered. Sometimes, FORSCOM instructed units not to draw their 

ammo and take it with them. Instead, these units had to draw it upon arrival in Saudi Arabia 

from the already-limited stocks. 60 While the three prepositioning ships that arrived at 

Dammam on 17 August did carry munitions, they also carried equipment and supplies for 

b h h . Th f' t dedicated ammunition ship did not arrive until 21 
ot t e Army and the Air Force. e 1rs 



-,--,-

Sep, or C+45. Fmthermore, only near the end f O . . . 0 ctober did ammumt10n start to move off 

the docks at Dammam and into ammo su 1 • . 
PP Y pomts m the desert. Before that movement took 

place, the ammunition stocks at the combat units Id 1 . 
cou on y sustam about 1 O days of 

combat.
61 

Specifically, a controlled supply rate issued b th c G 4 Y e orps - (Supply) was 

extremely spartan: tanks could get three High Explosive Anti-Tank (HEAT) rounds and eight 

sabot rounds a day, while TOW missiles were limited to one · ·1 d rruss1 e per ay per ten 

launchers. Attack helicopters were limited to four 2.75" rockets and 113 30mm cannon 

rounds a day and the Hellfire ATGM, employed on Apaches, was simply not available for 

resupply, as all Hellfires in theater were issued.62 

Even simple n1ovement of troops and supplies could be problematic. Because of the 

focus on "trigger pullers," transportation companies and equipment suffered. Transportation 

assets were continually scarce at all echelons. The Army deployed 72 percent of its total 

transportation assets-and contracted for a great deal more trucks-to support 25 percent of 

its combat power.63 Just like in World War II (and to a lesser extent, Korea), though, there 

was not enough ground transportation capability. One notable example is that of Heavy 

Equipment Transpo11ers (HETs). HETs were large flatbed trucks able to carry heavy loads. 

The military used them for jobs like transporting tanks, which saved wear on tank treads and 

engines. The US Arn1y had a grand total of 112 HETs in-theater late in the deployment. 

General Pagonis managed to assemble a fleet of nearly 1,300 HETs through a combination of 

host-nation support, contracting, and foreign contributions.
64 

Other transport vehicles, such 

as the offroad-capable Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical Truck (HEMTT), were in similarly 

short supply. With all the fuel-hauling assets available to XVID Corps, and assuming 75 

· ·1· f th Corps was 950 000 °allons of fuel. percent availability, the "single hft" capab1 ity O e ' e, 



However, the daily requirement of the Corns was about 2 -11. 
11 

6"i 
· t' m1 10n ga ons. · Both of these 

problems were due to the environment in which the A d f. h rmy expecte to 1g t: Europe. In 

Europe, HETs and fuel-hauling assets were not as crucial due to the developed rail network 

that could move armored forces, and fuel stops that were less than 100km apart.66 In Saudi 

Arabia, neither of these was true. HETs, though, had their own problems. For example, the 

combination of extremely hot asphalt roads and heavy loads (like a 63-ton tank) would cause 

HET tires to explode. General Yeosock needed 3,000 tires for HETs to prevent the tire stocks 

from running dry. The Anny's Tank-Automotive Command could only locate 800 tires 

worldwide and a manufacturer that produced the tires at a rate of 40 a month. However, 

General Tire and Rubber Company produced a civilian version of the same tire for use on 

similarly large equipment (like oil-drilling vehicles). General Tire directed their retailers and 

distributors to send what they had to the nearest airport. In one case, a tire dealer in Waco, 

Texas rented a cargo trailer at his own expense, filled it with the tires he had, and personally 

drove it to Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma.67 

Shortages also existed in housing, office space, and uniforms, with some further 

issues in regards to rations. Only the problems with uniforms remained by the end of the war. 

The difficulties with housing, office space, and rations all saw resolution though the Army's 

system of contracting. In prior wars, if the Army needed something, soldiers would have to 

· t ·t If the request was for an item or a vehicle, go through a son1et1mes-lengthy process toge 1 • 

it would have to go through the usual layers of Army bureaucracy, and if it was approved, 

then the object would have to be drawn from stores ( or manufactured) and shipped to the 

1 months The result was that, in World 
theater the requester was in. This could take severa · 

. . 1 did not contribute meaningfully to the 
War II and in Vietnam, local supply somces sunp Y 



war effort. In Korea, though, the Japanese ec 
onomy was a strong factor. Contracting in Saudi 

Arabia, however, proved far more efficient s · 1 . 
· imp Y put, contracting agents (generally people 

working in the "4-shop", the Supply branch of a unit) would pay for necessary items and 

services. This may seem rather obvious, but the scale of a military unit's needs could be 

overwhelming, especially given the hectic and shoestring situation in the early days of the 

deployment. Shortages needed solutions as soon as possible. Lieutenant Colonel James 

Ireland, for example, heard about an empty apartment building complex. Desperately needing 

additional living space for incoming US troops, Ireland "looked over the site, decided that the 

price was right, and paid the landlord with cash."68 Similarly, the Saudi government turned 

over the Al Khubar Village apartment complex to American control. With over 4,100 

apartments, and extremely spacious rooms, one could see this as a solution to housing 

problems. Over the course of the deployment, over 23,000 soldiers would be crammed into 

the complex, at eight to ten solders a room.69 

Similarly, hundreds of buses were needed in the first several months simply to move 

troops around, as the Army had insufficient trucks to do so itself. In order to rectify this, one 

of Pagonis' officers would cruse the streets of Dhahran looking for buses or trucks parked on 

the street: 

Whenever he saw a oroup of vehicles, he tried to negotiate a ~eal. There was no t~me 
0 

• "W " Yelton said "literally out contractmo for the formal contractmg process. e were, : . 0 

for the buses while they [U.S. troops] were landing at the airp~11·" He g_ave a Saudi 
· 000 · h oot a receipt and waited for his trucks and 

entrepreneur a bag with $40, m cas ' 0 ' . d h Id· 
buses. To his imn1ense relief, the vehicles aITived as promJsed, an t e so iers 

moved off the airfield. 70 

. h c·f essary) and pay frequently, made them 
The ability of contracting agents to pay m cas 1 nee ' 

th Saudi oovemment would pay once or 
very popular among Saudi entrepreneurs. Whereas e 0 

. . ever two weeks, and pay in the local 
twice a year, US contractmg agents would pay Y 



.. , 
currenc of Saudi riyals. Vendors swampe· d . 

contracting agents with offers, which proved a 

mixed ble sing. Contracting agents renegotiated s 
ome contracts, such as the refrigeration 

vans that at the start of the deployment cost $1 000 d O . 
, a ay. nee competing vendors became 

involved, however, prices dropped to less than $100 a day 11 0th f:c h h 1 . er o 1ers, t oug , were ess 

desirable. In one instance, a contract for 50 trucks netted several "bl · p · poss1 e companies. agoms 

and one of his men, Dave Bartlett, went to the first, "Ahmed's Trucking," to see the trucks 

and speak with the owner. When they arrived, the owner showed them 35 trucks and stated 

that the remaining 15 would arrive in a few hours. They thanked him and told him that they 

would contact him once they reached a decision. Returning to base, they telephoned the next 

name on the list and set out to investigate this set of trucks: 

The terrain we passed on the way out to his shop looked strikingly familiar. It was 
soon obvious that we were heading to the same truck farm we had just left. An 
unfamiliar figure greeted us at the gate and ushered us over to thirty-five trucks, 
parked in a very familiar pattern but sporting attractive new magnetic panels: 
"Trabulsi Trucking." Bartlett and I grinned at one another, and addressed the truck 
vendor. 

"I notice that there are only thirty-five trucks here," I said. "I suppose the 
other fifteen are on the road, and will be here in a few hours?" 

The merchant looked at me a bit quizzically, and said that indeed, the other 
trucks were on their way. We shook his hand and headed back to the office."

72 

Later that day, a third vendor showed them the exact same lot. Pagonis and Bartlett did some 

investigating to see whom the trucks really belonged and made a deal with him. This sort of 

behavior was not limited just to trucks or to that scheme. Wood vendors, for example, would 

Us · ·1 · f h · the same lumberyard and one truck vendor in Riyadh moved e a s1mt ar tactic o s owmg ' 

h. t k f 1 th lot showing the contracting agents the same fleet of trucks, 1s rue s rom one ot to ano er , 

but in different lots. 73 

. h rt es in numerous areas, the Coalition managed to 
Nevertheless, despite severe s o ag 

. . . d vices refuse collection, and fresh food. 
acquire what it needed, mcludmg even laun ry ser ' 



Because the Army hired Saudi companies to prov· d 40 000 
b 

1 e , undles of laundry, 270,000 

meals, and ren1ove 145,000 short tons of waste a day th US d'd h 
, e 1 not ave to send large 

amounts of laundry-washing companies, waste-disposal battalions, or the like, and could use 

those bodies to fulfill 0ther roles. Buying products from the Saudi market also helped rectify 

shortages of food and helped build up stocks, and did so without having to transport it into 

the theater. Buying fresh food from the Saudis and buying commercial off-the-shelf meals 

provided a twofold benefit. First, military rations such as Meal, Ready to Eat (MREs), T

Rations, and B-rations were in short supply. All available T-rations and any produced during 

the deployment were sent to the theater.74 Similarly, about 76 percent of the worldwide stock 

of MREs were used to support the deployment. Coupled with this limited worldwide supply 

is the fact that the amount of incoming rations only matched the number of incoming troops, 

which meant that logisticians could not build up the basic load of rations, and by extension, 

were prevented from filling the three-day theater stockage goal. By using fresh food (A

rations) or commercial meals, dubbed Meal Ordered, Ready-to-Eat (MORE), units could 

reduce consumption of MREs, allowing reserves to grow. Supplement packages, containing 

things like juices, pastries, and bread with jelly (or some other sandwich filler), also saw use, 

which allowed a soldier to eat part of an MRE and his supplement package, thus spreading 

one MRE out into two n1eals_1s The second benefit was morale. At the time, MREs came in 

12 varieties thou oh some wits remark that since they taste differently cold and warm, there 
' 0 

are really 24 different meals.76 Repeatedly having the same meals affects moraJe negatively. 

d "" di 'd ally packaged heat-and-eat meals 
Conversely, being able to serve fresh foo or 10 vi u ' 

· ,, d boost to morale. 77 However, the only reason 
With popular name brands was a tremen ous 

h t Saudi Arabia was a developed 
that contractin o to fulfill sh011ages worked was t a 

0 



technologically modern state. Port facilities were stat f th . 
e-o - e-art, paved roads existed, and 

industry and services of various types were prevalent.78 

Concerning the Navy, even though only 4.4 percent of the strategic sealift supported 

Navy forces, with aircraft readiness near 90 percent and full mission readiness near 85 

percent, it is important to mention that practically every Combat Logistics Force ship in the 

Navy was required. Even all of the Navy's logistics ships were not enough, as it was 

necessary to use ships from the Ready Reserve Force (RRF) to became ad hoc ammunition 

ships.
79 

It is important to note that the Navy could have utilized those Ready Reserve ships to 

transport cargo to the theater, rather than serve as support vessels. This is important because 

U.S. sealift assets were in short supply. Unlike in World War II, Korea, and Vietnam, the 

Gulf War features foreign charters (as a group) shipping the most cargo. The following chart 

shows the major cargo shippers in DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM: 

Major cargo shippers, by percentage of cargo 
shipped, DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM 

Prepositioning, 3. 7 

8{) 

Figure 2 - Percentage of cargo, carried by shipper 

■ RRF 

■ FSS 

■ Prepositioning 

■ MPS 

■ SMESA 

■ US charters 

■ Foreign charters 
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The Ready Reserve Force carried 22 
percent of the cargo, whereas Fast Sealift Ships 

carried 10.2 percent. It should be noted though th t R d 
' , a ea y Reserve and Fast Sealift ships, 

being a part of Military Sealift Command (MSC) d • .. . 
, ma e tnps 1or the duration of the war 

' 
whereas chatters, both U.S . and foreign would make ah df 1 f • , an u o tnps and then return to 

their normal business. Therefore, less numerous Ready Reserv F h. b a1a· e orce s 1ps, y m ng more 

trips, could still carry a significant portion of the total cargo despite there being more foreign 

break-bulk ships (125) than there were Ready Reserve Force ships of all categories (81). 81 

However, the Ready Reserve Force was not as well-equipped as it could have been. More 

than half of it was composed of breakbulk ships. Breakbulk ships were the traditional type of 

cargo ship; the Liberty and Victory ships of World War II were examples of breakbulk ships. 

Breakbulk ships transport breakbulk cargo, which is cargo that customarily ships in bags, 

crates, and pallets. 82 For example, a bulk load of ammunition would have individual boxes of 

ammunition or at best, pallets of ammunition that would require unloading individually. A 

crane on the ship had to unload cargo through deck hatches. Breakbulk ships are time-and 

labor-consuming to load, require large amounts of trained personnel, and were thus generally 

not commercially viable. 83 Containerized ships are replacing breakbulk ships in the 

commercial world, because they are capable of handling the internationally-standardized 20-

or 40-foot containers and can load containers both under and on deck. 
84 

A containerized ship 

would have the amn1unition loaded into large containers, which expedites unloading and 

distribution as the containers can go directly onto a truck or train. A test where containerized 

ammunition was loaded onto the Noble Star was completed in 68-70 hours, whereas 

8 d 14 days to load.85 However, the 
conventional breakbulk ships would take between an 

uipment and training to handle 
Army lacked sufficient amounts of the necessary eq 



containerized ammunition. Some units such as the 24th Inf . 
' antry, were not authonzed to have 

vehicles such as a Rough Terrain Container Handler a t . 
, sys em necessary totake contamers 

off-road. 
86 

The result is that trucks had to be loaded wi·th bo 11 f · · xes or pa ets o ammumhon, 

rather than just picking up a 40-foot container full of ammunition pallets or boxes. There was 

also a "general distrust of containerization," and several problems.87 The most significant 

problem with containers was an eerie echo of World War II, Korea, and Vietnam. Containers 

would come into the theater with poor, if not nonexistent, documentation. Sometimes, the 

containers would be completely unlabeled, whereas other times, they would be mislabeled or 

provide insufficient information. In World War II, sometimes 50 percent of incoming crates 

needed to be opened and inspected. At Pusan or Inchon, Army port personnel had to open 

countless crates to see what was in this particular crate of "this side up. ' In Vietnam, 

mountains of unopened and unlabeled crates dominated ports. At Ad Damman, fully fifty 

years after half of the crates arriving in England were opened, Pagonis' men had to open over 

. h . d 88 28,000 of the 41,000 of the contamers t ey receive . 

Containerized ships, though, cannot effectively transport vehicles, hence the 

development of Roll-On/Roll-Off (RO/RO) ships. Optimized for carrying vehicles, RO/ROs 

greatly facilitate the loading and unloading of vehicles by simply allowing them to drive onto 

and off the ship using ramps.89 This vastly speeds up loading and unloading compared to 

1 d. h' 1 b akb lk shi·p A breakbulk ship would ha e to load a vehicle by oa mg ve 1c es on a re u • 

· h d k l erino it throu 0 h a deck hatch, and then securing it to a crane, lifting 1t up from t e oc , ow o 0 

d h t takes sionificant time, equipment, and moveing it to its parking spot, a proce ure t a 0 

training. To load a RO/RO ship, though, vehicles would just be driven up a ramp to their 

. . Id also expedite deployment by combat-loading 
designated parking spot. RO/RO ships cou 
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the vehicles, similar to how it was done in Korea. In Korea, units concerned about having to 

fight as soon as they unloaded at Pusan shipped their vehicles with full tanks of gasoline, full 

loads of ammunition, and as many people as they could fit on. All of this was contrary to 

Naval regulations, but no accidents occurred on the ship. When sailing to the Gulf, the 241h 

Infantry, concerned about having to fight right after unloading their vehicles from the ships, 

shipped their vehicles with full fuel tanks and ammunition stocks, again despite Naval 

regulations. When the ships arrived, they unloaded rapidly, showing the utility of RO/ROs. 

Only 21 percent of the Ready Reserve was composed of these, as can be seen in the 

following chart: 

SEEBEE Craneship ,__ ____ Aviation Logistics 

7% 

Support 
3% 

Ro-Ro 
21% 

53% 

. . h" t in Desert Shield/Desert Storm Figure 3 - Ready Reserve Fleet compos1t 1on bys •P ype 90 

' . b akbulk ships meant that loading and unloading of The Ready Reserve s reliance on re 

th . By far though the most efficient . . Id h been o erw1se. , ' supphes was slower than 1t cou ave 

.· b the Fast Sealift Ships. The Navy had only portion of the sealift effort was that contubuted Y 

. e had the capability to move 93 percent eight Fast Sealift Ships at the ttme, but together, th y 

f . . . t eds up to 33 knots. o a mechanized d1 v1s1on a spe 91 Almost as large as an aircraft carrier, 

bTt and cranes to help offload their own Fast Sea!ift Ships had ramps for RO/RO capa 1 1 y . . 

. . t but six of the ships beat thelf 92 96-hour act1vat10n sta us, cargo. In peacetime, they stayed at a 



activation times. USNS Bellatrix left its horn f 
e port a ter 33 hours, Capella and Altair after 

less than 70 hours, Algol in 79 hours, Regulus in 80 h . . 
ours, and Pollux in 83. Antares, the ship 

fated to break down and be towed to Rota s · . . . 
, pam, was repairing at its Jacksonville, Florida, 

home port, and required seven days to depart, and Denebola, the final Fast Sealift Ship, 

required ten days. 
93 

Regardless, because of their large cargo capab·1·t· f 1 d' d i i ies, ease o oa mg, an 

high speed, seven Fast Sealift Ships carried a disproportionate 10.2 percent of all the cargo 

handled in the conflict. 

The final aspect of the early deployment was the contribution of the Civilian Reserve 

Air Fleet (CRAF). CRAF was a voluntary program set up by the Department of Defense in 

1952 in which airlines that signed up to participate in CRAF received peacetime government 

airlift business as a reward.
94 

CRAF activation had three stages to it. Stage 1 activation 

required that 16 of the civilian airlines that signed up provide, in total, 41 aircraft (18 

passenger and 23 cargo) within 24 hours. Stage 2 activation called up 77 passenger and 105 

cargo aircraft in the same period. Stage 3 activation resulted in 255 passenger, 234 cargo, and 

35 aeromedical aircraft within 48 hours. Until DESERT SHIELD, the US Government had 

never activated CRAF, and during it, only activated stages 1 and 2.
95 

Stage 1 was activated 

on 17 August, and Stage 2 on 17 January.96 CRAF aircraft carried a large amount of 

passengers and a moderate amount of cargo during the initial build-up. In August, CRAP 

flights consisted of 12% of the airlift total and transported 45% of passengers and 17% of 

cargo; in September, CRAF flew 17% of the airlift missions, bringing in 64% of the 

passengers and 21 % of the cargo; in October, the figures are 17%, 80%, and 21 %, 

respectively.97 At its peak, 124 strategic airlift aircraft arrived in the Gulf each day, one 

I d. • Airlift carried the vast majority of soldiers deployed to an mg every 11 minutes on average. 



Saudi Arabia and 15.3 percent of the dry cargo (l • .. 
ogtSllcians had planned on airlift carrying 5 

percent of the dry cargo ).98 

The airlift, though, had its share of problems A d fi · • . 
• e 1c1ency m cargo handlmg 

equipment slowed offloading of aircraft which would sl d . h . . . , ow own t e entire airhft. 

Furthermore, lack of fueling equipment slowed refueling. Deputy Commander of Airlift 

Forces Colonel Walt Evans said, "Dhahran could handle 10 or 15 aircraft at a time but often 

had 30 plus aircraft on the ground simultaneously. Sometimes refueling took 6 to 7 hours! 

The problem was getting fuel from storage to the aircraft. Dhahran did not have enough fuel 

trucks, fire trucks, nozzles and drivers."99 Sometimes, aircraft had to offload at Dhahran and 

then fly to either Riyadh or Bahrain to refuel there. The other alternative was aerial 

refueling.
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A blunt statistic is that CENTCOM's airlift needs would exceed the Military 

Airlift Command's lift capability for the first 40 days.101 Another example is that of the 

"Desert Express" flights, daily cargo missions out of Dover and Tinker Afr Force Bases 

(AFB) with the intent of caiTying high-priority items to the theater as quickly as possible. 

These were necessary because of the changing deployment list and the changing definition of 

what "high-priority cargo" was. By 28 November, there was enough "frustrated (bumped) 

cargo at Dover AFB to fill nine C-5 'Galaxy' aircraft and enough at Tinker to fill eight. As a 

C-5 is capable of carrying 261 ,000 pounds of cargo, such amounts of fruStrated cargo is 

staggering. 102 "Desert Express" was intended to provide a way for high-priority cargo to 

· . • f " mal' ,:i, ;r transportation. c1rcumvent the long shipment times o nor '" 

The total smnmary of the logistical effort for the Gulf War is staggering. General 

· f the Iaroest and fastest deployments in 
Pagonis pointed out that DESERT SHIELD ts one o 0 

US military history: 



~[ ______.I I World War IT I l Korea 

-
I !Vietnam 

First 30 Days 

29,839 (most by [Passengers shipped I - - -

[ Passengers airlifted I ship) 11,990 16,300 38,083 

I Tons shipped I - 76,965 - 123,590 

I I 
-

Tons airlifted - - 39,991 

First 60 Days 

I Passengers shipped I 91,045 (most by - 1,039 -

I Passengers airlifted I ship) 22,716 85,563 106,000 

I Tons shipped I 560,160 (most 400,437 1.2 million 400,000 

I 
by ship) 

Tons airlifted I 
- 38,564 106,000 

First 90 Days 

I Passengers shipped I 138,424 (most - 82,800 1,453 

I Passengers airlifted I by ship) 32,357 85,562 183,030 

I Tons shipped I 
836,060 979,833 1.3 million 1,071,317 

I 
38,564 

Tons airlifted I 
- - 175,668 

, , Figure 4 - Tonnage earned by se a!1ft or a irlift for first 30, 60, and 90 days of World War II, Korea, Vietnam, and the First 
Gulf War
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The frightening thing is that even given this imn1ense and rapid build-up, US forces still 

needed more equipment and supplies, and needed them faster. Many other authors have 

analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of the deployment to the Gulf, and all of them agree 

that despite numerous problems, the effort was brilliant and massive, if in need of reform. It 
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should be noted, though, that the First Gulf w 
ar was perhaps the first war in which the U.S. 

had sufficient port discharge capacity. The ports of w Id w . 
or ar II, Korea, and V 1etnam were 

all limited in their port discharge capability and th d.d h .. , ey 1 not ave the capab1hty of the 

massive, modem port of Ad Damman. 

The Offensive 

As late as January, Iraqi forces had yet to indicate any desire to withdraw from 

Kuwait, despite a large coalition arrayed against them, a blockade, and several United 

Nations Security Council Resolutions (UNSCR) condemning Iraq, and called for its 

withdrawal from Kuwait. The UN also authorized the coalition to use force, if necessary: 

UNSCR 678, adopted 29 November 1990, authorized the coalition to use "all necessary 

means" to uphold the previous resolutions condemning Iraq and calling for its withdrawal 

from Kuwait if Iraq did not do so by 15 January 1991.104 Iraq did not budge, nor did it give 

any indication of doing so. As a result, an intense air campaign began; DESERT SHIELD 

had become DESERT STORM. At 0200 (local time) 17 January 1991, a task force from the 

1-101 st Aviation fired the first shots of the air war, destroying two radar instillations on the 

border. I05 The allied coalition pummeled Iraq, dumping thousands of tons of munitions 

throughout the air campaign. I06 The Coalition virtually wiped out the Iraqi airforce and 

battered Iraqi ground forces (with severity depending on distance from the border). Only 25 

percent of Iraqi conunand centers were not hit, and Iraqi resupply was functioning at a tenth 

of what it was before the air campaign. 107 Throughout this, Iraq remained defiant and refused 

to withdraw. The last resort, then, was to launch a ground offensive. 

S h k f' 1 . reated a complex orchestration of battle. First, the two c warz op s p anne1s c 

A h 
· · off areas When the air war sta1ted, Pagonis' supply 

rmy Corps had to move tot etr Jump- · 

M . S ly Routes (MSR) to Logistic Bases 
experts began to shift supplies down am upp 
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(LOGBASEs) CHARLIE and ECHO d . 
, es1gned to support XVID C 

orps and VII Corps 
respectively. CHARLIE was located s th ' 

ou east of Rafha, and south of the Trans-Arabian 

Pipeline Road ('Tapline ' Road, or MSR DODGE 
), and ECHO was located west of Hafir al 

Batin. The Corps then had to relocate la d' 
rge Istances to their Forward Assembly Areas 

(FAA); XVIII Corps had to travel over 500 .1 . ... nu es, and VII Corps had to go over 300 miles. 108 
_,,....,,,._ .. ,. 

Figure 5 - Movement of XVIII Corps and VII Corps to Forw ard Assembly Areas.109 

The relocations were only possible because of the immense amount of trucks, HETs, and 

other vehicles that Pagonis was able to acquire. Furthermore, the theater wide stockage levels 

finally were able to suppo11 a major offensive. Pagonis relates that at the start of the ground 

war, food and water (Class I) stocks were sufficient for 29 days, fuel (Class III) good for 5.2 

days, and enough ammunition for 45 days of combat. 110 Given the fuel consumption alone of 

the two corps, the fuel stock is staggering. In World War II, General Patton 's Third Army 

consumed slightly more than 400,000 gallons of gas a day, an amount 1944 petroleum 



manager c n idered ery difficult In the F' G 1 · irst u f War, General Yeosock's Third Army 

con urned well o er 2.4 million gallons of fu l d . 
e a ay and total daily fuel consumption of the 

entire theater a eraged out to just under 8.5 million gallon d 111 Wh . 
s a ay. en the weight of the 

ammunition is considered (Vll Corps planned a use of 9,000 tons of ammo a day, and XVIIl 

Corps 5,000), the ammunition stocks boggle the mind. 112 Another telling fact is that after 

four days of combat, stocks had actually grown; food remained at 29 days of supply (DOS), 

fuel had grown to 5.6 DOS, and ammunition had jumped to 65 DOS.113 One reason for this 

growth could be simply that more supplies were coming in than were being used. However, 

another (and far more likely) possibility is that a deficiency in trucks allowed stocks to build 

up quicker than they could be moved out. Due to a deficiency of transportation assets, both 

U.S. and contracted, movement of troops and supplies was not as efficient as it could be. The 

result of this is that supply stocks grew faster than they could be emptied. A stunning parallel 

to this can be seen in World War II, where the Allied fuel stocks grew in size even as the 

front-line armies were starved for fuel. Had the ground offensive in the Gulf War continued, 

it is possible that the coalition could have suffered the same sort of fuel supply problems as 

the Allies did in World War II. 

The plan of the ground offensive was simultaneously simple and massive. The plan 

was to have the two Marine divisions and Joint Forces Command-EaSt (JFC-E) attack the 

· · f · lace with some units from the XVIII Iraqi fortifications head-on to fix the Iraqi orces m P , 

. d d d rt The next day the remaining unit Corps racing across the virtually unoccup1e eep ese · ' 

C d North (JFC-N) would execute a 
from XVIII Corps, VII Corps, and Joint Forces omman -

. ~ to shatter them and eventually meet 
"left hook" into the open west flank of the Iraqi orces ' 

and crush the elite Republican Guard: 
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Figure 6 - M ap of Desert Storm ground campaign. 
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Specifically, on the first day of the ground offensive (G-Day), JFC-E (composed of forces 

from multiple nations) would join the U.S. Marines of Marine Central Command 

(MARCENT) in attacking into Kuwait, directly into Iraqi fortifications.
115 

Virtually 

simultaneously with the Marine offensive would be the attack of the 101
51 

Airborne and the 

French 6th Light Armored Division. The 101 st would carry out an air assault to an area that 

would become FOB COBRA and the French (with a brigade of the 82
nd 

attached) would 

attack up the hard-surface road to capture Objective ROCHAMBEAU, the Iraqi town of As-
-. 

Salman. 116 After securing ROCHAMBEAU, the French 6
1h 

and the 82
nd 

would screen the 

western flank of the Allied lines. 

The next day, dawn on 25 February (G+ 1), the main component of the offensive 

would begin their attack. JFC-N, with the major units being a two-division Egyptian corps 

and a Sy · d ct· · · would launch their attack and undertake a short "hook." VII 
nan armore 1v1s1on, 
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Corp would also begin their main offensive w·th th st 
' 

1 e 1 Infantry breaching the border 

defenses, allowing the l 
st 

Armored, 3rd Armored a d 1st U K . 
, n . . Armored to penetrate the Iraqi 

defenses and "hook" eastward to attack the Iraqi fo • h . . 
rces m t eu strategic flank. They would 

be accompanied by XVIII Corps' 24th Infantry and 3rd ACR 
to screen VII Corps' west flank. 

At dark, the 3
rd 

Brigade of the 101 
st 

would launch their air assault to cut Highway 8. The 

entire campaign was planned to take days, if not weeks. For instance, the breach conducted 

by the 1
st 

Infantry was expected to take 18 hours. 117 Furthermore, casualties were expected. 

The 1
st 

Infantry had predictions of casualties running as high as 40 percent. The division 

commander told his subordinates that the goal was to win quickly with "enough of us left to 

h 
. ,,J 18 

ave a reumon. 

As the saying goes, however, "No battle plan ever survives first contact with the 

enemy." In the case of the Gulf War, the Marines made such good progress that Schwarzkopf 

feared that they would leave their western (left) flank exposed to an Iraqi counterattack. 119 

Schwarzkopf was forced to move up the main attack by VII Corps and JFC-N, changing it 

from the scheduled start at dawn on G+ 1 to starting at 1500 on G-Day, or roughly 15 hours 

ahead of the scheduled plan. 120 The screening 24th Infantry and 3
rd 

ACR similarly had to 

advance their attack timetables. Similarly, due to poor weather predictions, the 3
rd 

Brigade of 

the Io 1st Airborne launched their jump up to Highway 8 earlier than anticipated. Rather than 

going in after sunset on G+ 1, the 3rd Brigade moved about half of its strength into position by 

launching at 1100 and continued until weather shut down flight operations.
121 

By G+2, 

Highway 8 had been cut, and by 1600 on G+3, VII Corps was beginning to engage the 

R b 
· P2 G 4 ase-fire was called ceasing hostilities. Operation 

epu hcan Guard. - At 0800 on + , a ce ' 

DESERT STORM was at an end. 
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In conception, the ground plan was simple in concept, but massive in scope. Over 

620,000 soldiers from more than 37 nations fought under the Coalition.123 Thousands of 

tanks, trucks, and other vehicles thundered across the desert, supported by hundreds of 

airplanes, helicopters, and thousands of guns. The Iraqi army collapsed and was defeated in 

less than 100 hours. If not the greatest military victory of the 20th century, then it was 

certainly one of the greatest logistical feats of the 20th century. Despite shortages in 

numerous categories, insufficient logistical support (ARCENT had only a third of the 

echelon-above-corps support staff that doctrine proscribed), and a harsh environment, the 

logisticians still managed to enable a colossal ground offensive, and keep it sufficiently 

1. d 124 supp 1e . 



Chapter VI 

The Conduct of the 101st Airborne in the First Gulf War 

"The Air Force and amwr were the t
1
hunder of Desert Storm, while the 101s, was the 
ightning. " 

-CENTCOM Commander General H. Norman Schwarzkopf1 . 
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The role of the 101 
st 

in the First Gulf War varied, depending on the stage of the war. 

During the buildup and DESERT SHIELD, the 101 st positioned itself as a frontline combat 

unit, whereas during the ground offensive, the 101st assumed a role focused more on the 

operational level. The entire deployment to the Gulf can be broken down into a handful of 

phases: first the deployment, then the DESERT SHIELD phase of the deployment, and last 

the DESERT STORM phase (codenamed DESERT RENZDEVOUS m.2 DESERT 

RENDEVOUS II is further subdivided into the phases of the ground operation: Phase I, a 

logistics buildup; Phase II, movement to a Tactical Assembly Area; Phase III, the offensive 

into Iraq, with four subphases; and Phase IV, future operations. Each phase has a rich 

mixture of problems, with a problem's importance varying from phase to phase. The phase 

where a problem is most important is where it will be analyzed. 

Deployment of the 101st 

The FORSCOM deployment order that arrived at Fort Can1pbell, Kentucky at 00232 

10 August 1990 (7:23 PM 9 August, local time) caught the 101
st 

at a bad time. An aviation 

· · RAVO · H duras 2- l 8ih Infantry was element was supp01tmg J omt Task Force B m on ' 

d 3 327th Inf ntry was training cadets at the US conducting jungle training in Panama, an - a 

· f h 32ih one was in Pue1to Rico, and the 
Military Academy.3 Of the other two battalions O t e ' 

h. 2nd Inf t was preparing to embark on a UN 
t ird was in Panama.4 Furthermore, 2-50 an ry 

d the Headquaiters and Headquarters 
peacekeeping mission, and elements of A Battery an 



Battery (HHB) of 2-44
th 

Air Defense Artiller .. 
Y were at Fort Knox trammg West Point cadets.5 

A Chinook pilot in Honduras desired orders to c "h ,, 
ome ome to prepare for deployment, and 

took his aircraft up until "the rotors sn1oked " He f 
· went so ar up that he was able to contact 

Fort Campbell, 1,500 miles distant, on his radio· "Yeah tart · h • 
· , s com.mg . ome, the pllot was 

told - but first get down into your operating altitude "6 By 17 A f h di · · • ugust, most o t e v1s1on 

had returned to Ft. Campbell, with the final helicopters returning on 24 August. 1 

While the di vision was assembling, the first elements of the 1 o 1st were arriving in 

Saudi Arabia in the form of the five-man Advance party: Major Huber (the Operations, or G-

3, chief) and Captain Lake (of the G-4, or Supply, staff) simultaneously stepped onto the 

airport tarmac at Dhahran on 15 August.8 While the Advance party was in the air, the 

Division Ready Brigade (2
nd 

Brigade) transported some of their equipment down to 

Jacksonville, Florida via commercial trucking linehaul to be loaded on ships.9 The division's 

supply officer (G-4), Lieutenant Colonel Skrodzki, commented "we couldn't have done it 

[the deployment] without the support of the installation. 10 In addition to the garrison troops 

working constantly to prepare loads, state troopers allowed the truck to drive well above the 

posted speed limits. 11 The rest of 2nd Brigade s equipment a portion of the helicopters in the 

division, and all of their troops would be airlifted into Saudi Arabia. The remainder of the 

division would show the unique capabilities of the 101st 
by flying the remaining helicopters 

to Camp Blanding, Florida for shipping preparation, whereas other pieces of equipment went 

to the Blount Island Terminal for shipping. 
1
-

On 15 August, the MV (Motor Vessel) American Eagle arrived in Jacksonville, and 

on 19 A d d ~ h G If 13 Accordino to the divisional lore, the American Eagle ugust eparte 1or t e u . o 

· v· tnam and was the first ship to transport 
had also transported the division ' s eqmpment to ie 
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the 101 
st 

for the 1976 REFORGER deployment • 14 
exercise. It carried 12 passengers, 4 Cobras, 

26 Chinooks, 5 Kiowas, 8 Blackhawks 3 TOW miss ·1 1 h 
' i e aunc ers, 9 105mm howitzers, and 

152 other vehicles.
15 

When it arrived at Ad Dammam 8 s b . . 
on eptem er, nme other ships 

carrying cargo for the lOl
st 

would be at sea. Of these ten ships, only four would be RO/ROs 

and none of them would be Fast Sealift Ships. 16 The last ship, the Saudi Hail, completed 

offloading on 7 October, and all division units were clear of port by 10 October, or C+64.11 

Compared to the performance of the 24th Infantry, which completed unloading on 28 

September (C+52) and used all eight Fast Sealift Ships, the deployment of the 101 st measures 

rather favorably. Both the Antares and the Cape Alexander suffered from mechanical 

problems, forcing them both to be towed to port for repairs. However, it does not matter how 

many days the Cape Alexander spent in Cadiz, as it finished offloading three days before the 

Saudi Hail arrived in theater, and thus did not affect when the 101 st fully arrived in theater. 18 

The Antares, though, had to give its cargo to the Altair, with a delay of about two weeks.
19 

The final ship for the 24th Infantry, the Cygnus, finished offloading on 21 September, or 

C+45. Had the Antares not broken down, the 24th would have finished deploying by 21 

September, whereas the Saudi Hail would have still completed the deployment of the 101 
st 

on IO October. Thus, the 24th would have finished its sealift 19 days before the 101
51

, and if 

more Fast Sealift Ships had been available, may have finished sooner. The Denebola and the 

MV Cape Hudson both left Savannah on 22 August, with the Denebola finishing offloading 

· f 1 14 September 20 The Denebola on 9 September and the Cape Hudson not domg so uni · 

sailed to the Gulf and unloaded in 18 days, whereas the Cape Hudson required 23 days and 

· l h. th SS Cape Inscription, took 22 days. 
the Cygnus took 26 days. The third convent10na s 1P, e 

. . ak the trip and unload is 17 .66 days, with the 
The averaoe time for a Fast Seahft Ship to m e 

~ 
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quickest time being the Capella ' s 14 days and th 1 . 
' es owest bemg a tie between the Bellatrix 

and Algol at 20 days. If the 24
th 

had only Fast Sear ft Sh' . 1 ips to move their equipment, it is 

quite possible that they could have shaved several d ff h . . . 
ays o t eu seahft time. Hypothetically, 

if the Cygnus was a Fast Sealift Ship and made the trip t th 
a e average speed, and the Antares 

did not break down, the deployment of the 24th would have been 1 t b 14 S b comp e e y eptem er, 

making it a 32-day sealift, finishing 20 days before they actually did. Had the 101st been able 

to use Fast Sealift Ships, and their deployment also took 32 days, the 101 st could have been 

deployed by 16 September. However, because the 101st did not have any Fast Sealift Ships, 

they actually finished deploying 24 days later-at the start of October. Clearly, additional 

Fast Sealift Ships could have greatly speed up the deployment time. 

The task force that flew out of Campbell Army Airfield (CAAF) starting 17 August 

included elements from the Aviation brigade and a large chunk of the 2nd Brigade. The 

official history says, "It would take thirteen days for fifty-six C141s and forty-nine C5As to 

transport the task force's 2,742 personnel, 117 helicopters, 487 vehicles and 123 equipment 

pallets."21 Effectively, then, by 30 August, the 101 st had a presence on the ground. However, 

while the force was "configured to provide division command and control and a brigade task 

force with attack aviation and sustainment support," this does not mean that getting the 

troops over to Saudi Arabia was easy or methodical. A combination of limited airlift assets 

and a deployment list that was constantly under revision resulted in a deployment that was 

"h · · · ~ t sportation "22 To use an example from ectic and required constant reconf1gurat10n 1or ran · 

XVIII Corps, when the 40?1h Transportation Company arrived in-theater on 13 September 

. . . d in the Time-Phased Force Deployment 
there was confusion because "the umt ts not carne 

· "3 · d lanning on the subject of what units 
List."- Additionally, there was no real theater-wt e P 
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would stay where, with the result that one Joint un· al L 
ivers essons Learned (JULLS, or 

Lessons Learned hereafter) report commented that th 1 d 
e an management "resembled the 

'Oklahoma Land Grab' ."
24 

To be fair this may have bee b d . ' n ecause a vance parties had only a 

short amount of time to prepare for their troops. Command Sergeant Major Robert Nichols 

went over with the 
1st 

Brigade Advance party, but arrived one week before the 1st Brigade 

was scheduled to arrive.
25 

Furthermore, there was not much in terms of support for those 

Advance parties: 

You got a suitcase full of cash with my S-4 officer, my S-4 sergeant, he bought a 
rental car, and my driver and myself, my battalion Sergeant Majors and their drivers, 
and that's all we had to establish. There was no one else. The S-4 officer had a 
suitcase chained to his wrist of cash money that he went and purchased what we 
needed. He purchased gas cans, water cans, generators, drills, and bits. The tents and 
hammers and pins were given to us by the King. All of us that got there, we had what 
was on our back and [in] our rucksacks, and you got to understand we did not arrive 
with our duffel bags yet, we had what was in our rucksacks.26 

Nevertheless, the airlift of the bulk of the 10 l st personnel began on 5 September, with 

CRAF airliners flying soldiers into Dhahran Airport. From there, the soldiers would be 

transpo1ted to the then-incomplete King Fahd International Airport (KFIA). The day before 

the CRAF airlift started, there were 3,770 soldiers from the 101
st 

in theater.
27 

Over 20 days, 

36 aircraft would ferry 13,500 soldiers from the 10 I 
I 

into Saudi Arabia.
28 

The 1
st 

Brigade 

Advance party obtained pilgrim tents and a camping area that would house pilgrims on their 

way to Mecca from the King of Saudi Arabia.29 This camp would eventually develop into 

, · y· t 30 The camp was set 
Camp Eagle II (CEIi), so named after the 101

5 
's base camp m ie nam. 

· d The heat that greeted them on stepping 
up, and troops began to inhabit it when they arnve · 

. ct· General Shelton the Assistant Division 
off the plane is practically legendary. Bnga ier ' 

. .. d ot compete with the heat in Saudi Arabia. "
31 

Commander for Operations, said, Hell coul n 

"The hardest thino to this date, to this date 
Command Sergeant Major Nichols related that, 

0 
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that I had ever done, was the heat, in August · S . . 
'm aud1 Arabia, working. [sic]"32 Command 

Sergeant Major Jack Hardwick also related that h £ 
e ound the 120-degree heat hot, even if 

there was no humidity. "Hot is hot," he remarked 33 Th .. 
· e cond1t10ns were also rather spartan; 

one of the things the division's contracting agent d"d 
s 1 was to purchase rugs, so that the floor 

of the tent soldiers stayed in was something other than d In d • . . . san . a d1t1on, m order to hghten 

the equipment required to deploy, the 101st, s authorized 1· t f · . . 1s o eqmpment did not mclude 

cots.
34 

The result was that early in the deployment Capt'.:lin Bari h h d 
, ui ean, among ot ers, a to 

sleep on the floor of a parking garage.
35 

Command Sergeant Nichols found the arrival of the 

1
st 

Support Command's equipment in late September significant, because in addition to many 

other items, they issued cots; "You have a bed!"36 The cots, though, were still missing as of 

17 October, a week after all divisional units had arrived in theater.37 

Deployment Problems 

The desert is a harsh and uncomfortable environment. "[T]his place [the Saudi desert] 

is so barren," noted one soldier, "it makes Death Valley look like a Club Med resort."38 The 

discomfort of the dese1t is exacerbated, of course, by a distinct lack of creature comforts in 

both forward defense ai·eas and at Camp Eagle II. For example, the soldiers were issued only 

two desert uniforms. If they were lucky, they received two more throughout the entire 

deployment. 39 "We were issued two uniforms, that's all we had for 7 months. Those two 

uniforms. If something was damaged or tom up, you repaired it yourself, there was no 

seamstress. If it was damaged beyond use, hopefully the guy that become injured and was 

repatriated to America his uniform fits you because that ' s where you got your replacement 
' . 

40 · k t ip one corps with two uniforms 
Parts." Before the war, there were sufficient stoc s O equ 

cially when the wearer is out in the field 
per soldier. However, uniforms do not last long, espe 

. . b t rms soldiers of the 101 
st 

were. The 
tra10mg, preparing, and patrolling, as the com a a 
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uniform problem was a problem for every unit th t d 
1 a ep oyed to the theater, and the effect was 

that "most VII Corps soldiers would go into battl 1 d . 
e ca m dark green BDUs."41 

If the supply of uniforms was inadequate th th b . . 
, en e oot situation was an order of 

magnitude worse. Stocks of desert boots were nonexi·st t In d f 
en . stea o desert boots, the 

soldiers received jungle boots: "We were issued J·ungle boots th • 
1 

b 
1 

· 
, e same Jung e oots wore m 

Vietnam 20 years before was the same type which I was issued to go to the Gulf War, with 

water-holes which allowed the sand to get into your shoes. That's what the 101st wore."42 

For the entire deployment, the 101
st 

never received desert boots. However, after the war, 

when the division was getting ready to go back to Fort Campbell, the division received word 

that their desert boots had arrived in port and the people at the docks wanted to know if the 

division intended to get the boots. With units still in theater that needed those boots, the 101 

declined them and went home wearing their battered and sand-filled jungle boots.43 This case 

of substituting sub-par jungle boots for desert boots would be comical, if there was not a 

shortage of the jungle boots, too. As with uniforms, soldiers in the field were hard on their 

boots and they would go through them surprisingly quickly. Many infantrymen went through 

two pairs of boots in six months with, at best, only a trickle of boots coming in to replace 

them. 44 "It got down to the point that you were not getting a pair of boots, you were getting 

the left boot or right boot, whichever was tore up."45 To fix this, a week before the ground 

offensive, Command Sergeant Major Nichols went to his brigade's support elements, which 

were typically less hard on their boots, and asked for any extra boots they had. He got four 

b to oet through the offensive with truckloads of boots, which enabled the com at troops o 

· d b t soldiers could go two to three 
functional footwear. 46 Still, for both umforms an °0 s, 

h · d aged uniform or boots.
47 

months before seeing a replacement for t elf am 



Water, the item expected to be the bi e . . 
gg st Issue m the desert environment, was 

surprisingly not a particularly troublesome issue I th 
1 · n e ear Y phases of deployment, solutions 

were found for water fairly easily. When the 3rd B . d 
nga e ran out of bottled water early in their 

deployment, King Fahd provided the soldiers with bagged wat h' h h d " 
er, w IC a a nasty gas 

taste" to it.
48 

Still, between the water purification units at c E 1 IT 
amp ag e and the water 

available from Saudi wells, there were no real problems. "It seemed like every 15 to 25 miles 

[there] was a well drilled, and all we had to do was get permission from the guy that owned 

the well to use it. Water was never an issue. Always enough water. I can't think of a single 

time we didn't have water for soldiers to wash and clean."49 Command Sergeant Major 

Hardwick heard a rumor of an occasion when an American unit broke the water pump for a 

Saudi town, depriving the town of water. This evidently was not that big a problem, though, 

as the American unit fixed the pump.50 Perhaps the only problems with water were hints that 

there might not have been sufficient water containers at the lowest levels or that water 

chillers frequently failed. 51 However, there are stronger indications that there were more 

problems when the division was at Tactical Assembly Area (TAA) CAMPBELL, preparing 

to go on the offensive. A communication, dated 21 February, noted that one of the brigades 

reached zero balance on water, despite consistently reporting water requirements on the 

Logistical Status report. s2 This does not mean, though, that the brigade was completely out of 

water; rather, it means that the water stocks at the brigade level were exhausted, but the 

division, battalion, and company level stocks may have been fine. Nevertheless, the 

· f th 101 si includino Semi-trailer Mounted 
combination of well tapping and the eqmpment O e ' 0 

· s l S stem bottled water, and five-gallon 
Fabric Tanks the Forward Area Water Pomt upp Y Y ' 

' 
SI 53 

· · d ater to the l O l troops. Jugs proved an adequate system to provi e w 
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Food, similarly, was not a major issue d . 
' espite a few problems. As should be 

expected, upon arrival in theater, the 101st ate mostl MRE . . 
Y s, which hmdered the ability to 

build up food stocks to required levels. 54 At Cam E 1 II . 
P age , there was occas10nally 

contracted food, but largely for the bulk of the deploy t MRE . . 
men , s, supphments, T-ratlons, 

and B-rations fed the 101 
st

• General Peay did not use t d • 
oo contractmg for fresh food (A-

rations) for two reasons. First, he did not trust foreign nati·on 1 h. h • • • as, w 1c , given an mc1dent 

early in the deployment, is rather understandable.55 The contractors served a salad, but the 

water used to wash the lettuce was not potable; and as a result, many of the people who ate 

that lettuce became sick.
56 

Second, General Peay reasoned that having the cooks prepare 

foods would give them something to do and would allow them to feel as if they were 

contributing.
57 

However, the division could not have forsworn all food contractors, as a visit 

from Vice President Dan Quayle was supposed to feature quail as the main entre. Due to a 

sandstorm, Quayle had to cancel his visit, but just about everyone had two of the birds, which 

tasted like Cornish game hen.58 Colonel Beauchamp, the commander for the 101 
st Core 

Support Group (CSG), stated in an interview that, "We did not eat Class As (fresh, local 

food) every day," and that there were "some" contract feeding facilities in operation.
59 

Nevertheless, the main staple of a 101 st soldier was MREs, which, as stated earlier, 

came in a limited number of choices. While a soldier may have gotten other meal types while 

at Camp Eagle II, when deployed forward-at FOBs BASTOGE or OASIS, to defend 

against an Iraqi attack-they ate MREs. This means that some soldiers may have had to eat 

h l.k d· Command Sergeant Major Nichols had 
MREs a great deal longer than they would ave 1 e , 

C d Sergeant Major Hardwick had them 
to go for 31 or 32 days of straight MREs, and omman 

T R f ons CT-Rations), but T-Rations were 
for 60 days straight.60 They were happy to get ray a 1 
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essentiaJly a larger MRE served in a tray and heated b . . . . . . 
Y mimers1on m botlmg water m a 

Mobile Kitchen Trailer.
61 

T-Rations allowed troo . 
ps to eat entrees hke lasagna, hamburgers, 

chicken breast with gravy, and other meals composed of se • . h bl f 6" 
rru-pens a e oods. - However, 

the supply system could not meet the demand for T-rations 
O 1 

b . 
n a regu ar as1s, as Corps was 

unable to "provide an adequate number of rations " and wh T · . . 
, en -rations were avatlable, 1t was 

usually the same meal served for several days in a row 63 When T t· d"d b · · • -ra 10ns 1 egm to arnve, 

the 101 
st 

had Chicken A La King three times a day for far too long, and when steaks first 

arrived, the soldiers "couldn't chop it, chew it, blow it up, cut it, nothing. It was like a 

joke."
64 

Supplement packages, which had "Sodas, fresh fruit, cakes, things of that nature," 

allowed the 101
st

, as with other units, to decrease MRE consumption while increasing food 

variety.
65 

The staple bread, candies, juices, oatmeal, cocoas, teas, soups, 24-hour coffee, and 

similar items available in the supplement packages were popular.66 Two meals, though, 

deserve specific mention. Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners were, as for every unit in the 

Gulf, wonderful. Both meals were done with "all the trimmings" and were great morale

boosters for the troops.67 Regardless, as with most units, the only problems the 101 
st 

had 

with food was trying to build sufficient stocks of it. Essentially, while the 101
st 

did not have 

variety, they had quantity.68 

The problem that vexed the 1 o 1st throughout the entire deployment, though, was the 

incredible amount of maintenance and maintenance-related problems because of the desert 

sand. The fine dust was infamous for being able to get into everything, but it did its worst 

. · ally ones without covers. Cobra damage to complex machines and electrorucs, especi 

. h . 1 ler compartment. As a result, when 
helicopters, for instance, lacked a cover for t e 01 coo 

rtment and have to be scooped out by 
parked on the ground, sand would enter the compa 
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hand.69 The sand was so bad, the commander of the l-101s• . 
noted m a Lessons Learned 

report, that "a portable, lightweight aircraft wash/fl h ki . . 
us t ts requued for field operations."70 

The heat and sun of the desert also caused failures in 1 t . . 71 e ec romc eqmpment. The oil cooler 

shroud on Chinooks, for exa1nple, had a tendency to m It · h d . 
e m t e esert heat; a fiberglass 

shroud made by Boeing was developed, and aside from not melt' · th h • h d mg m e eat, 1t a a 

longer lifespan-250 hours as opposed to the original's 165 hours 12 A 1- • f . comp 1catmg actor 

was that the aircraft covers used by the Army at that time were inadequate. 73 The 

maintenance problems became even more numerous when helicopters actually flew. The air 

filtration systems on Apache helicopters were "inadequate for desert operating conditions."74 

As a result of not having a particle separator system, Chinook engines, expected to last 1,200 

hours, instead lasted an average of 38 hours in the Saudi desert.75 Of the first 10 Chinooks in 

theater, eight of them showed "substantial power losses after 35 hours, the compressor blades 

failed after 25 hours, and 16 of 82 engines were already defunct; 4 of the 16 had already 

undergone change ... "76 Blackhawks suffered from a loss of power due to the sand eroding 

internal system fans and clogging valves, which drastically affected aircraft capabilities.
77 

Rotor blades were also a problem, for simply flying in the desert caused erosion of the blades 

by the sand in the air. The Blackhawk's main rotor blade became "unserviceable" after 25 

79 

hours of operation.78 Measures such as painting or taping the blades were necessary. 

Another danger of flying occurred when helicopters hovered close to the ground; sand would 

b. · "b wn-out" During the day, brown-outs 
11low up, enveloping the aircraft and causmg a ro · 

· I t d "if you close your eyes right now 
practically blinded pilots. At night, Captam Bar ean no e ' 

. . . 1 . th desert when you land. ,,so On the 
that 1s what it is like flying night v1s10n gogg es Ill e 

. . 11' ative around the edges of the landing site to 
ground, crewmen would spread a hqmd duSt pa 1 
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keep more sand from being sucked in during takeoffs and . 
81 

landmgs. The most effective mix 

was a 50-50 ratio of MC-1, a standard asphalt product d . 
' an diesel fuel. It was spreadable with 

a standard water distributor and proved economic 1 d 
a an successful on most soil types. 82 

The desert, by virtue of its ability to quickly d . 
amage aircraft parts, made it hard to 

keep replacement parts in-stock due to the increased m~~nt A . . 
u.i enance. commumcation on 15 

October from General Peay to the commander of Aviation Systems Command noted that 

maintenance rates were about ten times the rate in the continental United States. 83 Aviation 

repair parts, however, were low on the list of conventional air shipment: "13th or 14th in a 

priority list of 15 or 16."
84 

However, by the end of January, repair parts (Class IX) ranked 

second on the list, only superseded by nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare protective 

gear. 85 The real element that enabled aviation assets to keep flying was the "Desert Express" 

flights. As stated in the previous section, "Desert Express" provided rapid airlift of critical 

supplies. On 19 October, the flights began, and aviation repair parts soon became a major 

part. By the sixteenth flight on 14 November, they accounted for one-third of the weight of 

the Army allotment.86 At the end of January, "Desert Express" expanded to two daily 

flights. 87 For the 1 0 1st , the flights were a godsend. Captain Barlean, commander of a Chinook 

platoon, stated," ... we couldn't ask for a better express. It was excellent. Even when we were 

up in Iraq. I would get stuff overnight that I needed."88 Still, on 2 December, month1Y flight 

time restrictions went into effect. Blackhawks were limited to 18-1 hours a month' Hueys 

16 4 89 Barlean recounted, "We no longer 
l8.9, Chinooks 14.3, Apaches 15.3, and Cobras · · 

. . d we knocked out as many phases [ of 
flew aircraft except for maintenance test flights an 

. . {Ted to do rather well. On 24 
maintenance] as we could. "90 On the whole, aviatwn manae 

. roximately 93 percent of Army 
February, the first day of the ground offensive, app 
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helicopters in theater were operational Of th . . 
. e remammg 121 . f 1 aircra t, 4 were undergoing 

maintenance, and 107 were down because part 
s were not available.91 These parts came from 

Army stocks all over the world, with the result th 
at to keep the 21 percent of the Army's 

helicopters in theater operating, the "remaining 7g 
percent [ of Army helicopters in the world] 

had to become semi-dormant."92 A protracted cam · paign may have created spare part 

shortages as early as two months into full-scale combat • 93 . . operations. Luckily, this was not 

the case. 

DESERT SHIELD 

With all of the division's soldiers now successfully quartered in Saudi Arabia, the 

next step was how to use the 101 
st 

to defend Saudi Arabia against an Iraqi attack. The 

primary concern of the 101 
st and the Coalition was the defense of the ports on the Gulf coast, 

and King Fahd International Airport. The initial defensive concept, Operational Plan 

(OPLAN) 90-1, would forward deploy the bulk of the division to FOB BASTOGNE

initially called FOB ESSEX by XVIII Corps, but re-designated when the 101 
st 

took control 

of it-and would retain the rest of the division at Camp Eagle II. Two-thirds of the division 

deployed forward, with the last third remaining at Camp Eagle II. Each third would spend 30 

days as a part of the covering force, and then spend 15 days at Camp Eagle II.
94 

For the 

defense, the units at BASTOGNE would conduct covering force operations. The bulk of the 

Aviation Brigade would support these operations, and the remaining units at Camp Eagle II 

would defend the base.95 The unpublished OPLAN 90-2 was developed as the 101
st 

arrived 

in theat. d d b · ~ OPLAN 90-3 the mature defense plan.
96 

The division 1e, an serve as a asis 1or , 

published OPLAN 
90

_
3 

on 15 October, and factored the entire XVID Corps force into the 

P
l Th . . . . d th Ian· if an Iraqi invasion had come, the division 
an. e d1v1s10n extensively rehearse e P , 

97 • f · f bases would move from Camp Eagle II 
would have executed the plan. The first O its ive P 
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into Area of Operations (AO) NORMANDY th C . 
' e overmg Force Area (CFA), in order of 

priority: the infantry brigade, Divisional Artillery th d' . . . 
e 1 vision mam command post, the two 

aviation brigades (the lih AB was also attached to th 101st) ... 
e , and the D1v1s10nal Support 

Command.
98 

These units would move by a combinaf f • 
10n o au and ground transportation 

assets.
99 

The remaining two infantry brigades and the 3rd ACR h' h 
, w 1c was attached to the 

1 o 1st
, would already be in the Covering Forces Area. 100 The second phase would see the 101 st 

engaging in combat and beginning to withdraw to AO CARENTAN, which was on the 

western flank, and FOBs OASIS, A SHAU, and DAK TO. In the third phase, the 101 st would 

complete its withdrawal into AO CARENTAN and let the 24th Infantry take over the main 

combat effort. The fourth phase would see the 101 st repositioning for the fifth phase, which 

featured a counterattack by the 1st Cav. 101 

However, OPLAN 90-3 never saw use because an Iraqi attack never came. Instead, 

the 101st spent the DESERT SHIELD portion of the deployment training to a razor's edge in 

AO NORMANDY. In addition to practicing the general soldierly skill-set, numerous air 

assault techniques were adapted or improved for the desert. 102 New methods for setting up 

and constructing Forward Arming and Refueling Points (FARPs) led to the development of 

the "Super FARP" that would see use during the ground offensive. 
103 

Similarly, the 7-101 s
t 

discovered that putting 2,000 gallons of fuel in a 10,000-gallon bag (called the "Flying 

Chi k 104 Th 7-101 st also Burrito") stabilized it enough to be slingloaded under a noo · e 

. d lOSmm howitzer side-by-side so that the discovered a way to slingload a Humvee an a 

. d" -the conventional rig blocked the 
Chmook's altimeter could provide an accurate rea mg 

. . . . . , howitzers to accompany the unit on an 
altimeter-which was vital in allowmg the diviswn s 

. _ . . as the 1 o 1st, s signal unit, developed a 
air assault. 10:, Last, the 501 st Signal Battalion, which w 
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way to slingload a Humvee with a multichannel t f al . 
ac ic satelhte antenna, enabling it to be air 

assaulted. '
06 

This additional time training also all d XV 
owe ID Corps to consult the division's 

Apache pilots to extract the lessons they and their s 
upport personnel learned about desert 

. 107 
operations. 

The main issue for the DESERT SHIELD phase of th d l · · 
e ep oyment was difficulty m 

receiving ammunition, and to a lesser extent, their equipment. A large portion of the 

equipment for the Division Ready Brigade flew in on preloaded 463L pallets that were 88" x 

108" in size.
108 

However, upon arrival in theatre, these pallets became separated from their 

accompanying troops and were sent to a holding yard. 109 While this misplacement appears to 

have happened to a large number of the Division Ready Brigade's pallet-loaded supplies, a 

Lessons Learned report mentions that the ammunition (Class V) pallets were "of greatest 

concern" because they remained lost for a long time. 110 The misplacement of these pallets 

may have been because of their identification markers, which were identification forms about 

the same size as a 5" x 8" index card on one side of the pallet. 111 These identification card 

seems to have been fairly easy to deface, allowing "other military organizations to 

d dd. . l 11 ,,112 comman eer a 1t10na pa ets. 

The impact of commandeering pallets multiplies when one considers that, like most 

units, the l O 1st deployed with an ammunition basic load that was sufficient to cover the 

D. · · • h ct· · · 113 FORSCOM intended to have the necessary 1v1s10n Ready Bngade, but not t e 1v1s1on. 

. . d b t as with the other units, this did not 
ammunition meet the division when the ships arnve , u ' 

b · e support units at both divisional 
happen. To further exacerbate the situation, com at servic 

that for the first four months in theater 
and corps level arrived late in theatre. The effect was 
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"the Division struggled to obtain sufficient amm .. 
umtion" d an would have had a great deal of 

trouble executing their defensive plans: 114 

The 101 st would have probably been hard 
to the lack of adequate ammunition stock pre~sed to support this defensive plan due 
EAC combat service support elements int:g;: :e echelon_ment [sic] of Corps and 
ability of combat forces to sustain themselvesethr::te~. This late arrival strained the 
Operation Desert Shield The ct· · • g the first few months of 

· ivision was forced to be If . . 
bones General Support Supply Base for much f th se ~sustammg from a bare-
proved to be absolutely essential for providing ovar· e operationf Host_ nation ~upport 
transportation and life support services.' 's IOus types O required eqmpment, 

Transportation shortcomings would never be resolved because th .h , ere was not enoug 

transport in the theater. Ammunition shortages also plagued the theater but eventually met 

virtual resolution. While the infantrymen never had all the small-arms ammunition they 

could have wanted, they were infamous for always wanting more ammunition and they had a 

sufficient amount for the mission. 116 Command Sergeant Major Nichols could not recall a 

situation when they had to cancel training due to a lack of ammunition.' 17 However a copy 

of the War Eagle News, the unofficial new paper of the 3rd Brigade dated 4 ovember 1990 

mentioned that live-fire training would begin in the next 4-6 weeks and the dela was 

imposed by ammunition shortages and clearing problem with the Saudi govemment.
11 

These ammunition problems partly stemmed from deficiencie b the Corp Support 

Command (COSCOM) in delivering supplie to the di, i ion. A Les on Learned report 

submitted by Lieutenant Colonel Skrodzki tate "During DESERT SHIELD the IO I 
st 

received approximately 150 S&P's [Stake and Platform trailer truck ] of ammunition from 

COSCOM, and only 15 of these S&P loads were recei ed via Corp throughput. The 

. . . . . The precedino i only an example of 
remaining ammunition was picked up by the dt I ion. 0 

r , 11 9 

problems encountered with Class I [food and water], ID [fuel] and V supp ie · 

R 
. . asion come these ammunition issues 

egardless, had the war lasted longer or had an Iraqi m ' 
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may have been a deciding factor. Since this w 
as not the case, the conclusion is that while the 

101 st had troubles, these troubles were theater-wide a d 
n eventually saw effective resolution. 

Ground Offensive, Overview 

The concept for the ground operation OPLAN 90 5 ' - , grew out of an earlier plan, 90-4, 

which was not feasible due to its plan to operate xvm c 
orps a great deal farther west than 

could be logistically sustained.
120 

In addition to being logisf all • bl . 1c y sustama e, placmg XVIII 

Corps right on the flank of VII Corps allowed for the 24th Infantry and 3rd ACR to cover VII 

Corps ' west flank, as well as allowing the French 6th Armored, 82nd Airborne, and 1 o 1st to 

support and screen each other. The plan for the 101st was that on G-Day, as the Marines were 

launching their assault into Kuwait, the 1st Brigade of the 101 st would air assault into what 

would become FOB COBRA. They would secure it and begin building it up logistically to 

serve as a FOB with a FARP inside it. This logistic buildup took place using two 

transportation methods. The first type would utilize convoys up MSR NEWMARKET, which 

was actually an ancient pilgrim trail to Mecca, the Dub al-Haj. 121 The second would use the 

Chinook helicopters from 7-101, as well as the Corps Chinook battalion (2-159
th 

Aviation), 

to bring sufficient supplies into FOB COBRA. 122 With FOB COBRA containing the 

necessary supplies and equipment, armed aviation assets would perform an aerial recon of 

Area of Operation (AO) EAGLE (covering Highway 8). At dusk on the second day of the 

ground offensive, 3rd Brigade would air assault into AO EAGLE to cut and control Highway 

8 · · T d l t r 2nd Brigade would air assault m the vicinity of the town of Al Khadir. wo ays a e , 

d bl th division to conduct further strikes 
Objective STRIKE, Tallil Airfield, which woul ena e e 

as the offensive progressed. 123 

) ervative Rather, it was a radical 
The plan for the 101 st was not (by any means cons · 

"bl because of the unique nature of the 
and possibly dangerous concept that was only posSI e 
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division. It is important to note that the plan ba . 11 s1ca y called for setting up a base in the 

middle of the desert, deep in enemy territory M • D 
· a.ior empsy's first words after his briefing 

l re "You' kidd' ,,124 on the P an we re mg. A French capt · h · · 
am w o visited T AA CAMPBELL and 

was briefed on the plan commented, "I think your plan · l'k h . 
is 1 et e movie, you know, "A 

T F ,, ,,125 L' 
Bridge oo ar . 1eutenant Colonel Hancock stated "Th f h 

, e act t at we would be 90 

kilometers inside Iraq and waiting for units to link up on G+2 w . hi 
I 

h d as somet ng a to 

convince the soldiers was doable."
126 

The area had several Iraqi units near AO EAGLE that 

could intercede. A heavy division at Tallil Airfield was estimated to be able to project a 

battalion-sized force to AO EAGLE in less than three hours. Republican Guard forces were 

expected to be able to project a battalion in less than six hours, and two Republican Guard 

infantry divisions in Baghdad could send armor-supported infantry battalions in four to six 

hours. 127 Sitting on Highway 8 was an additional pair of units. An infantry division was 

approximately 40 miles down the road (east) in An Nasiryah, and a commando brigade about 

15 miles up the road (west) in As Sarnawah. 128 Another infantry division (the 45
th

) was 

divided, with elements in As Salman (an objective of the French) and Al Busayyah (an 

objective of the 24th Infantry). Thus, the 45th was not presumed to be that significant a threat. 

The Iraqis also appeared to have the ability to utilize 30 helicopter sorties and 50 close air 

support sorties.129 No enemy forces were supposed to be in the area that would become FOB 

C d • Th 1 · tical requirements of establishing OBRA, but there were enemy forces aroun it. e ogis 

F rt. operations in an area that would 
OB COBRA alone were daunting, let alone suppo mg 

C
. 130 stretch from Washington, DC to New York ity. 

Ground Offensive, Phase I 
. when the air war began with 

Technically, DESERT SHIELD lasted until 17 January, 

d of aviators and helicopters from · 
opening shots fired by Task Force NORMANDY ( compose 
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the 1-101 t. After that date, DESERT SHIELD be 
came DESERT STORM; However, 

operational reaJitie rarely restrict themselves to 
concrete dates. The first phase of the ground 

offensive actuaJly began before the air war was u d 
n erway. On 5 January 1991, the Divisional 

Support Command began to position supplies at Logsite ROMEO 
1 

. . . 
, a og1st1cal base 30 Illlles 

south of King Khalid Military City. 131 Schwarzkopf hesitant f 1 . h . 
, o a ertmg t e sedentary Iraqis 

to their wide-open western flank, forbade Pagonis from setf 1 b . mg up og ases east of King 

Khalid Military City before the air campaign began.132 Instead, Logbase ROMEO was set up 

close to King Khalid Military City so that instead of having to shuttle everything from FOB 

OASIS to T AA CAMPBELL, a distance of almost 400 miles, the Divisional Support 

Command could pre-position supplies at ROMEO, a halfway point, to later take them to 

TAA CAMPBELL. 133 

With the start of the air war on 17 January, the Divisional Support Command could 

begin to move supplies from OASIS and ROMEO to T AA CAMPBELL. The sole unit that 

would transport the pre-positioned supplies from ROMEO to CAMPBELL was the 101 
st
's D 

Company, 426th Transportation Battalion (D/426th). 134 The company had 40 5-ton cargo 

trucks and 9 30-foot stake-and-platform trailers. Most of these vehicles would also be 

moving supplies out of FOB BASTOGNE. 135 Corps-level assets were not available or were 

scarce to the point where they might as well not have been available. The transportation 

crunch got to the point where the 101 st had to use haul assets from units like the Divisional 

A · b 1· f m the Divisional Support Command rt11lery, the Aviation Brigade, and other atta 10ns ro 

· 6 · t e needed so much that on 11 
In order to carry out the move. 13 Transp01tat10n asse s wer 

. • 101 st (even the 1th AB) to provide a daily 
January, General Peay directed all umts m the 

S&P' s and cargo trucks, 2 ½ ton and 
report detailing the status of "all HETS, lowboys, ' 
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above" to the division's Movement Control Center (MCC) 137 
· The order further detailed, 

"Transportation assets are critical for positioning ft . 
0 orces and supplies. Identifying available 

assets will assist in overall preparation for future operations."13s 

Nevertheless, transportation assets continued t b 
o e scarce. When the l-32ih was 

moving back to Camp Eagle II on 18 January their movement 1 11 d h . 
' P an a otte t em six double-

decker buses to move approximately 500 people with everybody el • . H , se movmg via umvee or 

5-ton truck. 
139 

Loading the double-deckers would take an innovative procedure "discovered" 

by the non-commissioned officers of the unit due to the constant shortage of buses: "Because 

we were always short in busses, we had come up with an innovative way to load the busses 

to maximize their space. Our NCO's had found that the most efficient way to load a bus was 

to put part of the 86 personnel on the top deck of the bus, then load rucksacks on the floor of 

the bottom deck and then load the remaining soldiers thru the bottom windows of the bus."140 

However, when the buses actually arrived, they numbered four double-deckers and one 

normal bus, leaving the battalion one and a half buses short. The battalion supply officer 

helped rectify this shortage by pulling his Humvee in front of an empty bus to stop and 

commandeer it. 141 

When the air war began, the units that were pre-positioned at Logbase ROMEO 

quickly moved up to TAA CAMPBELL. They began deployment on 17 January, arrived 18 

January, and the division's engineers had set up a Rapid Refuel Point (RRP) tbat went on-

. f 1- t t·ons· 10 for Chinooks, and 
hne on 21 January. 142 This RRP eventually had 36 re ue mg s a 1 

· 

143 . · d tion to the environment, the engineers 
the remainder for smaller craft. Showmg their a ap 

h lico ter landings. A combination of 
created pads that cut down on the dust blown up by e p 

. . . ti reduced the dust blown up, resulting 
aluminum airfield matting and a dust palhattve grea Y 
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in slightly lessened maintenance requirements and h .. 
t e ability to launch the large air assaults 

I 144 
that would take p ace. 

Ground Offensive, Phase II 

Starting only days after the main portion of Ph I h 
ase , t e goal of Phase Il was to move 

the division from Camp Eagle II and the Covering Forces Ar t TAA 
ea o CAMPBELL, a 

distance of several hundred miles. This movement was com 1· t d b h P ica e y t e deployment of a 

task force built around 2
nd 

Brigade to defend against a possible Iraqi attack in the vicinity of 

Al Quaysumah ( close to Hafar Al Batin, where two main supply routes intersect). 145 While it 

did move 2
nd 

Brigade closer to their ultimate destination, from 9 January until 25 January, 2nd 

Brigade was not moving to T AA CAMPBELL. 146 Though this may not have had a direct 

effect on the start of the ground offensive, as 2nd Brigade closed into TAA CAMPBELL on 

29 January, it indicated the requirements to move the rest of the division. To move I st 

Brigade, 3rd Brigade, the Divisional Artillery, the Aviation Brigade, and the Divisional 

Support Command required 358 C-130 flights and the convoying of 1,910 vehicles, with the 

rest of the vehicles being transported via flatbed truck and the helicopters self-deploying 

themselves to TAA CAMPBELL. 147 The movement took eight days, from 18 January to 26 

January, and even suffered some delays due to weather. On 19 January, bad weather at 

Rafha-the city whose airfield the C-130s were landing at-curtailed flights for the day. 

B · d 1 t would a shorter around route. In etter weather may have qmckened the re ep oymen , as 0 

1 T APLINE Road simultaneous with xvm order to allow VII Corps to move on the two- ane 

C . rth t Hafir Al Batin and northwest to the 
orps, convoys had to go southwest to Riyadh, no O 

' 

. . ovement the 1 O 1st could not get the stagmg areas. 148 Due to this immense and simultaneous m ' 

. d 1 ment by several days, affecting 
promised truck and airlift support. This delayed its re ep oy 

· 149 
Its logistical buildup of T AA CAMPBELL. 
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Neve11heless, the 101 
st 

had several weeks b £ h 
e ore t e ground offensive commenced. 

They spent this time preparing. Some of the activities th t . . . . 
a occupied the d1v1s10n before G-

Day were training of common soldier tasks, practicing air assault t h . . 
ec mques, testmg the 

equipment that would be used for the FARP at FOB COBRA . . 
1 

. 
, pre-nggmg oads of supplies, 

and preparations to defend against chemical attack 150 On 14 Feb 'th h d f 
· ruary, w1 t e exact ate o 

the ground offensive still not known, XVID Corps authorized the 101 st to begin operations 

across the Forward Line of Own Troops (FLOT). I5I The division had planned to have at least 

seven days of cross-FLOT operations before G-Day. During these days, they reconnoitered 

the area in which the 101 
st 

would operate. Multiple reconnaissance missions, both during the 

day and night, would provide the data the 101 st needed to launch the air assaults. 152 During 

these missions, the di vision would also net at least 462 Iraqi prisoners at minimal cost to the 

IO 15
\ with the single largest "take" being nearly a battalion seized after an air assault raid by 

l-18?1h Infantry. I53 The Iraqis said that the 101 st "didn't fight fair. We [the 101 st
] continued to 

fight at night, and we had the helicopters." I54 The amazing thing is that, despite multiple 

h riki f helicopter attacks in the area, the Iraqis did not seem to grasp t e st ng power 0 

· d f 2 229th Aviation Lieutenant Colonel helicopters. An anecdote told by the comman er o - , 

Bryan, relates that when his flight was "snooping around, checking LZs," they spotted 

figures three or four kilometers away: 

Th hibited no fear at all as they just 
At first , they didn't know ~ha_t we were. ·ney =on st themselves. If we spoke 
stood there, looking and pomtmg, and talki g . gl'ke "You know I never seen 

. . . d · I'm sure 1t was 1 , ' . 
Arabic and we had a hstemng evice h are?" And they would JU St 

Wh t d you suppose t ose . 
helicopters like that before. . a .0 

. d of fi uring out what they were. It was 
stood there [sic] out in clear view, Just kin g helicopters were 150 kilometers 
obvious to me that it never dawned on them e~:::een what we needed to see, and 
deep inside their country. Of course, afte~ we t tally unafraid, and of course, as 
they stood there for several minutes looki;~

5
a~::~d~ in their directi?n, and ~hey got 

we got ready to depart we lobbed a few · h ·ust stood there m total mnocence 
' , f · ndly But t ey J the message real fast we weren t ne · 
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looking at us, and I am sure its like we 
150 

. 
the war hasn ' t started, "who is that?" M ar;heo ~lomet~rs deep inside their county, 
helicopters could fly that deep and fly;{ dry is that It never occurred to them that 
without some type of incursion They w ou~ thhe area, tum around and fly right back 

c fl · ere m t e rear area Th th h h just as sa1e as eas on a dog and all of a dd h · ey oug t t ey were 
su en t ere we were.1ss 

If the Iraqi soldiers could not envision attack helico t • h . 
P ers m t eu rear areas, then it would be 

impossible for them to imagine an infantry division app · "f b . . . 
eanng, as 1 Y magic, m then rear 

areas. 

Ground Offensive, Phase III, Subphase A 

The ground war started for the 101 
st 

in the early morning hours of 24 February. The 

plan was to have the 1
st 

Brigade task force, augmented by 1-502nd Infantry and 2-320th 

Artillery, land at 0600. However, at 0330 a Kiowa scout helicopter crashed in the thick 

morning fog near the line of departure. Both crewmen were hospitalized but survived. 156 This 

thick fog, coupled with rainshowers, resulted in pushing back the landing time first by an 

hour, and then another. 157 Pathfinder insertion occurred at 0720, and at 0725 the helicopters 

began to take off with the first assault echelons. 158 Command Sergeant Major Nichols' 

personal flying time, from his Pickup zone (PZ) in T AA CAMPBELL to his LZ in FOB 

COBRA, was "almost to the minute what it took the 506th Infantry flying out of England in 

World War II in their jump at Normandy." 159 H-Hour, and the division's next "Rendezvous 

with Destiny," was 0800. 

· b f the Blackhawks the di vision In order to get the most possible num er o men on ' 

. . A Bl kh wk normally seats 12 combat-
utthzed practically every technique they knew. ac a 

I b t 1 ded soldiers could fit in, albeit 
oaded soldiers, but by removing the seats, 15 com a - oa 

k e wedged themselves between 
uncomfortably. Some troops sat on their rucksac s, som 

t 60 · tt · on the metal floor was "a position 
bundles of supplies, and others sat on the floor. Si mg 

th . . ·af and the raw nerve that runs from the 
at completes a connection between the aucr t 
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tailbone to the brain. The nerve sends lightning- uick . . 
q 'unimpeded signals of every shudder, 

dip and bump the helicopter encounters or creates 1 . . 
' a ong with the incessant throbbing of the 

engines, straight out the top of the head." 161 The final 1 d ~ 
oa 10r each Blackhawk was the 15 

soldiers plus three five-gallon water cans for a one-day· r 1 f . 
esupp y o water, eight 4x4 sheets of 

Plywood for overhead cover, eight long pickets for overhead c d ~ . k 
over, an 1our pie s or shovels 

for digging. 
162 

The Blackhawk also had a Kevlar blanket to provide better protection from 

small arms fire.
I63 

That load was still only possible due to a concerted effort to get the most 

possible amount of troops and supplies up on the first lift. "Hill [Colonel James Hill, 1st 

Brigade commander] said his brigade would all piss before they embarked, but he wouldn't 

let them leave with one less round of ammunition."164 There were some concerns that the 

Blackhawks were overloaded and would not even be able to take off, but these proved 

false. 165 The aircraft flew 20 feet above the ground at 115 knots (132 mph).166 The first 

elements touched down in their respective LZs around 0800 into a "cold" LZ. Right after the 

Blackhawks left, though, Lieutenant Colonel Hancock heard the fire of heavy machine gun 

167 
and the chatter of the 30mm cannon on the Apaches. 

The last intelligence update given to Lieutenant Colonel Hancock, commander of 1-

32?1\ was, "Sir, there's no enemy in Cobra." I68 The day before G~Day, intelligence had 

received a month-old aerial photo of the area. They had concluded that there was an empty 

trench network in COBRA that could hold about 100 soldiers (but was deserted) and a small 

• • 169 In actuality, there was a battalion-sized 
logsite at another location with 15 to 30 troops. 

ed weapons and an extensive 
force in COBRA with significant air defense, crew-serv ' 

h Of 1 101
st received damage from 

110 0 f the Apac es -network of bunkers and trenches. ne 0 
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anti-aircraft fire , forcing it to land in COBRA_ 111 M . 
amtenance crews who air assaulted into 

COBRA to operate the FARP managed to fix th d . 
e amaged aircraft. 172 

The engagement that followed went surpri · 1 smg Y well, considering that the 

engagement was completely unplanned and unexpected O h . 
· . n t e eastern side of COBRA 3-

. ' 
327th engaged in a brief firefight, capturing 11 Iraqi sold' 0 h . 

iers. n t e western side, though, l -

3z7th engaged the bulk of the Iraqi battalion in COBRA Usi· 1 . . 
. ng c ose air support from Air 

Force fighter planes, as well as the Apaches of the 2-229th, the Cobras of 3_ 101 st, and C 

battery of 2-320
th 

Artillery, Hancock managed to pound the Iraqi position for about an hour 

and a half.
173 

The Iraqis began surrendering around 1030, with more of them giving up as the 

Iraqi battalion commander surrendered and started to cajole his men to surrender as well. 174 

The battalion commander would later report that he had "expected the French [to attack him] 

in four or five days and was overwhelmed by the speed and ferocity of our attacks decid[ed] 

'he owed Iraq more than Saddam' and chose to save his soldiers, all veterans of the Iran-Iraq 

War." I75 It was just as well that the Iraqi commander speeded up his battalion's surrender. C 

Battery only had six rounds left. 176 The 1st Brigade task force reported that COBRA was 

secure at 1039. 177 The second lift, the same 66 Blackhawks and 30 Chinooks that delivered 

the first lift, arrived by 1156, meaning that "in less than 3 hours, we put in 2050 soldiers, 5o 

d · ment " 178 B the TOW s, 2 artillery batteries and our Command and Control people an eqmp · Y 

• · · · 1 art f 2nd Brigade. 179 However, 
end of the day, there would be a third hft to bnng ma arge P 0 

. OBRA · how the equipment flew in. 
one of the key issues in the air assault mto C is 

vailable to the 1 o 1st were air assaulted 
All three of the main ground combat systems a 

. • Blackhawks out of necessity; 
into COBRA on G-Day. The first, the infantryman, went m 

. . 101 st with the ability to transport the other 
Chinooks were the only aircraft available to the 
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two systems, TOW Humvees and 105mm ho . t 
w1 zers. A Blackhawk is limited to carrying 

s,000 pounds externally.
180 

A TOW Humvee wei h 8 g s ,200 pounds fully loaded, not 

d. th 181 Th "[ ] inclu mg e crew. us, the only way to lift a TOW HMMWV . . . 
with its crew 1s to 

dedicate a CH47 Chinook. However, the division's CH47' [ . 
s sic] are too few and are required 

fior sustainment operations. [emphasis added]"182 Simil 1 Bl kh 
ar Y, ac awks could not handle 

combat-loaded 105mm howitzers; "[t]he combination of degr d d . 
a e engme performance 

attributed to sand damage and the installation of protective Kevlar floor plates on the UH-

60A for combat operations made the UH-60A incapable [emphasis added] of lifting a 

combat-loaded howitzer and its crew during artillery raids." 183 The inability of Black.hawks 

to carry combat-loaded 105mm howitzers resulted in the Divisional Artillery using the 

Chinook to move the howitzers around. The greater lift capacity of the Chinook additionally 

allowed it to load the howitzer, crew, and more ammunition than a Blackhawk could carry. 184 

Having the howitzer internally loaded meant that the gun would not have to be slingloaded, 

resulting in greatly reduced amounts of dust, with the Chinook then able to remain at the 

firing location simply by sitting on the ground. 185 Assuming a Blackhawk could carry a 

combat-loaded howitzer, it would need to be slingloaded, with a higher risk of damaging the 

gun and difficulty with picking up and discharging the slingload (because of brown-outs). To 

make matters worse the UH-60L Blackhawk model-which superseded the UH-60A model 
' 

the 101 st had-was still limited to 8,000 pounds external load, despite being able to carry a 

· h UH 60A 186 The necessity of the Chinooks 
maximum weight 1,750 pounds greater than t e - · 

. ted Bri oadier General Adams, 
to carry TOW Humvees and 105mm howitzers pro mp 0 

. "The Chinook is so capable, and the A 
Assistant Division Commander for Supply, to say, 
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model UH-60 was somewhat limited, so we had to . 
put a heavier burden on the Chinooks than 

I would have liked to have seen." 187 

The Chinook proved to be the true muscl f h st, . 
es O t e IOI s au fleet. A Blackhawk could 

not carry a single TOW Humvee, but a Chinook could sl· 1 d 188 mg oa two. A Blackhawk was 

limited to 8,000 pounds external load, but the Chinook d 
maxe out at 28,000 pounds. 189 

Chinooks were not perfect, though. In order to increase s d . 
pee , conserve fuel, and av01d 

hovering, the 101 
st 

loaded two Humvees in each Chinook. However, "[i]ntemal loading a 

HMMWV is no easy task, as there is only 3 inches of side clearance in the Chinook."190 

Because of the limited clearance, Humvee diivers could not get out of their vehicles if the 

aircraft can-ying them crashed, and General Peay had to specifically authorize the practice.191 

However, the intention of attacking into COBRA was not to fight a decisive battle by any 

stretch of the imagination. Rather, the intent was to build up a massive FARP that would 

enable the division to fly to the Euphrates River valley, unload helicopters, refuel at COBRA, 

and then return to TAA CAMPBELL. 192 FOB COBRA could only begin operating the FARP 

when the necessary equipment and supplies arrived. These supplies traveled to COBRA in 

one of two ways: either by air, can-ied by Blackhawks and Chinooks, or by ground, in the 

vehicles traveling up MSR NEWMARKET. Both of these methods of movement took place 

in Subphase B of the ground offensive, which was practically simultaneous with Subphase A. 

Ground Offense, Phase III, Subphase B 

In order to get the FARP at COBRA operational as soon as possible, the necessary 

. · b t troops flew in on 66 Blackhawks 
supplies had to start coming in early and fast. The com a 

. five Chinooks dedicated to logistic 
and 30 Chinooks. Accompanying the first wave were 

duties 193 L d' . h h t H+2 minutes was Lieutenant Colonel Broderick, 
• an mg wit t em a 

. alion 194 Broderick would almost 
commanding the 426th Supply and Transportatwn batt · 
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·mmediately begin operations to build up FOB COBRA 
t • By H+30 minutes, a small FARP 

· l 195 for 3-1 O l was operatlona . This FARP would 
eventually become capable of refueling 24 

196 
helicopters at once. Twenty-five Chinooks from 2_ 159th . . . 

Aviation were available to support 

and expand COBRA. Their sole mission was to ferr • f 
1 y m ue and ammunition. 197 Expected to 

make four trips, planned to start roughly two hours afte H-H 
r our and return every two hours 

or so, the Chinooks were able to only deliver 75 of 100 loads b ~ d kn . 
e1ore ar ess curtailed 

operations.
198 

These flights carried in 75 000 gallons of fuel and nkn , an u own amount of 

ammunition, and were vital in setting up the FARPs. Key to the early operation of the FARPs 

was the 10,000-gallon bag filled with 2,000 gallons, the "flying burrito," which 

"revolutionized the concept of fuel support in the air assault environment."199 Standard 

procedure for the 101 
st 

for years had been to transport fuel to the FARP site in blivits, 500-

gallon collapsible fuel drums, and pump them into the 10,000-gallon bag the FARP pump 

would draw from. 200 However, this procedure took time, not only to pump the gas into the 

bag, but also to unfold it. A "flying burrito," though, would "flop out and be stable."
201 

Another strong point of this system is that the blivits, after being emptied into the bag, could 

be ferried back to T AA CAMPBELL to be refilled and brought forward again. 
202 

Brigadier 

General Adams flatly stated, "had we relied only on 500 gallon blivits, which was the 

. kl h ,,203 
standard doctrine, we never could have gotten enough fuel on the ground qmc Y enoug · 

More fuel would come up MSR NEWMARKET, enabling the FARP at COBRA to pump 

approximately 300,000 gallons of fuel in one 18-hour period.
204 

. . • on lift forced the 10 I 
st 

to seek a 
A desire for redundancy, as well as a hmitatIOn ' 

. · MPBELL and FOB COBRA, taking the 
ground hne of communications between T AA CA 

h IO I st was at T AA CAMPBELL 
form of MSR NEWMARKET. During the weeks that t e 
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before the ground offensive, the engineer battalion 
worked on the parts of NEWMARKET 

that were behind the line of departure, "widenin it h . . 
g ' ardenmg It, taking out some of the bad 

ruts removing some of the big rocks, that sort of th• ,,20s 
' mg. Task Force GRADER, a team of 

graders from the 326
th 

Engineer Battalion, "worked thr h h . th 
oug t e mght of the 24 to improve 

the smface of MSR NEWMARKET_,,206 The work done imp . NEWM 
rovmg ARKET would 

allow the less-offroad-capable 5,OOO-gallon tanker trucks to move up the MSR and arrive at 

FOB COBRA around G+3.
207 

The HEMTT trucks could carry 2,500 gallons of fuel for the 

tanker variant; these and many other vehicles would travel up MSR NEWMARKET as part 

of a massive convoy of nearly 2,000 soldiers and 632 vehicles.208 The original plan was to 

have the convoys leave T AA CAMPBELL on the morning of G+ l; in reality, they went out 

during the afternoon of G-Day.209 The first two serials, Team CITADEL and Task Force 

DAVID, departed TAA CAMPBELL at 1125 and would arrive at COBRA at 1500.210 

Crucial to the eff O11 of the 101 st would be the 45 HEMITT tankers in those two groups. 211 

Command Sergeant Major Nichols and his motorcycle scouts would use Nichol's Global 

Positioning System to guide the convoys to their destinations.21 2 Nichols worked nonstop for 

213 
nearly 36 hours before getting a break to prepare for the planned assault north of Basra. 

Sending the convoy up NEWMARKET turned out to be a good precaution; around 1630 a 

· • · · · · h · ohth a mile 214 Aside from the 25 dust storm blew m, reducmg v1s1b1hty to less t an one-e10 • 

d f the 2nd Bri oade task force from remaining lifts by 2-159th , the weather also prevente parts O 0 

. . k 1 ds and 95 soldiers forced to wait 
accompanying the rest of the brigade, with 10 Chmoo oa 

until morning on G+ 1 to fly into COBRA.
215 

Ground Offensive, Phase III, Subphase C 
the division's attack helicopters a 

The logistical buildup of FOB COBRA gave 

. ser to the ultimate objective, Highway 8. staging area far behind enen1y lines and much clo 
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Helicopters from 2-1 ih Cavalry and 2-229th A . . . 
viation started their planned reconnaissance of 

AO EAGLE and LZ SAND shortly after the first FARP b . 
ecame operational.216 One of the 

key reasons the 101 
st 

was able to proceed with operat· . 
mns quickly was because the 101st 

embraced the "one-fuel" concept: "We went to single f 1 d th . 
ue , an at was big. That was very 

big."
217 

Traditional fuel doctrine established different type f fu 1 & • • 
s o e s ,or different vehicles. 

Tanks and trucks would use diesel, helicopters would use avi·ati· all . 
on gas, sm er vehicles and 

some generators would use motor gasoline and other generators and · b Id , · vanous umers wou 

use kerosene. The 101 
st 

chose to use aviation gas, specifically Jet A-1 , for as many systems 

as possible. 
218 

Humvees, HEMITTs, other trucks, generators, and helicopters all ran on the 

same fuel type. Again, this choice was important because "we simply could not have handled 

large quantities of diesel and MOGAS and Jet-A going to all those different ites. -19 A 

comparison with the 24
th 

Mechanized Infantry shows the distribution challenge inherent in 

multiple fuel sources. Of the 4,840,000 gallon of fuel the 24th used from movement to their 

staging areas until the end of the war, 3,542,000 gallons (78.18 percent) were diesel, 238 000 

gallons ( 4.91 percent) were motor gas, and I 060,000 gallon (2 1.90 percent were aviation 

gas.220 To prevent contamination, tank that tran ported one type of fuel needed cleaning if 

another fuel type was to be loaded in them. Wa bing out tank would take vital time making 

it problematic for combat operations. The l O l st did not need to worry about thl · virtually 

everything in the division ran on Jet A-1. The amount of motor gas con urned \. as O mall 

. . p mably it was onJ required by the 
as to be unmentioned in the divis10nal arch1 e · re u 

J . . th c a1·1ion Some unit apanese con1merc1al vehicles donated to e O 1 · 
uch as the 24th Infantry 

D. . . citino increased engine failures. 
1v1s1on, elected not to pursue the one-fuel concept 0 



However, "a comparison with a sister division th t 
a operated these equipment [sic] on DF-2 

[diesel fuel] throughout revealed similar failure rates_,,221 

Nevertheless, the reconnaissance of AO EAGLE G 
on -Day went smoothly. Scouting 

missions conduced by 2-17
th 

Cavalry, 2-229th Aviation and 1 101 st A . . . 
- v1atton found httle 

active enemy presence, allowing for the insertion of ground scout teams.222 One of the more 

important teams, Team JERRY, air assaulted into LZ SAND, 40 miles south of AO 

EAGLE.
223 

SAND was important because the Chinooks transporting the heavy loads of the 

vehicles of Task Force RAKKASAN did not have the range to fly from T AA CAMPBELL 

all the way up to Highway 8 and then to COBRA without refueling. To bring in the necessary 

vehicles, planners chose to land them in LZ SAND, where they would then drive up a route 

(called 41-A, after the main road outside of Fort Campbell) to marry up with the infantrymen 

whose Blackhawks could make the necessary trip.224 LZ SAND, though, was so muddy that 

several of the scout team's motorcycles got stuck, causing the officer in charge to move LZ 

SAND ten kilometers to the west.225 The next day, 3rd Brigade would attack into LZ SAND 

and AO EAGLE ahead of schedule due to concerns about the worsening weather. 

Ground Offensive, Phase III, Subphase D 

The original plan for DESERT RENDEZVOUS II would lift Task Force 

RAKKASAN to LZ SAND before dawn on G+ 1 and the 3
rd 

Brigade combat troops to air 

assault into AO EAGLE after dusk on G+ 1.226 The troops air assaulted in AO EAGLE would 

RAKKASAN would drive up Route 41-A to link up 
secure it, cutting Highway 8. Task Force 

f FOB COBRA to AO EAGLE was 
with the troops in AO EAGLE. A ground route rom 

. . dlock to the 3rd Brigade far up in the 
planned to be open around G+ 3, prov1dmg a groun 

rd · uld O into AO EAGLE with "3 days of 
Euphrates. 227 Planners stipulated that 3 Bngade wo g 

) ill y and Vill [medical]."
228 

Of 
supply (DOS) of critical classes of supply; CL l, l(w ' ' ' 
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these three Days of Supply, two would be car · db . 
ne Y the umts and the remaining third would 

go with the logistics unit (a Logistics Assault B · d . 
nga e, or LAB) au assaulting in alongside 3rd 

Brigade. 229 To support them, the brigade would esse f 11 l 
n ta Y re Yon FOB COBRA for supplies 

and some aviation support and the Air Force for add"f al 1 . 1 ton c ose air support. 

However, as is customary for combat operations th · · • 
, e s1tuat10n did not develop exactly 

according to plan. The pace of the war was accelerating, as the rest of the Coalition launched 

their ground attacks earlier because of the poor performance of the Iraqi army. Of great 

concern to the 101 
st

, though, was the indication that extremely bad weather was on the way, 

compelling them to move up the 3
rd 

Brigade infantry lift into AO EAGLE.230 The fear was 

that the weather would be too poor to allow for a lift at night with the pilots using night

vision goggles. Flying with night-vision goggles was hazardous due to the loss of depth 

perception and required extensive practice to perform missions even in good weather. As 

such, the lift advanced in time from landing after dusk to landing around 1500.231 Task Force 

RAKKASAN began landing in the moved LZ SAND starting at around 1216.
232 

Over the 

next six hours Task Force RAKKASAN would move into LZ SAND and begin moving up 
' 

41-A at approximately 2200.233 While Task Force RAKKASAN was being flown in by 

Chinooks from 7-1 o 1st , the helicopters from 2-159th completed an additional 110 sorties to 

support FOB COBRA.234 Scouts moving up Route 41-A captured 12 Iraqi soldiers and two 

vehicles, one of which was a tank and pump unit which would be used to refill Task Force 

RAKKASAN ' s vehicles.235 The Task Force would arrive at AO EAGLE around 1400 on 

bT 41-A 236 The infantry units began 
G+2, slowed down by absolutely miserable traffica 1 tty on · 

231 H 
to arrive in AO EAGLE around 1508 on G+l, borne in by 66 Blackhawks. owever, 

. dela ed until morning on G+2. Command 
because of worsening weather the second ltft was Y 
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Sergeant Major Hardwick' s first impression on ste . . 
ppmg out of his Blackhawk was that "it 

was mighty muddy."
238 

The mud, though, was an incon . 
vemence, as everybody had heavy 

loads. 
239 

The LZs were close to the Battle Points which h 1 d h . 
e pe t e mf antrymen. At 2200, A 

and c companies of 3- l 87
th 

closed off Highway 8 240 w·th· 
38 

h t . 
· i m ours, the 101 s Aubome had 

moved over 155 miles deep into the Iraqi rear and cut their m~; t 
1 , UJ.n eas -west supp y route. The 

1
st 

Brigade' s assault into FOB COBRA was the largest air assault in history; 3rct Brigade's 

assault up to AO EAGLE was the longest air assault in history. However, now the gains of 

the 101
st 

were threatened by a storm so powerful it was called a "schmall from heII."241 

When the sub-tropical jet stream that moves north through the Arabian Peninsula 

meets a jet stream that moves from Europe into the Gulf via Turkey, one of the consequences 

is a powerful storm.
242 

The 101 
st
's weather unit reported gale force winds beginning at 2200 

on G+ I .243 At FOB COBRA, the winds reached sustained speeds of 30 miles per hour, 

gusting to 60. Winds that strong would shut down helicopter operations; when the blowing 

sand and dust was factored in, it stopped all aviation and even ground movement was 

impeded. 244 Command Sergeant Major Nichols estimated visibility at three feet. 
245 

The dust 

was so bad that some soldiers wore their gas masks.246 Of the three march units of vehicles of 

Task Force RAKKASAN moving up Route 41-A, the second and third units had to stop for 

d h h ll 241 The storm continued through the night due to the combination of the mud an t e sc ma · 

. . • d forced to cancel missions most of G+2, with the result that the Aviat10n Bnga e was 

scheduled because of extremely poor visibility: 

. t 40 with blowing sand. This made A/C 
Winds sustained all day at_ 25 kno~s gust;!

1 
~C were not recovered until about 

[aircraft] recovery impossible at time an 
911 

In fact no sionificant activities occurred, 
26 I 700FEB91 [ 1700 on 26 February 19 . ·af . t 'the T AA Some A/C had to shut 

" ak ng" airer t m O · 24s as the entire day was spent sne i .
1 

WX would permit further travel. 
. ai· ting untI down several times enroute, w 



Similarly, lift units in T AA CAMPBELL stood b 
y for the weather to clear 249 C • onvoys, 

though, continued to move up MSR NEWMARKET 250 
· The weather cleared sometime 

during the evening, allowing the second lift for AO EAG 
LE to land, bringing the combat 

strength up to 2,200 men.
251 

After the weather cleared 3rd B . 
' ngade had a solid hold on 

Highway 8. Command Sergeant Major Hardwick related th t . 
a arr support was "on call 

d d ·t ,,252 w· h" whenever we nee e 1 . 1t m 10 minutes Hardw · k • . . 
' IC est1mated, arr stnkes would arrive. 

He thought that the units in AO EAGLE could have held O t · . u agamst even Republican Guard 

mechanized infantry, thanks to the combination of the air support th t a was constantly 

overhead, the TOW Humvees, and the artillery and mortar batteries that air assaulted in with 

3rd 
Brigade. 

253 
With AO EAGLE secured, it was time for the division to look to the future. 

Ground Offensive, Phase IV 

After cutting Highway 8 with 3rd Brigade, the 10151 planned to use its 2nd Brigade to 

attack one of two targets. The first target, Objective STRIKE, was Tallil airfield, and the 

second, Objective GOLD, was an ammunition storage facility that was located near "two 

main Iraqi highways."254 However, on G+2, XVill Airborne Corps "notified the division that 

the Corps ' operations were being reoriented to the east in order to cut off the enemy' s escape 

routes north of Basrah [sic]." 255 The 24th Infantry received Tallil as an objective, and the 

101 st quickly threw together a plan for the division to operate north of Basra. Peay decided 

that another FOB was needed in territory that would be secured by the 3
rd 

ACR. This FOB, 

designated VIPER, required that the 2nd Brigade secure it, with 7-lOl st bringing in another 

FARP "56 F HEMMT eventually moved out on the 
.- A ground convoy, called Task orce , 

· th FARP assets 257 From FOB VIPER, attack 
mornmg of G+3, and carried more fuel and o er · 

h 
. THOMAS to the northwest of Basra. This 

ehcopters operated in Engagement Area (EA) 

r ct · f the 1 o 1st Mooney alleges: 
a ical change of plans was necessary because O ' 
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This mission change was a direct result f th 
blocking position on Hwy 8. Intelligen ° he success of 3d Bde's establishment of a 

ce s owed the Ir · · channeled both north through Basra and aqt withdrawal, which was 
west up Hw 8 dd 

the northern route as word spread amongst the Ir . Y , su enly turn exclusively to 
western escape route. The turning of the Ir . A aqis that the U._s. had cut off the 
at the few surviving bridges crossing the E aqih rmy creat~d a~ impossible bottleneck 
be exploited by allied forces. 258 up rates, resultmg ma classic kill box to 

Regardless, this rapid change of plans reflected th . . . 
e extreme flex1b1hty of the IO I st 

that, when given a completely unexpected mission in an are cir . all . . 
a amatic y off theu axis of 

advance, in less than 24 hours-with a significant number of th h . . ose ours occurnng dunng 

the dark, or in foul weather-units were already swinging into action. At 1206 on a+2, 

XVIII Corps ordered the 101 
st 

to seize an airfield 11 0 miles east of COBRA, marked 

Objective TIM, develop it into a FOB, and subsequently attack into EA THOMAS which 

was north of Basra. In the same order, the division received operational control of the 12th 

AB and the entire 5-8th Artillery.259 In the morning of G+3, the helicopters lifted off from 

COBRA to bring 2nd Brigade to VIPER. General Peay recalled, 'That morning the MSR 

VIRGINIA [the east-west MSR for the Corps] was gridlocked with units from the 82nd 

(Airborne Division) and corps support command. So we flew the fuel and e erything over it 

and launched our air assault infantry over the top of it - one of the big advantages of an air 

assault division)."260 Because of some problems getting the 2
nd 

Brigade into PZ po ture 

(ready to board) and the necessity to fuel the Blackhawk the air as ault into Objective TIM 

lifted off at 0900, two hours later than originally planned.-
6

' There were al O only enough 

Chinooks to lift five TOW Humvees per battalion with the remaining vehicle having to 

,., f th Chinooks were relegated to bringing in 
convoy with Task Force HEMMT.26

- The bulk O e · 

around 0940 2nd 

. e FARP.2 3 Neverthele the necessary equipment and supphes to operate th 

. . -bearino Chinooks right behind them. _64 As 
Brigade landed in Objective TIM, with the FARP 0 



soon as the FARP became established, it supported th . 
e attack helicopter battalions that 

cycled through VIPER en route to EA THOMAS.26s 

The mission for the attack helicopters was to att k d 
ac eep and hammer the 

bottlenecked traffic north of Basra. However the missi·on . 
1 

. 
' was imp emented without 

sufficient time to plan, and the result showed in the instructions th t . h 
a were given tot e 

helicopter pilots. Lieutenant Colonel Bryan, commander of 2-229th ' was ordered to, "fly due 

north, pick up the Euphrates River, fly due east along the Euphrates, a distance of about fifty 

h ,,266 B f h . kilometers tot e causeway. ryan was urt er mformed that "friendly forces are south of 

the autobahn [highway], anything north of the autobahn is the enemy."267 The company 

commander for Bl 1-101 
st 

heard at his mission briefing, "Go kill as much shit as you can and 

don 't lose anybody."
268 

For the remainder of G+3, the attack battalions cycled into EA 

THOMAS one after the other, then returning to VIPER to refuel and rearm. 

G+3 highlighted some of the major logistical problems th~t were pertinent to the 101st 

in the First Gulf War. Problems with throughput of supplies from Corps to subordinate units, 

a lack of ground transportation in higher elements, and the necessity of using Chinooks to 

· · · 1· ) b' d to create a single shocking sentence move tactical eqmpment (mstead of supp ies com me · , 

. . . . d •b db L'eutenant Colonel Skrodzki, the m a smgle, distressmg paragraph. As escn e Y i 

division's Assistant Chief of Staff for Supply: 

. . h T ctical Assembly Area for Operation 
During the initial days of estabhshmg t e a . throughput support. In fact, for 
Desert Storm, the divisio~ '_V~s unable to;~~~; :rh existing stocks or by pulling 
the first seven days, the division suppmte_ . . t live day by day. An example of the 
stocks from COS COM. This forced the divGisw

3
n tho RRP at FOB COBRA ran out of 

. d s that on + e serious problems encountere wa 
fuel. [emphasis added]2

69 
. 

d. . . n forced the 1 O I st either to use its 
Th h I above the 1vis10 e lack of transportation in the ec e ons 

. mber and horribly overworked) 
own transportation assets (which were already too few m nu 
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to get the necessary supplies, or to pull from its st k .
1 

. 
oc pi es of supplies. "The division was able 

to adjust by stretching internal assets, but this oft d 
1 

. 
en e ayed the arrival of needed 

· "
270 Th t d . h supphes. ere ore, urmg t e ground offensive th ct· .. 

' e 1v1s1on depended. upon Corps 

throughput to move supplies to TAA CAMPBELL as th 101st, . . 
' e s mam trucking asset, 

D/426
1
\ performed one of three duties: rumbling up MSR NEWMARKE . 

T, performmg 

logistical operations in FOB COBRA, or traveling to FOB VIPER. Furthermore, the 

division's Chinooks were already overtasked with logistics missions or hauling around TOW 

Humvees, 105mm howitzers, and other heavy equipment that the Blackhawks could not 

handle. The situation further emphasized that 7-101 st was augmented by the 2-159t\ and the 

Chinook unit in the 1th AB when it was chopped to the 101st on G+2. Task Force 

WARRIOR, the I th AB' s Chinook unit, had "no sooner completed its haul into COBRA 

when it had to start moving critical vehicles and equipment another 110 miles east to 

VIPER."271 The two attack helicopter battalions from the 12th that were suddenly chopped to 

the IO 1st .may have drained the fuel supply, but it seemed unlikely that the 101st would have 

planned fuel expenditure with such low tolerances. 

The only thing that prevented the fuel crunch from stopping the division in its tracks 

was the diversion of 20 Corps tankers to FOB COBRA.272 These tankers would have brought 

between 50,000 and 100,000 gallons to the 101 st
, depending upon if they were 2,SOO-gallon 

XVID Corps at the end of the day, Peay tankers or 5,000-gallon tankers. In the report to · 

,, d th ked Corps for the "quick response in 
stated that "things now appear to be on track an an 

· ,,213 Pea also mentioned an additional 26 
diverting 20 Corps tankers to FOB COBRA. Y 

d the French attacked up) and that 
tankers that drove up MSR TEXAS (the hard-surface roa 

. E ROMEO to support our operations for the 
there were "sufficient fuel supphes at LOGBAS 
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' 7 

0 t se, era) da 

that problem wa 

emergency. 

XVIII Corps cannot be casti . 
gated for lls lack of transportation, because 

a theater i sue, but it does deserv . 
e acclaim for its rapid response to an 

The fourth day of the ground offensive marked th ffi . 
e e ecttve end of combat actions 

and of logistical operations to support combat Had the war t· d 
· con mue , the true test of the 

division ' s resupply would have occurred. The intention of the d. · · , 
1 1v1s1on spanners was to 

reposition the l 
st 

Brigade Task Force to FOB VIPER and launch into EA THOMAS north of 

Basra to totally cut off the Iraqi retreat. The objective would be a choke point north of Basra 

on Highway 6 at the convergence of the Euphrates and Tigris rivers. "We slept by the birds, 

we were loaded and ready to go that morning, and that's the morning he [President Bush] set 

the cease-fire."
275 

General Peay stated that the same sort of long-lift that moved 3rd Brigade 

up to AO EAGLE could get 1st Brigade to EA THOMAS, and even maintained that there 

would be a groundlock as well.276 Chinooks could take advantage of the airfield at FOB 

VIPER, which would allow them a take-off roll that would increase their lift capabilities. The 

overuse of Chinooks, though, was a cause for concern, but another system, the Containerized 

Delivery System (CDS) n1ay have provided the solution. CDS allowed for a C-130, or similar 

· · h d On G+4 3rd Brigade received three cargo plane, to airdrop supphes to troops on t e groun • , 

f 1. 277 s· ular drops therefore could have CDS drops for an undetermined amount o supp 1es. m ' ' 

been made to 1st Brigade if they assaulted into EA THOMAS, which meant that a 

combination of Chinooks, a groundlock, and CDS may have made the drop logiStically 

ft f vely shattered as well as the fact 
feasible. In addition, the fact that the Iraqi army was e ec 1 ' 

. . n Basra may have made it militarily 
that Coalition ground units were rapidly closmg O ' 

feasible. 
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Nevertheless, the ground war ended at 0800 on 28 February exactly 100 hours after 

the Marines launched their first assaults at 0400 on 24 February. The 101 st did not crush Iraqi 

units wholesale, like the units of VII Corps. Rather, the 101st took advantage of the 

blindingly fast movement and powerful deep attacks characteristic of Air Assault operations 

to contribute to the operational side of the ground offensive, enabling the wholesale route of 

the Iraqi army. The 101 st could do this because it was the world's only air assault unit, and its 

logistics were essentially sound. 



Chapter VII 

Conclusion 

. "Forget logistics, you lose." 
-Lieutenant General Frederick Franks• 
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There are numerous pithy sayings about how imp rt t 1 · • . 
o an ogistlcs are. The simple fact 

is that actual combat operations usually overshadow logi·sti·cs Th p· t G If w . e us u ar does have 

an adequate amount of literature about logistics. This is partly because the First Gulf war 

represented the end of the Cold War, and partly America's ridding itself of the specter of 

Vietnam with a dramatic military victory. The war also marks a new era of warfare-one that 

relies on computers, precision-guided munitions, pre-positioning, airlift, and rapid 

deployment. All three reasons are behind the body of knowledge on the Gulf War. A large 

proportion of the high-ranking officer and NCOs in the First Gulf War were Vietnam 

veterans, and these veterans, along with the civilians who wrote about the Gulf War, wanted 

to capture the pertinent facts, its victory, and its example as a modem war.
2 

General Lessons 

The first of the lessons to be learned from the First Gulf War is that in a rapid 

deployment scenario, pre-positioning works. The first pre-positioning ship squadron arrived 

in theater on 15 August and provided the supplies for the th MEB. By 20 August' the Marine 

· M · f noent had orown into a division-
bngade was operational and 16 days later, the anne con 1 e 0 

nd 
. . f al airlift had deployed the 82 sized unit that was ready for combat. While conven 100 

· nd el Ii oht unit a fact they recognized as 
Airborne Division in 18 days, the 82 was an extrem Y O 

' 

" s" for the Iraqis. 3 The I s1 MEF' though, 
they grimly referred to themselves as speed bump 

. h' 1 s (includino tanks) as well as an air 
Was noticeably heavier, because it had heavier ve ic e 0 
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wing. The equipment for the Marine units arrived h . 
on t e Manne Pre-Positioning Ships. 

furthermore, in the first month of the deployment, the A . . . . . 
rmy pre-posittonmg ships dehvered 

approximately 40 percent of the total cargo, and the M . . . . 
anne pre-posittonmg ships delivered 

slightly less than 38 percent.
4 

Translated into hard numbe th 
rs, ese percentages correspond to 

101 687 short tons (or 780 C-5 loads) for the Army pre pos·t· • h' 
, - i 10nmg s ips, and 95,327 short 

tons (or 731 C-5 loads) for the Marine pre-positioning shi·ps 5 Ei'th f th b . . er o ose num ers 

exceeds any single month's amount of C-5 loads, and when combined, is greater than the 

combined total of C-5 missions for the first three months.6 In addition, the cargo that was 

carried by the prepositioning ships was essential in establishing the Coalition forces and 

logistical structure. The first four ships brought in well over a million MREs, as well as 

thousands of rolls of concertina wire and barbed wire, a "conventional" ammunition load, 

and other supplies. The Army pre-positioning ships also brought in equipment such as 

tugboats, floating cranes, various landing craft, and material handling equipment such as 

forklifts.7 

However, prepositioning is not without flaws. Rapidly deployable prepositioned 

stocks have to be loaded on a ship kept at a readied status. Building a ship is generally far 

· 1 · · th U S and maintaining its readiness also more expensive than a warehouse of equa size m e · ., 

. . . rth · rder for prepositioning to be costs sigmficant amounts of money. Fu ermore, m 0 

. . b forward deployed around the world. 
responsive, ships with prepositioned matenels have to e 

h. t ive in theater came from Diego 
For example, in the First Gulf War, the first s ips O arr 

. h overage to the rest of the world, there 
Garcia, in the Indian Ocean. In order to provide sue c 

. . Id each at its own cost. The nature of the 
has to be other bases at various pomts m the wor ' 

e . s well· an armore quipment to be pre-positioned matters a · 
d or mechanized division requires 
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thousands of vehicles and would thus require 1 . mu tiple ships H 
. · owever, prepositioning ships 

also rely on the existence of port facilities and . 
equipment. This is important because most of 

the ports the Army used during and after World war II d' 
id not have modem ( or even 

adequate) equipment and facilities. In the First Gulf w h 
ar, t ough, the modem port of Ad 

oamman had the sort of capabilities that made unload· h' . 
mg s ips s1mple. Most ports in Africa 

or other third-world areas do not have the port equipment . 
or capacity to unload the dozens of 

modern ships that arrive each day during a deployment This p h . rocess means t e pre-

positioning ships may have to carry the necessary equipment to unload, or construct facilities 

for unloading, modern container and RO/RO ships. Nevertheless, the First Gulf War shows 

that prepositioning is an excellent way to deploy large amounts of tonnage quickly to a crisis 

area. However, the high cost of prepositioning requires a decision as to what degree this 

method should be used to ensure American security. 

Another of the vital points that was related to deployment was the value of the Fast 

Sealift Ships. As stated earlier, seven Fast Sealift Ships carried 10.2 percent of the cargo 

delivered. Considering that the U.S. shipping fleet totaled 359 ships, the fact that less than 2 

percent of the shipping fleet carried over IO percent of the cargo demonstrates the excellence 

of the Fast Sealift Ships. Because of their RO/RO and LO/LO (Lift On, Lift Off) design, they 

were easy to unload and their high speed and massive cargo capacity allowed them to 

transport a great deal of cargo. Each Fast Sealift Ship also had four cranes that allowed them 

to unload themselves at ports that had damaged or nonexistent cranes.s Fortunately, the 

performance of the FSSs was noticed by the armed forces and Congress and, in 
1992

, a 

. St d resulted in the construction of an 
Congressionally-mandated Mobility Reqmrements u Y 

. . 11 ff or LMSR, ships. Each ship is a 
additional 19 Large, Mediun1-speed, Roll-on/Ro -o ' 
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RO/RO and LO/LO ship, and trades the high d 

9 
spee (33 knots) of the Fast Sealift Ships for far 

greater cargo capacity. To improve deployment ct· 
-rea mess capabilities further, eight of the 

LMSRs were grouped into an "afloat prepositionin ,, . 
g squadron (a groupmg of ships based at 

naval facilities outside the Continental United States) • h . 
wit enough supphes and equipment to 

outfit and support a heavy brigade of two Armored and t M h . . 
wo ec an1zed battahons for 15 

days. 
10 

The remaining 11 LMSRs were kept at 96-hour read· . 
mess status, which was the same 

as the original eight Fast Sealift Ships before the First Gulf war. 

The one problem that remains significant, one that has posed difficulties since World 

War II, is the lack of transportation assets. In the First Gulf War, the Army deployed nearly 

75 percent of its trucks to support 25 percent of its combat divisions, and there was still 

insufficient ground transport. 
11 

This shortage necessitated hiring thousands of third-country 

nationals to drive trucks contracted from Saudi Arabia ( or other countries). Their 

employment occasionally led to problems. For example, on the start of the air war, almost all 

of the truckers did not come to work. As a result, the trucking fleet that numbered around 

1,600 every morning stood at 150 trucks the morning of 17 January 1991. 
12 

These workers, 

in fact, remained absent from work until they realized that the Iraqi armed forces were not 

going to react. However, on G-Day, the third-nation truckers again did not report for work, 

13 
but returned after a briefer period than on 17 January. 

· · ff. · t d monstrated in the delivery of fuel Nonetheless, transportat10n was msu 1c1en , as e 

throughout the theater. On G-Day, "The Army was at that time using every petroleum truck 

. ~ es without the commercial trucks, 
ass1gned to ARCENT solely for the support of Army ore ' 

h ustomers save the Marines. [sic]"l4 The 
no deliveries could have been made to any ot er c ' 

d was the only thing that brought fuel 
commercial fleet numbered about 2,000 trucks, an 
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forward from the ports or to JFC-N or JFC-E 1s Ev . . 
. en with this large commercial trucking 

fleet, a few of the logistical officers diverted some of th . 
e commercial truckers to bolster the 

ARCENT tankers supplying VIl Corps. "One inst 
ance was reported at logistics base 

'Charlie' of an Army officer, offering an 'official lette , t . , , . 
r O assist volunteer third country 

national truck drivers should they make application for us c· . . · , 
· · thzensh1p, sent volunteer' 

drivers and their commercial trucks forward into Iraq to resuppl Arm ~ . 16 y y 1orces. [sic]" 

The Coalition's immense demand for fuel transportation could have been solved by 

earlier, and better, use of the South West Asia Petroleum Distribution Operational Project 

(SWAPDOP), a program that was started in the 1980s to develop a pipeline system designed 

to function in the region.
17 

Its nominal throughput was about one million gallons a day, 

which meant it could effectively transport as much fuel as 200 5,000-gallon tanker trucks. 18 

However, SWAPDOP was constructed too late and suffered from too many problems, and 

therefore did not effectively contribute to the war. 19 Similarly, a shortage of HETs required 

extreme effo11s to acquire an amount sufficient to serve the Coalition, and various other 

problems highlighted the limited trucking assets that were available in theater. The end result 

was, that despite the immense amount of U.S. Army and third-nation trucking assets, there 

was a marked deficiency in transportation assets, which led to logistical problems at all 

levels. 

H h
. d f' . ·n trucking may not be rectified simply by deploying more 

owever, t 1s e 1c1ency 1 

. b f ople who may serve at one time. If 
trucks. Congress determines the maximum num er O pe 

. ed drivers also increases, resulting in 
the amount of trucks is increased, the number of reqmr 

as the infantry. Furthermore, these trucks 
fewer available personnel to fill other areas, such 

. . which thus affects the necessary sealift. 
would still have to be deployed and mamtamed, 



" n if seal ift i n t a pr bl m the honage of the numbe f . 
r O avallable drivers is still an 

u , and third 

aliti n f rce . C 

untr nati nal ma 1 y not a ways come to work for the U.S. and other 

nceptuall y, though, technology could h ·1 
eavi Y reduce the number of 

trained dri ers needed. By u ing an on-board compute d . . 
r an vanous detection systems, a 
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con oy could con i t mostly of robotically driven trucks wh c 11 h 
o 10 ow t e lead of a handful of 

human driven trucks. Humans would be necessary to provi·de on ·t 'd d -st e gm ance an 

troubleshoot problems. If protection is also required, each truck could mount a system on the 

truck similar to the Common Remotely Operated Weapon System, but instead of a human 

operator inside the truck, the operator could control the mount via the same sort of telemetry 

that allows the operator of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle to fly it from a ground station. This 

would enable the mounts to be "manned" only while under attack, by operators "spawning 

in" and taking control of weapons upon notification from the humans in the convoy; 

therefore, the gun mounts would not need constant manning. This concept of semi-automated 

trucks still does not solve the increased sealift demand that the necessary numbers of trucks 

would impose. However, it does mean that Army forces would finally have sufficient 

trucking assets. 

The First Gulf War has various other lessons to examine. When the deployment 

. f h · g in various systems that used started, for example, the Army was m the process o P asm -

. . . . 20 1 f h stems were compatible, and the end computers to expedite reqms1t1onmg. Not al o t ese sy 

• ttin these electronic requisitions 
result was that manual entry was still necessary. Transffil g 

. 1 the divisional level to hand carry floppy 
was problematic and required support umts be ow 

. . 21 The delays imposed by this process 
disks or magnetic tapes to the Corps supply umts. 

that translated into the filing of multiple 
resul ted in a loss of confidence in the supply syStem 
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requisitions for the same order, and for 64 9 
. percent of all requisitions being ordered and 

labeled "high priority."
22 

"As a result it was t 
' no uncommon to receive 463L pallets 

containing only paper products for mess halls ho t 
' me own newspapers, or just about any other 

type of non-essential supply."23 

Another issue of importance was the drastic i · h 
ncrease m t e mechanical maintenance 

of equipment due to the harsh environs of the desert Howe th Arm 
· ver, e y eventually figured 

out how to deal with these problems by preventative measures such as dust palliatives and 

"clamshell" structures. The former decreased the amount of dust in the air near helicopter 

take-off or landing areas, and the latter reduced the dust in the air while working 00 the 

helicopters. To ward off the desert heat and sun, aircraft covers and "clamshells" were used 

to keep the aircraft as cool as possible. 

The last lessons are the related areas of the benefits of operating in an essentially 

mature area, with host-nation support allowing for the contracting of services and goods. By 

contracting for housing, the Coalition did not have to build camps to house oldiers. 

Contracting for trucks allowed the Coalition to obtain transportation assets that were 

otherwise unavailable. The Host Nation Support provided the vast bulk of the fuel that was 

used by the Coalition, as well as a large amount of fresh food. Contracting and HoSt Nation 

Support, both of which came from a country that had a technologically modem ociety 

d · · · t Furthermore the modem ports at Ad ecreased some of the Coaht10n' s supply reqmremen s . · 

D l ·d d ore than enough offloading and arnrnan, and to a lesser extent, Al Jubay , prov1 e m 

. be h fi t time the U.S. Army has had access 
discharge capability. The First Gulf War may t e irs 

to ports with sufficient discharge capabilities. 
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Lessons Specific to the 101st 

The 101 
st 

Airborne (Air Assault) Division als 
0 learned many lessons during the First 

Gulf War. The most important lesson was that th A" A . 
e 1f ssault doctnne was viable, both 

operationally and logistically. The division moved ·th b . 
wi un ehevable speed over long 

distances and supported itself logistically. Inclement w th . . 
ea er suspended aviation operations 

for a combined total of roughly a day, which represented ab t 
ou a quarter of the 100 hours of 

the war. Despite these weather problems the division still carried t th , ou e necessary supply 

lifts and air assaults. Even with outrageously high maintenance requirements because of the 

harsh desert, the l0l
st
's helicopters still operated at extremely high readiness levels. Part of 

the success of the division revolves around the FOB/LAB concept: the Divisional Support 

Command could operate up to two FOBs simultaneously, each FOB could support two 

LABs, and each LAB would support a brigade. Furthermore, the FOBs and LABs were 

austere and tailored with the services and supplies at each FOB and LAB, which provided 

"light, tailored sustainment commensurate with the tactical requirement."
24 

Another reason for the success of the division was the redundancy built into the plans. 

For example, FOB COBRA, FOB VIPER, AO EAGLE, and the intended AO THOMAS had 

a ground route established to allow convoys to haul supplies should air lines of resupply 

become insufficient or shut down because of weather. The last reason for the success of the 

d. · · · 1 Th use of the same fuel type in almost 1v1s1on was the choice to go-to a smgle fue source. e 

1 d . · · f ant savings in time, logistical 
a 1 of their mechanical equipment resulte m s1gm IC 

h 1 Prove that the Air Assault doctrine 
requirements, and ever-valuable lift assets. T ese essons 

is logistically viable. 

ered by the division stemmed from 
The vast bulk of the logistical problems encount 

. . The same lack of transportation assets and 
the def1c1encies at the Corps and Theater levels. 
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the numerou supply hortages that affected all . . 
units m theater affected the 101 st, both in 

resupply efforts and in repositioning. Supply short h 
ages t at were caused by insufficient sea-

or airlift affected the 101 
st 

as it affected other units Sf 11 h . . . 
· 1 ' t e division was not without its own 

logistical problems. The workload that was placed O Ch. k . 
n moo s was far heavier than 

anticipated. They bore the burden of logistical lifts and of l'ft· h . 
1 mg eavy equipment. The 

Blackhawks contributed little to such logistical missions or th h 1- f · . e au mg o eqmpment. The 

Chinooks' requirement to air assault in ground forces that were equipped with TOW 

Humvees and 105mm howitzers, while they simultaneously built up multiple FOBs and 

FARPs, necessitated the augmentation of the medium-lift capability of the division. Simply 

put, the difficulty of carrying out the operation at its planned scope would have been much 

higher, if not impossible, if 2-159th Aviation had not been attached to the division. If the plan 

had been scaled back to use just the division's organic assets, the 101st would not have been 

able to move as quickly or decisively. However, permanently assigning an additional 

Chinook battalion to the 1 O 1st would have resulted in increased deployment and sustainment 

requirements. Had this been done in the First Gulf War, it might have led to other problems, 

but it also may have solved the problem of overworking the Chinooks. Upgrading the 

division's Blackhawks to the UH-60L model may not have h_elped because the external load 

limitation was the same as the UH-60A. It would make sense, then, to further upgrade the 

· · · h · Id carry TOW Humvees and combat-Blackhawk' s external loading capab1ht1es sot at it cou 

loaded howitzers, thus taking some of the workload off the Chinook. 

· nique unit in the world. Its 
The 101 st Airborne division was, and remams, au 

. A Airborne unit may be able to deploy 
capabilities cannot be equaled by any other umt. n 

. . . . outclassed in terms of firepower and 
faster, but the Air Assault unit has the Auboine umt 
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mobility once deployed. An Armored or Mechanized unit may have more firepower and 

protection than the Air Assault unit, but the Air Assault unit is significantly faster and more 

agile. By itself, the Air Assault unit is a capable force, but when combined with other units, 

the capabilities of the entire force multiply greatly, as seen in the First Gulf War. Any unit 

can only excel with the proper logistics, and it is apparent that the 101 st Airborne (Air 

Assault) Division for the most part had suitable logistics in the First Gulf War. 
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ource: FM 90-4, Chart D-1 

--- Helicopter CH-47D 
UH-60A -

Crew 4 
3 ,----

Useful Load 27,501 lbs · 6,195 lbs 

Nonnal mission load 20,206 lbs 3,360 lbs 

Nonnal cruise speed 155 kts 145 lets 
Endurance at cruise (plus 

2 hours 30 mins 2 hours, 15 mins. 30 min reserve) 

External maximum load 28,000 lbs 8,000 lbs 

Useful Load: How much weight, including crew, payload, fuel, etc, can be 
loaded. 

CH-47 'Chinook' UH-60 'Blackhawk' 

OVH&UDIIUN-

. - ..: :1 J "1" ••------, 

HC-e nt- CH.an 
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1. (U) JOLLS NUMBER: 31079-83645 ( 
OPERATIONS, MAJ SHEPHARD, 635-7263 ° 0(05°062)), Submitted by G3 

, 798-7263. 
2. (U) Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM conducted by 
03/10/91. 101ST ABN DIV on 

3. (U) KEYWORDS: FORCE STRUCTURE, AVIATION. 

4. (U) TITLE: INADEQUATE LIFT CAPABILITY FOR TOW SYS~ 
ASSAULT DIVISION ~~ IN AIR 

5. (U) OBSERVATION: THE CH47 IS THE ONLY HELICOPTER IN THE AIR 
ASSAULT DIVISION THAT CAN LIFT A LOADED TOW ffMMWV AND ITS CREW. 

6. (U) DISCUSSION: RAPID MOVEMENT OF TOW SYSTEMS TO CRITICAL 
AREAS OF THE BATTLEFIELD IS CRUCIAL TO SUCCESSFUL ANTIARMOR 
OPERATIONS IN THE DESERT ENVIRONMENT, BUT THE AIR ASSAULT . 
DIVISION STILL HAS A PROBLEM LIFTING TOW SYSTEMS. THE UH60A 
BLACKHAWK IS INCAPABLE OF LIFTING A TOW HMMWV (A LOADED TOW 
HMMWV WEIGHS 8200 LBS). THE ONLY WAY TO LIFT A TOW HMMWV WITH 
ITS CREW IS TO DEDICATE A CH47 CHINOOK. HOWEVER, THE DIVISION'S 
CH47'S ARE TOO FEW AND ARE REQUIRED FOR SUSTAINMENT OPERATIONS. 
THE UH60L MODEL BLACKHAWK IS CAPABLE OF A MAXIMUM WEIGHT 1750 
LBS GREATER THAN THE UH60A, BUT IS STILL LIMITED TO THE SAME 
8000 LBS EXTERNAL LOAD AS THE UH60A. 

7. (U) LESSON LEARNED: THE AIR ASSAULT DIVISION NEEDS A MORE 
ROBUST CAPABILITY FOR LIFTING ITS TOW SYSTEMS TO CRITICAL POINTS 
ON THE BATTLEFIELD. THE UH60A MODEL BLACKHAWK IS INADEQUATE TO 
THE AIR ASSAULT DIVISION'S REQUIREMENTS. 

8. (U) RECOMMENDED ACTION: THE ARMY SHOULD DEVELOP EITHER A 
LIGHT ASSAULT HELICOPTER WITH GREATER EXTERNAL LIFT CAPACITY OR 
A LIGHTER VEHICLE CONFIGURATION FOR THE TOW SYSTEM. A CHEAPER 
SOLUTION WOULD BE TO FIELD THE UH60L IN THE AIR ASSAULT 
DIVISION, COMBINED WITH MODIFICATION TO THE TOW HMMWV~

0
~~J: 

ITS WEIGHT. THE ADDITIONAL 1750 LBS CAPACITY OF THE 
THE UH60A WOULD ALLOW THE HELICOPTER TO CARRY MORE FUEL. 

9. (U) COMMENTS: 

(U) SUBJECT: OPERATIONS 

(U) INTEROPERABILITY: STRUCTURE 

(U) Lesson distributed by: CALL. 
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1. (U) JUI.LS NUMBER: 30841-664 
OPERATIONS, MAJ SHEPHARD 635_7 ~9

63 
(00002) , . sUbmitted by G3 ' , (502) 798-7263. 

2. (0) Operation DESERT ST . 
03/09/91. ORM conducted by 101ST ABN DIV on 

J. (U) KEYWORDS: OPERATIONS, SUSTAINMENT. 

:oE(~Riii~~ET~~~ING THE DISCOM WAS CRITICAL TO SUCCESS FROM 

5. (U) OBSERVATION: THE DIVISION covv•u 
THE DISCOM TO PROVIDE APPRO ~u"JAnDER'S ABILITY TO TAILOR 
MISSION WAS CRITICAL TO suc~~:T~H:~~~~p~~KAEft~~s FOR THE GIVEN 
SHIELD AND DESERT STORM. . ~TIONS DESERT 

6. (U) DISCUSSION: 

A. BECAUSE THIS DIVISION'S DISCOM DOES NOT HAVE FIXED FORWARD 
SUPPORT BATTALIONS, THE DISCOM PROVIDED A ROBUST AND FLEXIBLE 
LOGISTICS SUPPORT CAPABILITY THAT COULD BE TAILORED BY THE 
DIVISION COMMANDER TO CREATE APPROPRIATE SUPPORT PACKAGES FROM 
THE PORT TO THE FIGHT. TEAMS WERE ESTABLISHED UNDER DISCOM 
CONTROL AT BOTH THE SEAPORT OF EMBARKATION (SPOE) AND THE 
SEAPORT OF DEBARKATION (SPOD) TO PROCESS MONITOR LOAD 
RECEIVE, DEPROCESS, MARSaALL AND DELIVER

1
DiVISION

1
EQUIPMENT 

SHIPPED TO THE_ JOA. CORPS AND THEATER-LEVEL SUPPORT STRUCTURES 
WERE NOT SUFFICIENT TO PERFORM THIS TASK, AND BRIGADES COULD NOT 
HAVE MANAGED IT WITH THEIR LIMITED RESOURCES. . 

B. AIR ASSAULT OPERATIONS REQUIRE THAT LOGISTICAL ASSETS BE 
TAILORED FOR RAPID ESTABLISHMENT OF APPROPRIATE SUSTAINMENT 
BASES TO SUPPORT DEEP, FAR-FLUNG OPERATIONS ACCORDING TO THE 
GIVEN SITUATION AND MISSION. THE TYPICAL BRIGADE SUPPORT AREA 
COULD NOT SURVIVE TACTICALLY. · IT IS TOO BIG AND CANNOT BE MOVED 
READILY. THE 101ST ABN DIV (AASLT) HAS DEVELOPED A CONCEPT 
EMPLOYING FORWARD OPERATING BASES (FOB'S) AND LOGISTICS ASSAULT 
BASES (LAB'S) THAT ALLOWS THE DIVISION COMMANDER TO PROVIDE 
LIGHT, APPROPRIATELY TAILORED SUSTAINMENT FORWARD COMMENSURATE 
WITH THE TACTICAL NEED. THIS CONCEPT WAS EMPLOYED SUCCESSFULLY 
IN OPERATIONS DESERT SHIELD AND DESERT STORM. BRIGADE TASK 
FORCES WERE STILL SUPPORTED BY HABITUAL FAST PERSONNEL, BUT 
THERE WAS CONSIDERABLE FLEXIBILITY IN SUPPORT PACKAGES AND 
CROSS-LEVELING BETWEEN FOB'S AND LAB'S BASTE~O~N~~~TCAP~~LITY 
EXAMPLE ONE FOB MAY HAVE NEEDED MORE AVIA OF 
OR ANTITANK AMMUNITION WHILE ANOTHER MAY HAVE REQUIRED LESS 
THESE BUT MORE MEDICAL

1 
SUPPORT AND SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION. · 

C. IN OPERATION DESERT STORM, FOR EXAMPLE, FgBJ~~=rAND 
QUICKLY ESTABLISHED AND TAILORED TO PROVIDE RAP~ONS INTO AO 
REARMING FOR ATTACK HELICOPTER ARMETDIO~~~ :ii~~AINMENT OF AN AIR 
EAGLE AND FOR SUPPORTING THE INSER 
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ASSAULT BDE TF IN AO EAGLE LATER:, · . 
VERY QUICKLY TO FIRST SUPPORT A'l'TACKF~ VIPER WAS ESTABLISHED 
BASRAH, FOLLOWING WHICH THE FOB W LICOPTER OPERATIONS VIC 
FOLLOW-ON DIVISION AIR ASSAULT OP~~~I~: BUILT UP TO SUPPORT 
PACKAGE WAS TAILORED TO INCLUDE p S • THE INITIAL SUPPORT 
RESUPPLY FOR ATTACK HELICOPTER OP~~;~ FUEL AND AMMUNITION 
HAD THEY BEEN NECESSARY WOULD HA • F'UTURE OPERATIONS, 
LOGISTICS SUPPORT TO BE

1

ESTABLIS~~ :Q~~~~IA DIFFERENT MIX OF 
FLEXIBILITY TO DO THIS IS BUILT INTO THE FOB ~=CE~ THE 

D. LAB' S WERE USED TO PROVIDE AN EVEN LI 
MOVABLE FORWARD SUPPORT CELL FOR THE BRIGADE~HTER, RAPIDLY 
FOR EXAMPLE, THE 1ST BOE TASK FORCE LA LEVEL TASK FORCE. 
DESERT STORM CONSISTED OF ONLY 87 PERS~ri:~G~D~~Bo;~Ti1: 
PACKAGE FOR THE SEIZURE ANO SECURITY OP' OBJ TIN CONSISTED OF 
ONLY 39 PERSONNEL. THE DIVISION'S GROUND AND AIR ASSETS 
PROJECTED SUSTAINMENT FROM THE FOB TO THE LAB OR DIRECTLY TO 
FORWARD UNITS IN CONFIGURATIONS READILY USABLE BY INDIVIDUAL 
SOLDIERS AND SMALL UNITS (E.G. RATIONS BY CASE; WATER BY CASE, 5 
GAL CAN OR 55 GAL DRUM; FUEL BY 500 GAL BLIVET; AMMUNITION BY 
CASE, ROUND, ETC.). MEDICAL SUPPORT, MAINTENANCE CONTACT TEAMS, 
ETC. , WERE ALSO TAILORED FOR THE PARTICULAR FORWARD UNIT HEED. 

7. (U) LESSON LEARNED: 
A. A ROBUST, TAILORABLE DISCOM WAS ESSENTIAL FOR CREATING 

THE RIGHT SUPPORT PACKAGES NEEDED FOR EACH PHASE AND LEVEL OP 
OPERATIONS, FROM STRATEGIC DEPLOYMENT THROUGH THE END or THB 
WAR. 

B. A LIGHT LOGISTICS TAIL EMPLOYING AUSTERE SUPPORT PACKAGES 
IN FORWARD OPERATING BASES AND LOGISTICS ASSAULT BASES WAS 
CRUCIAL TO THE SUCCESS OF THIS DIVISION'S RAPID, FAR-FWNG AIR 
ASSAULT OPERATIONS. THIS DIVISION'S UNPRECEDENTED NAKEUVBRS IN 
OPERATION DESERT STORM COULD NEVER HAVE WORJCED IF WE SUPPORTED 
IN A TRADITIONAL WAY. 

8. (U) RECOMMENDED ACTION: 
A. MAINTAIN THE CURRENT BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE AIR ASSAULT 

DIVISION DISCOM. FORWARD SUPPORT BATTALIONS WOUW HAVE REDUCED 
THE DIVISION COMMANDER'S FLEXIBILITY TO TAILOR APPROPRIATE 

. SUPPORT PACKAGES FOR THE GIVEN MISSION. 

B. THE DIVISION SHOULD CONTINUE TO TRAIN IN THB ug~F~~~ 
FOB/LAB CONCEPT AND AIR ASSAULT DOCTRINE SHOULD BE NO 
INCORPORATE THE SUSTAINMENT LESSONS FROM THIS WAR. 

9. (U) COMMENTS: 
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(U) INTEROPERABILITY: DOCTRINE 

(U) Lesson distributed by: CALL. 
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2. (U) Operation DESERT SHIELO/STORM conducted by 
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3. (U) KEYWORDS: LOGISTICS, SUPPLY. 

4. (U) TITLE: Single Fuel Type 

s. fU) OBSERVATION: This Division operated throughout the 
per.1.od with JET A-1 as the primary fuel and MOGAS on a limited 
basis for small gener~tor operations and M-2 burners. some 
problems w~re noted with the HMMWV/CUCV and 60 KW generator 
systems, primarily injector pump failures after sustained 
operations. However, a comparison with a sister division that 
operated these equipment on DF-2 throughout revealed similar 
failure rates. 

6. (U) DISCUSSION: Same as para 5. 

1. (U) LESSON LEARNED: Diesel equipment can successfully , 
operate on kerosene-based alternate fuels, gre~tly simplifying 
fuel management. . 

s. (U) RECOMMENDED ACTION: _The.Army should adopt a single-fuel 
~olicy for all systems to simplify fuel management. The payoff 
.1.n time, effort and resources devoted to fuel management wou_ld 
be very high. 
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(U) . INTEROPERABILITY: MATERIEL 

(U) Lesson distributed by: CALL. 
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1. (U) JULLS NOKBER: 31359-19106 (00477 ) 
S-3, MAJ STEVENS, 635-6920, (502)798-6920: SUbaitted by 2-320 l'A 

2. (U) Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM conducted b 
03/13/91. Y 101 ABB DIV on 

3. (U) llYWORDS: PIRE SUPPORT, OPERATIONS, AVIATIOB. 

4. (U) TITLE: ARTILLERY RAIDS 

s. (U) OBSERVATION: Ull-60A helicopters fl i i 
artillery raids coUld not lift coJlbat-loadidng

0 
nitsupport of 

crews. w ••rs and their 

6. (U) DISCUSSION: The combination of.degraded engi 
performance attributed to sand daaage and the ins1:a1r•ti 
protec~ive kevlar floor plates on the UB-60& for cOJDb:t on of 
ope~ations ma~• the UH-60A incapable of lifting a coabat-load d 
howitzer and its crew during artillery raids. e 

7. (U) LESSON LEARNED: 

a. In order to conduct artillery raids the Division 
Artillery used the CH-47 as the primary 11ft asset. The use of 
the CH-47 offered greater flexibility and decreased overall 
mission time compared to the UB-60. The greater lift capacity 
of the CH-47 allowed it to lift the hovitser and crew easily and 
carry more ammunition as well. With the horitaar and -unition 
internally loaded, the CH-47 was able to maintain a lower fli9ht 
profile. Additionally, internal loading precluded the need to 
hover for extended periods in the sand during hook-up. bother 
benefit was that the CH-47 could reaain at the raid firing 
location without kicking up sand and dust by eliainating all 
blade angle. 

b. At least one infantry battalion developed a aortar raid 
package as an alternative to an artillery raid. The package 
required two UB-60 1 s to emplace. To lan4, deploy, place 10 
rounds on target and eztract the unit requirea 10 lllnutes. 

a. (0) RECOMMENDED ACTION: 

a. The use of the CB-47 during the artillery ra!:vrz-ovtrr: 
the following advantages over the UB-60 1 greater: howi::•r• Y 
(lower flight profile), aircraft raaain•: ritht!: flezi~ility 
there was no ~equirement for :~k-rt-:i

1
-:ap~r:y and, hence, the 

(more ammunition and equipmen - au 1 ii point•>· 
ability to engage targets fro■ ■ultip •fr ng 

4 rtable alternative to 
b. Mortar raids can be consider• • "° i aortar platoon 

artillery raids. They shoiuldibe i::!r:•dai:borne ana light 
training and evaluations n a r as , 
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JULLS LONG REPORT 03/22/91 
1. (U) JULLS NUMBER: 30948-387·21 
LTC SKRODZKI, 635-3210, (502)798-3i~g?01>, · sUbmitted by ACOFS, G4, 

2. (U) Operation DESERT STORM conducted by 
03/18/91. 101ST ABN DIV on 

3. (U) KEYWORDS: LOGISTICS, SoPPLIES. 

4. (U) TITLE: INADEQUATE THROUGHPUT OF SUPPLIES 

5. (U) OBSERVATION: ARMY LOGISTICS DOCTRINE 
THROUGHPUT OF SUPPLIES FROM CORPS AND TlmATERs~g~ 
BRIGADE AREAS. DURING BCTP AND JESS-DRIVEN IXERCISBSSION AND 
LOGISTICAL PROBLEMS ARE OFTEN "FIXED• BY SIHULATEO TIIROO 
SUPPLIES. THIS RELIANCE ON THROUGHPUT OF SUPPLIES HEVERGRPUT OF 
HAPPENED IN OPERATION DESERT SHIELD AND HAPPENED ONLY TO A 
LIMITED DEGREE IN OPERATION DESERT STORM. 

6. (U) DISCUSSION: DURING OPERATIONS DESERT SHIELD AND DESERT 
STORM, THE 101ST AIRBORNE DIVISION CONTINUALLY ENCOUNTERED 
PROBLEMS RECEIVING CLASS I, III, AND V THROUGHPUT OF SUPPLIES. 
THE DIS COM AND, IN SOME CASES, MAJOR SUBORDINATE OHITS IN THE 
DIVISION, CONTINUALLY HAD TO PULL SUPPLIES FROM THE COSCOM. THE 
COSCOM WAS DOCTRINALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR PUSHING THESE 
SUPPLIES TO THE DIVISION, BUT IT RARELY HAPPENED • . THE 
COSCOM NEVER ESTABLISHED THE LOGBASES NEEDED DURING DESERT 
SHIELD TO ENABLE THEM TO EFFECTIVELY REDISTRIBUTI SUPPLIES 
TO THE DIVISION AND OUR FORWARD OPERATING BASKS (FOB'S). DURING 
DESERT SHIELD, THE 101ST RECEIVED APPROXIMATELY 150 s,p•s OF 
AMMUNITION FROM COSCOM, AND ONLY 15 OP THESE SiP LOADS WERE 
RECEIVED VIA CORPS THROUGHPUT. THE REMAINING AMMUNITION 
WAS PICKED UP BY THE DIVISION. THE PRECEDING IS ONLY AN 
EXAMPLE OF PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WITH CLASS I, III, AND V 
SUPPLIES. 

DURING THE INITIAL DAYS OF ESTABLISHING TBB TACTICAL 
ASSEMBLY AREA FOR OPERATION DESERT STORM, THE DIVISIOJI WAS 
UNABLE TO RECEIVE ANY THROUGHPUT SUPPORT. IN FACT, FOR THE 
FIRST SEVEN DAYS, THE DIVISION SUPPORTED ITSELF WITH EXISTING 
STOCKS OR BY PULLING STOCKS FROM COSCON. THIS FORCED THE 
DIVISION TO LIVE DAY BY DAY. AH EXAMPLE OF THE SERIOUS 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WAS THAT ON G+J THE RRP AT FOB COBRA 
RAN OUT OF FUEL. 

7. (U) LESSON LEARNED: PRESENT OOCTINB DICTATES :a:LIANCE BY 
DIVISIONS ON CORPS THROUGHPUT FOR SU~~ ~y tJNRELIABieB 
HOWEVER THE REALITY IS THAT THROUGH TBB DIVISION 
IN OPERATIONS DESERT SHIELD AND DE~~~~?'°:SBTS BOT TRIS 
WAS ABLE TO ADJUST BY STRETCHING In.1.~ ' 
OFTEN DEIAYED THE ARRIVAL OF NEEDED SUPPLIES. 

8. (U) RECOMMENDED ACTION: THE .. ~!~=~ ~THROUGHPUT 
SHOULD SERIOUSLY REVIEW THE APP~~ 4 
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JULLs LONG REPORT 
l. (U) JULL.S NUMBER: 40374-98680 
OPERATIONS, MAJ SHEPHARD 635_7263 (00(022), submitted by GJ 

' , 502)798-7263. 
2. (U) Operation DESERT STORM condu ted b 
03/03/91. _ c Y 101ST ABN DIV on 

3. (U) KEYWORDS: OPERATIONS, MANEUVER. 

04/0U91 

4. (U) TITLE: OPERATIONAL DEPTH AND MANE'"""" OF 
DIVISION ~v~ THE AIR ASSAULT 

5. (U) OBSERVATION: DURING OPERATION DESE 
AIRBORNE DIVISION (AIR ASSAULT) ACHIEVED U:~J~~THE 101ST 
OPERATIONAL DEPTH AND RAPIDITY OF MANEUVER WITH T~n EED 
ARMS FORCE PACKAGES. ~G COMBINED 

6. (U) DISCUSSION: 
A. WITHIN HOURS OF CROSSING THE LO ON G-DAY THE 101ST ABN 

DIV (AASLT) HAD SEIZED AND SECURED A HUGE FORWARD OPERATING BASE 
(FOB COBRA -- APP. 20 I<M IN DIAMETER) 93 MILES INTO IRAQ WITH AN 
AIR ASSAULT INFANTRY BRIGADE TASK FORCE. LATER THAT SAME DAY 
THE DIVISION EMPLACED ANOTHER BRIGADE TASK FORCE AND THE ' 
AVIATION BRIGADE (WITH THREE ATTACK HELICOPl'ER BATTALIONS) 
INSIDE THE FOB. THE AVIATION BRIGADE WAS CONDUCTING ARMED 
RECONNAISSANCE MISSIONS 150 MILES BEYOND THE LD (IN THE 
EUPHRATES VALLEY) LATER THAT EVENING. BY H+32, THE DIVISION HAD 
EMPLACED ANOTHER POWERFUL BRIGADE TASK FORCE IN THE EUPHRATES 
VALLEY ASTRIDE HIGHWAY 8, THE ENEMY'S MAIN SUPPLY ROUTE BETWEEN 
BAGHDAD AND KUWAIT. THIS RAPID ACHIEVEMENT OF OPERATIONAL DEPTH 
BEHIND ENEMY LINES WITH A POWERFUL COMBINED ARMS FORCE CUT THE 
ENEMY I S MAIN LIFELINE AND POTENTIAL ESCAPE ROUTE, WHILE FRIENDLY 
MECHANIZED AND ARMORED FORCES CONTINUED THEIR ADVANCE AGAINST 
THE ENEMY SOUTHEAST OF OUR POSITION. 

B. WHEN IT BECAME CLEAR THAT THE ENEMY ARMY WAS COLLAPSING, 
THE DIVISION WAS ORDERED TO SHIFT ITS FOCUS RAPIDLY EASTWARD, TO 
ASSIST IN CUTTING OFF ENEMY FORCES ATTEMPTING TO ESCAPE VIC 
BASRA. THIS REQUIRED QUICK SEIZURE AND ESTABLISHMENT OF A 
FORWARD OPERATING BASE (FOB VIPER) 93 MILES EAST OF FOB COBRA. 
THIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED ON G+3 WITH THE AIR ASSAULT INSERTION OF 
AN INFANTRY BRIGADE TASK FORCE. LATER THAT AFTERNOON, THE 
DIVISION WAS ATTACKING ENEMY FORCES IN EA THOMAS, VIC BASRA (75 
MILES NORTHEAST OF FOB VIPER), WITH TWO AVIATION BRIGADES. 

7. (U) LESSON LEARNED: THE AIR ASSAULT DIVISIO~~~~~~D ARMS 
UNPRECEDENTED OPERATIONAL DEPTH AND A ~i~~ ~MMANDERS. IT 
MANEUVER CAPABILITY TO THE CORPS AND ARTHER FASTER 
COULD MOVE SUBSTANTIAL ANTIARMOR COMBAT POWER F ' 
THAN ANY OTHER DIVISION IN THE WAR. 

B. (U) RECOMMENDED ACTION: N/A 

THE ATTACHED CHART SUPERIMPOSES THE DISTANCES 
9. (U) COMMENTS: 
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